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Usage of Federal Reserve Credit and Liquidity Facilities
This section of the website provides detailed information about the liquidity and credit programs 
and other monetary policy tools that the Federal Reserve used to respond to the financial crisis that 
emerged in the summer of 2007. These programs fall into three broad categories--those aimed at 
addressing severe liquidity strains in key financial markets, those aimed at providing credit to 
troubled systemically important institutions, and those aimed at fostering economic recovery by 
lowering longer-term interest rates. 

The emergency liquidity programs that the Federal Reserve set up provided secured and mostly 
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short-term loans. Over time, these programs helped to alleviate the strains and to restore normal 
functioning in a number of key financial markets, supporting the flow of credit to businesses and 
households. As financial markets stabilized, the Federal Reserve closed most of these programs. 
Indeed, many of the programs were intentionally priced to be unattractive to borrowers when 
markets are functioning normally and, as a result, wound down as market conditions improved. The 
programs achieved their intended purposes with no loss to taxpayers. 

The Federal Reserve also provided credit to several systemically important financial institutions. 
These actions were taken to avoid the disorderly failure of these institutions and the potential 
catastrophic consequences for the U.S. financial system and economy. All extensions of credit were 
fully secured and are in the process of being fully repaid. 

Finally, the Federal Reserve provided economic stimulus by lowering interest rates. Over the course 
of the crisis, the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) reduced its target for the federal funds 
rate to a range of 0 to 1/4 percent. With the federal funds rate at its effective lower bound, the 
FOMC provided further monetary policy stimulus through large-scale purchases of longer-term 
Treasury debt, federal agency debt, and agency mortgage-backed securities (agency MBS). These 
asset purchases helped to lower longer-term interest rates and generally improved conditions in 
private credit markets. 

The links to the right provide detailed information about the programs that were established in 
response to the crisis. Details for each loan include: the borrower, the date that credit was extended, 
the interest rate, information about the collateral, and other relevant terms. Similar information is 
supplied for swap line draws and repayments. Details for each agency MBS purchase include: the 
counterparty to the transaction, the date of the transaction, the amount of the transaction, and the 
price at which each transaction was conducted. The transaction data are provided in compliance 
with the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010. The Federal 
Reserve will revise the data to ensure that they are accurate and complete. 

No rules about executive compensation or dividend payments were applied to borrowers using 
Federal Reserve facilities. Executive compensation restrictions were imposed by statute on firms 
receiving assistance through the U.S. Treasury's Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP). Dividend 
restrictions were the province of the appropriate supervisors and were imposed by the Federal 
Reserve on bank holding companies in that role, but not because of borrowing through the facilities 
discussed here. 

Additional information about the Federal Reserve's credit and liquidity programs is available on the 
Credit and Liquidity Programs and the Balance Sheet section. 
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Facilities and Programs
Agency Mortgage-Backed Securities (MBS) Purchase Program Term Auction Facility (TAF) 
Central Bank Liquidity Swap Lines Primary Dealer Credit Facility (PDCF) Term Securities 
Lending Facility (TSLF) and TSLF Options Program (TOP) Asset-Backed Commercial Paper 
Money Market Mutual Fund Liquidity Facility (AMLF) Commercial Paper Funding Facility 
(CPFF) Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility (TALF) Money Market Investor Funding 
Facility (MMIFF) Bear Stearns, JPMorgan Chase, and Maiden Lane LLC American International 
Group (AIG), Maiden Lane II and III Bank of America Citigroup
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The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest 
Scam In World History Exposed - Are The 
Federal Reserve’s Crimes Too Big To 
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Posted on Monday, December 6th, 2010 at 2:16 pm, Filed under Economy, Feature, Hot List, News, 
Politics & Government, Video 

By David DeGraw, AmpedStatus

What if the greatest scam ever perpetrated was 
blatantly exposed, and the US media didn’t cover 
it? Does that mean the scam could keep going? 
That’s what we are about to find out.

I understand the importance of the new WikiLeaks 
documents. However, we must not let them distract 
us from the new information the Federal Reserve 
was forced to release. Even if WikiLeaks reveals 
documents from inside a large American bank, as 
huge as that could be, it will most likely pale in 
comparison to what we just found out from the 
one-time peek we got into the inner-workings of the Federal Reserve. This is the Wall Street 
equivalent of the Pentagon Papers.

I’ve written many reports detailing the crimes of Wall Street during this crisis. The level of fraud, 
from top to bottom, has been staggering. The lack of accountability and the complete disregard for 
the rule of law have made me and many of my colleagues extremely cynical and jaded when it 
comes to new evidence to pile on top of the mountain that we have already gathered. But we must 
not let our cynicism cloud our vision on the details within this new information. 

Just when I thought the banksters couldn’t possibly shock me anymore … they did. 

We were finally granted the honor and privilege of finding out the specifics, a limited one-time 
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Federal Reserve view, of a secret taxpayer funded “backdoor bailout” by a small group of unelected 
bankers. This data release reveals “emergency lending programs” that doled out $12.3 TRILLION 
in taxpayer money - $3.3 trillion in liquidity, $9 trillion in “other financial arrangements.”

Wait, what? Did you say $12.3 TRILLION tax dollars were thrown around in secrecy by unelected 
bankers … and Congress didn’t know any of the details? 

Yes. The Founding Fathers are rolling over in their graves. The original copy of the Constitution 
spontaneously burst into flames. The ghost of Tom Paine went running, stark raving mad screaming 
through the halls of Congress. 

The Federal Reserve was secretly throwing around our money in unprecedented fashion, and it 
wasn’t just to the usual suspects like Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, Citigroup, Bank of America, etc.; 
it was to the entire Global Banking Cartel. To central banks throughout the world: Australia, 
Denmark, Japan, Mexico, Norway, South Korea, Sweden, Switzerland, England… To the Fed’s 
foreign primary dealers like Credit Suisse (Switzerland), Deutsche Bank (Germany), Royal Bank of 
Scotland (U.K.), Barclays (U.K.), BNP Paribas (France)… All their Ponzi players were “gifted.” All 
the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations got their cut.

Talk about the ransacking and burning of Rome! Sayonara American middle class…

If you still had any question as to whether or not the United States is now the world’s preeminent 
banana republic, the final verdict was just delivered and the decision was unanimous. The ayes have 
it.

Any fairytale notions that we are living in a nation built on the rule of law and of the global 
economy being based on free market principles has now been exposed as just that, a fairytale. This 
moment is equivalent to everyone in Vatican City being told, by the Pope, that God is dead. 

I’ve been arguing for years that the market is rigged and that the major Wall Street firms are 
elaborate Ponzi schemes, as have many other people who built their beliefs on rational thought, 
reasoned logic and evidence. We already came to this conclusion by doing the research and 
connecting the dots. But now, even our strongest skeptics and the most ardent Wall Street supporters 
have it all laid out in front of them, on FEDERAL RESERVE SPREADSHEETS. 

Even the Financial Times, which named Lloyd Blankfein its 2009 person of the year, reacted by 
reporting this: “The initial reactions were shock at the breadth of lending, particularly to foreign 
firms. But the details paint a bleaker and even more disturbing picture.”

Yes, the emperor doesn’t have any clothes. God is, indeed, dead. But, for the moment at least, the 
illusion continues to hold power. How is this possible?

To start with, as always, the US television “news” media (propaganda) networks just glossed over 
the whole thing - nothing to see here, just move along, back after a message from our sponsors… 
Other than that obvious reason, I’ve come to the realization that the Federal Reserve’s crimes are so 
big, so huge in scale, it is very hard for people to even wrap their head around it and comprehend 
what has happened here. 

Think about it. In just this one peek we got at its operations, we learned that the Fed doled out $12.3 
trillion in near-zero interest loans, without Congressional input. 

The audacity and absurdity of it all is mind boggling … 
Based on many conversations I’ve had with people, it seems that the average person doesn’t 
comprehend how much a trillion dollars is, let alone 12.3 trillion. You might as well just say 12.3 
gazillion, because people don’t grasp a number that large, nor do they understand what would be 
possible if that money was used in other ways. 

Can you imagine what we could do to restructure society with $12.3 trillion? Think about that… 

People also can’t grasp the colossal crime committed because they keep hearing the word “loans.” 
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People think of the loans they get. You borrow money, you pay it back with interest, no big deal. 

That’s not what happened here. The Fed doled out $12.3 trillion in near-zero interest loans, using 
the American people as collateral, demanding nothing in return, other than a bunch of toxic assets in 
some cases. They only gave this money to a select group of insiders, at a time when very few had 
any money because all these same insiders and speculators crashed the system. 

Do you get that? The very people most responsible for crashing the system, were then rewarded 
with trillions of our dollars. This gave that select group of insiders unlimited power to seize control 
of assets and have unprecedented leverage over almost everything within their economies - crony 
capitalism on steroids. 

This was a hostile world takeover orchestrated through economic attacks by a very small group of 
unelected global bankers. They paralyzed the system, then were given the power to recreate it 
according to their own desires. No free market, no democracy of any kind. All done in secrecy. In 
the process, they gave themselves all-time record-breaking bonuses and impoverished tens of 
millions of people - they have put into motion a system that will inevitably collapse again and 
utterly destroy the very existence of what is left of an economic middle class. 

That is not hyperbole. That is what happened. 

We are talking about trillions of dollars secretly pumped into global banks, handpicked by a small 
select group of bankers themselves. All for the benefit of those bankers, and at the expense of 
everyone else. People can’t even comprehend what that means and the severe consequences that it 
entails, which we have only just begun to experience. 

Let me sum it up for you: The American Dream is O-V-E-R. 

Welcome to the neo-feudal-fascist state.

People throughout the world who keep using the dollar are either A) Part of the scam; B) Oblivious 
to reality; C) Believe that US military power will be able to maintain the value of an otherwise 
worthless currency; D) All of the above.

No matter which way you look at it, we are all in serious trouble!

If you are an elected official, (I know at least 17 of you subscribe to my newsletter) and you believe 
in the oath you took upon taking office, you must immediately demand a full audit of the Federal 
Reserve and have Ben Bernanke and the entire Federal Reserve Board detained. If you are not 
going to do that, you deserve to have the words “Irrelevant Puppet” tattooed across your forehead.

Yes, those are obviously strong words, but they are the truth. 

The Global Banking Cartel has now been so blatantly exposed, you cannot possibly get away with 
pretending that we live in a nation of law based on the Constitution. The jig is up. 

It’s been over two years now; does anyone still seriously not understand why we are in this crisis? 
Our economy has been looted and burnt to the ground due to the strategic, deliberate decisions 
made by a small group of unelected global bankers at the Federal Reserve. Do people really not get 
the connection here? I mean, H.E.L.L.O. Our country is run by an unelected Global Banking Cartel.

I am constantly haunted by a quote from Harry Overstreet, who wrote the following in his 1925 
groundbreaking study Influencing Human Behavior: “Giving people the facts as a strategy of 
influence” has been a failure, “an enterprise fraught with a surprising amount of disappointment.” 

This crisis overwhelmingly proves Overstreet’s thesis to be true. Nonetheless, we solider on…

Here’s a roundup of reports on this BernankeLeaks: 
Prepare to enter the theater of the absurd …
I’ll start with Senator Bernie Sanders (I-Vermont). He was the senator who Bernanke blew off when 
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he was asked for information on this heist during a congressional hearing. Sanders fought to get the 
amendment written into the financial “reform” bill that gave us this one-time peek into the Fed’s 
secret operations. (Remember, remember the 6th of May, HFT, flash crash and terrorism. “Hey, 
David, Homeland Security is on the phone! They want to ask you questions about some NYSE SLP 
program.”)

In an article entitled, “A Real Jaw-Dropper at the Federal Reserve,” Senator Sanders reveals some 
of the details:

At a Senate Budget Committee hearing in 2009, I asked Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke to 
tell the American people the names of the financial institutions that received an 
unprecedented backdoor bailout from the Federal Reserve, how much they received, 
and the exact terms of this assistance. He refused. A year and a half later… we have 
begun to lift the veil of secrecy at the Fed… 

After years of stonewalling by the Fed, the American people are finally learning the 
incredible and jaw-dropping details of the Fed’s multi-trillion-dollar bailout of Wall 
Street and corporate America….

We have learned that the $700 billion Wall Street bailout… turned out to be pocket 
change compared to the trillions and trillions of dollars in near-zero interest loans and 
other financial arrangements the Federal Reserve doled out to every major financial 
institution in this country.…

Perhaps most surprising is the huge sum that went to bail out foreign private banks and 
corporations including two European megabanks — Deutsche Bank and Credit Suisse 
— which were the largest beneficiaries of the Fed’s purchase of mortgage-backed 
securities….

Has the Federal Reserve of the United States become the central bank of the world?… 
[read Global Banking Cartel]

What this disclosure tells us, among many other things, is that despite this huge 
taxpayer bailout, the Fed did not make the appropriate demands on these institutions 
necessary to rebuild our economy and protect the needs of ordinary Americans….

What we are seeing is the incredible power of a small number of people who have 
incredible conflicts of interest getting incredible help from the taxpayers of this country 
while ignoring the needs of the people. [read more]

In an article entitled, “The Fed Lied About Wall Street,” Zach Carter sums it up this way:

The Federal Reserve audit is full of frightening revelations about U.S. economic policy 
and those who implement it… By denying the solvency crisis, major bank executives 
who had run their companies into the ground were allowed to keep their jobs, and 
shareholders who had placed bad bets on their firms were allowed to collect government 
largesse, as bloated bonuses began paying out soon after.

But the banks themselves still faced a capital shortage, and were only kept above those 
critical capital thresholds because federal regulators were willing to look the other way, 
letting banks account for obvious losses as if they were profitable assets.

So based on the Fed audit data, it’s hard to conclude that Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke 
was telling the truth when he told Congress on March 3, 2009, that there were no 
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zombie banks in the United States.

“I don’t think that any major U.S. bank is currently a zombie institution,” Bernanke 
said.

As Bernanke spoke those words banks had been pledging junk bonds as collateral under 
Fed facilities for several months…

This is the heart of today’s foreclosure fraud crisis. Banks are foreclosing on untold 
numbers of families who have never missed a payment, because rushing to foreclosure 
generates lucrative fees for the banks, whatever the costs to families and investors. This 
is, in fact, far worse than what Paul Krugman predicted. Not only are zombie banks 
failing to support the economy, they are actively sabotaging it with fraud in order to 
make up for their capital shortages. Meanwhile, regulators are aggressively looking the 
other way.

The Fed had to fix liquidity in 2008. That was its job. But as major banks went 
insolvent, the Fed and Treasury had a responsibility to fix that solvency issue—even 
though that meant requiring shareholders and executives to live up to losses. Instead, as 
the Fed audit tells us, policymakers knowingly ignored the real problem, pushing losses 
onto the American middle class in the process.” [read more]

Even the Financial Times is jumping ship:

Sunlight Shows Cracks in Fed’s Rescue Story

It took two years, a hard-fought lawsuit, and an act of Congress, but finally… the 
Federal Reserve disclosed the details of its financial crisis lending programs. The initial 
reactions were shock at the breadth of lending, particularly to foreign firms. But the 
details paint a bleaker, earlier, and even more disturbing picture…. An even more 
troubling conclusion from the data is that… it is now apparent that the Fed took on far 
more risk, on less favorable terms, than most people have realized. [read more]

In true Fed fashion, they didn’t even fully comply with Congress. In a report entitled, “Fed 
Withholds Collateral Data for $885 Billion in Financial-Crisis Loans,” Bloomberg puts some icing 
on the cake:

For three of the Fed’s six emergency facilities, the central bank released information on 
groups of collateral it accepted by asset type and rating, without specifying individual 
securities. Among them was the Primary Dealer Credit Facility, created in March 2008 
to provide loans to brokers as Bear Stearns Cos. collapsed. 

“This is a half-step,” said former Atlanta Fed research director Robert Eisenbeis, chief 
monetary economist at Cumberland Advisors Inc. in Sarasota, Florida. “If you were 
going to audit the facilities, then would this enable you to do an audit? The answer is 
‘No,’ you would have to go in and look at the individual amounts of collateral and how 
it was broken down to do that. And that is the spirit of what the requirements were in 
Dodd-Frank.” [read more]

See also: 

• Fed Data Dump Reveals More Contradictions About its $1.25 Trillion MBS Purchase   
Program 

• Fed Created Conflicts in Improvising $3.3 Trillion Financial System Rescue   
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• Meet The 35 Foreign Banks That Got Bailed Out By The Fed   
• Ben Bernanke’s Secret Global Bank   

Here’s the only person on US TV “news” who actually covers and understands any of this, enter 
Dylan Ratigan, with his guest Chris Whalen from Institutional Risk Analytics. This quote from 
Whalen sums it up well: “The folks at the Fed have become so corrupt, so captured by the banking 
industry … the Fed is there to support the speculators and they let the real economy go to hell.” 

[ Download ] 

The Progressive’s Matthew Rothschild has a good quote: “The financial bailout was a giant 
boondoggle, undemocratic and kleptocratic to its core.”

Matt Stoller on NewDeal 2.0:

End This Fed

The Fed, and specifically the people who run it, are responsible for declining wages, for 
de-industrialization, for bubbles, and for the systemic corruption of American capital 
markets. The new financial blogosphere destroyed the Fed’s mythic stature…. With a 
loss of legitimacy comes a lack of public trust and a vulnerability to any form of critic. 
The Fed is now less respected than the IRS ... Liberals should stop their love affair with 
conservative technocratic myths of monetary independence, and cease seeing this 
Federal Reserve as a legitimate actor. At the very least, we need to begin noticing that 
these people do in fact run the country, and should not. [read more]

In case anyone is confused into believing that this is just another right vs. left partisan issue, enter 
Fox Business host Judge Andrew Napolitano with his guest Republican Congressman Ron Paul, 
who is, of course, a longtime leading Fed critic. Paul hopes to see some Wikileaks on the Federal 
Reserve:

[ Download ] 

The Sunlight Foundation shines a light on Bank of America and the Federal Reserve’s brother 
money manager BlackRock:

Federal Reserve Loan Program Allowed Bank of America to Benefit Twice

Bank of America was one of several banks that was able to play both sides of a Federal 
Reserve program launched during the 2008 financial crisis. While Bank of America was 
selling its assets to firms obtaining loans through the Fed program, the investment firm 
BlackRock—partially owned by Bank of America—was potentially turning a profit by 
using those loans to buy assets similar to those sold by Bank of America. [read more]

Gretchen Morgenson at the New York Times jumps into the act:

So That’s Where the Money Went

How the truth shines through when you shed a little light on a subject…. 

All of the emergency lending data released by the Fed are highly revealing, but why 
weren’t they made public much earlier? That’s a question that Walker F. Todd, a 
research fellow at the American Institute for Economic Research, is asking. 
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Mr. Todd, a former assistant general counsel and research officer at the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Cleveland, said details about the Fed’s vast and various programs should have 
been available before the Dodd-Frank regulatory reform law was even written. 

“The Fed’s current set of powers and the shape of the Dodd-Frank bill over all might 
have looked quite different if this information had been made public during the debate 
on the bill,” he said. “Had these tables been out there, I think Congress would have 
either said no to emergency lending authority or if you get it, it’s going to be a much 
lower number — half a trillion dollars in the aggregate.” [read more]

Welcome to the “global pawnshop:”

The Fed Operates as a “global pawnshop:” $9 trillion to 18 financial institutions

What the report shows is that the Fed operated as a global pawnshop taking in 
practically anything the banks had for collateral. What is even more disturbing is that 
the Federal Reserve did not enact any punitive charges to these borrowers so you had 
banks like Goldman Sachs utilizing the crisis to siphon off cheap collateral. The Fed is 
quick to point out that “taxpayers were fully protected” but mention little of the 
destruction they have caused to the US dollar. This is a hidden cost to Americans and it 
also didn’t help that they were the fuel that set off the biggest global housing bubble 
ever witnessed by humanity. [read more]

“No strings attached.” Financial reporter Barry Grey unleashes the truth:

Fed report lifts lid on Great Bank Heist of 2008-2009

The banks and corporations that benefited were not even obliged to provide an account 
of what they did with the money. The entire purpose of the operation was to use public 
funds to cover the gambling losses of the American financial aristocracy, and create the 
conditions for the financiers and speculators to make even more money.

All of the 21,000 transactions cited in the Fed documents―released under a provision 
included, over the Fed’s objections, in this year’s financial regulatory overhaul 
bill―were carried out in secret. The unelected central bank operated without any 
congressional mandate or oversight.

The documents shed light on the greatest plundering of social resources in history. It 
was carried out under both the Republican Bush and Democratic Obama 
administrations. Those who organized the looting of the public treasury were long-time 
Wall Street insiders: men like Bush’s treasury secretary and former Goldman Sachs 
CEO Henry Paulson and the then-president of the New York Federal Reserve, Timothy 
Geithner….

The Fed documents show that the US central bank enabled banks and corporations to 
offload their bad debts onto the Fed’s balance sheet. Now, in order to prevent a collapse 
of the dollar and a default by the US government, the American people are being told 
they must sacrifice to reduce the national debt and budget deficit.

But as the vast sums make clear, the “sacrifice” being demanded of working people 
means their impoverishment―wage-cutting, mass unemployment, cuts in health care, 
Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, etc.

http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=viewArticle&code=MYB20101204&articleId=22257
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/05/business/05gret.html?ref=gretchen_morgenson


The very scale of the Fed bailout points to the scale of the financial crash and the 
criminality that fostered it ... The entire US capitalist economy rested on a huge Ponzi 
scheme that was bound to collapse…

The banks were able to take the cheap cash from the Fed and lend it back to the 
government at double and quadruple the interest rates they were initially 
charged―pocketing many billions in the process….

The ongoing saga of the looting of the economy by the financial elite puts the lie to the 
endless claims that “there is no money” for jobs, housing, education or health care. The 
ruling class is awash in money. [read more] 

Here’s an old Jim Rogers interview from two years ago when this whole thing was originally going 
down:

[ Download ] 

Here are two videos that I made last year, with an assist from Alan Grayson and Dylan Ratigan:

The Wall Street Economic Death Squad - Part I 

[ Download ] 

The Greatest Theft in History - Wall Street Economic Death Squad - Part II 

[ Download ] 

And on a final note, you may as well rock out to this new song while Rome burns …

WORLD PREMIERE ~ Ben Bernanke: Public Enemy #1 – Mr. Big Shot (((Music Video)))

[ Download ] 

Ben Shalom Bernanke is wanted for violating the United States Constitution, committing acts 
of financial terrorism and crimes against humanity. As a leading member of the Global 
Banking Cartel, he is considered a highly dangerous  enemy combatant. Citizens of the United 
States hereby demand that he be properly detained under the laws and customs of war. 
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Huffington Post The Federal Reserve, through its...
5. Dear America, Your Taxes Are Going Up 20%, Food and Gas Prices Will Skyrocket, The   

Federal Reserve Just Dropped An Economic Nuclear Bomb On Us, TIME TO RISE! - David 
DeGraw On Quantitative Easing, The Hidden Tax By David DeGraw, AmpedStatus I've been writing 
report after report...

143 Responses to “The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In World 
History Exposed - Are The Federal Reserve’s Crimes Too Big To Comprehend?”

1.  

clarence swinney said:

WHO WILL INFORM THE PEOPLE? DEMOCRATS WILL NOT
Thirty Years Got us:
A Brain Dead Affable Dunce
A Recovering (by admission)Alcoholic Life Time of Failures
Since 1980
20 years-3 so-called conservative Presidents
18 years conservative Senate
12 years conservative House
6 years conservative Total Control
WHAT DID WE GET?
9000B of Debt
99,00 net new jobs per month(just cover new entries)
222,000 by Carter + Clinton
Big Tax Cuts for Rich
Involvement in 8 international conflicts killing millions of innocent people
1980–1% owned 20% Total Financial Wealth
1989-1% owned 36% for 80% gain under Reagan
2008–1% owned 43%
1980-1% got 10% Total Income
2008–1% got 24%
Investment Houses of Rich Gamblers took over 80% of Banks.
Republican repeal Glass-Steagall
Rich Gamblers went to New Casino Derivative Of America from investing in Stocks to 
build businesses and jobs.
Republican de-regulation of Derivatives
PROOF–
31,000 Net New Jobs. Lack of investments in businesses.
In 2000 Dow had Hi of 11,720 and 2010 it is less. Ten years later no gain.
Wealth-lncome transfer to few very rich
Great Recession
Two dumb dumb wars
Free Gamblers on Wall Street same as done by Coolidge in 1920s. Give Banks 1% Free 
Money Interest Rate.
Increase Money Supply. Same As 1920’s
Come and get it plenty free money bet bet bet
Rich got it. How else could one man in 2009 have an income of 4300 Million. 4300 Million. 
A bunch.
He created ten jobs in his office.
Money Velocity declined. One hand to another hand.
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Today WSA owns:
Banks
Media
Corporations ( ship dem jobs to China more $$$)
2,300,000 to just China under Bush.
Congress–40% campign money from WSA.
White House– Experts from WSA make financial decisions.
120,000,000 workers own 7% Total Financial Wealth
Watch! WSA will kill to get that 7%.
olduglymeanhonest mad mad mad
clarence swinney political historian lifeaholics of america
burlington nc
_______

December 6th, 2010 at 2:39 pm 

2.  

Gregg said:

For now on when i come to this site i want a popup to appear and say: 

Warning! Explicit Truth! Proceed With Caution!

December 6th, 2010 at 2:49 pm 

3.  

Rick said:

@Gregg

LOL, too true, 10 minutes on this site and i want to start smashing things. Sometimes i think 
it would be better to just be ignorant to all this. Every time you start to make sense of this 
mad world it makes you really fucking mad. Then this punkass DeGraw guy comes along 
making a whole lotta sense and then you go to the homepage and see that article link to the 
Hedges piece on being complicit is you remain passive. My blood boils becuase i know it’s 
the truth. It really is scary as hell.

December 6th, 2010 at 3:06 pm 

4.  

Beth said:

You could have just written these 3 lines and saved us all a lot of time.

“The audacity and absurdity of it all is mind boggling… 

Let me sum it up for you: The American Dream is O-V-E-R.

Welcome to the neo-feudal-fascist state.”

December 6th, 2010 at 3:10 pm 
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5.  

Sharon Ray said:

We need to know what to do. If we could only get the American people to wake up, it is 
probably too late anyway. Is there any way to protect our assets? David let us know what 
you think!! We are in for BIG TROUBLE!!!

December 6th, 2010 at 3:18 pm 

6.  

Grasshopper Kaplan said:

uhoh
so where do we go now? i ain’t had no money since the year my life was wrecked when i ran 
for mayor
these folks ain’t gonna be giving up nothing no time soon, and they’s got the cops in the’y’s 
pockets, all the guns , what, are we gonna just
stick a flower in their guns barrel
?
Peace
G

 http://www.vimeo.com/17169752 friendathe devil
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7.  

Max said:

@Sharon

BUY SILVER!
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8.  

Bob said:

I don’t have enough blood pressure pills to deal with the truth.

December 6th, 2010 at 3:37 pm 

9.  

MFox said:

Simple Solution that should have been started quite some time ago. Start using the 1790s 
French solution of the guillotine and process some elitists.

December 6th, 2010 at 3:55 pm 
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10.  

 Will said:

Is it just me or are you guys starting to feel the earth shift back into our direction?

Wikileaks, This Fed Release, protests breaking out all through Europe, Bank runs, buy 
silver.

The 4 Fathers 2.0:

Julian Assange
Max Keiser
Tyler Durden
David DeGraw

December 6th, 2010 at 3:57 pm 

11.  

Rollin Shu;tz said:

It is about over for America and the world. Bible prophecy says the globalists win, at least 
until Jesus comes back to set things right. Why not be more concerned about the next world 
where we will spend eternity and where the bankers have no control. Jesus still saves.

Jesus will come back soon to collect His People, so get on board, and in the meantime let’s 
fight the globalists as hard as we can to help our lost brothers and sisters.

December 6th, 2010 at 4:39 pm 

12.  

Jan said:

This post is a goldmine. Precious metal heaven. Great essay and videos! Will spread far and 
wide

December 6th, 2010 at 5:09 pm 

13.  

irategrandmother said:

I can’t believe the complacency I’m hearing in these comments. I’m ready to carry the signs 
and hit the streets even though I’m an old lady. There are millions of people out there who 
are out of work and have time to hit the streets and get the word out. We need some people 
in the right places to help us organize. I stumbled onto another website at 
http://99americans.org/ that went absolutely nowhere. There are people out there all over 
who may be willing to help get things going. David DeGraw if you really want to get the 
word out and the ball rolling, you need to assemble some people to help you organize things.

December 6th, 2010 at 5:13 pm 
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14.  

Kent Welton said:

Thanks, David,
you’ve made the case for a public central bank, and exposed the fraud and deceit of the 
“independent” central bank scam.

Kent Welton,
PublicCentralBank.com

December 6th, 2010 at 5:25 pm 

15.  

bert vere said:

The robberies go on daily.Big business, has mated with the goverment and military to form a 
seamless wall .
The people have no voice and are cut off from the halls of power.
I am not surprised to hear the word “guillotine” from the mouths of grandmas./grandpas(no 
offense)
We all started out as loyal hard working people, anxious to please, and confident in our 
leaders….
To where have we now come?There are few left whom we would trust today.
The whole world is a hairsbreadth from the realisation that the banks, the goverment,s 
ownership is mere paper, and the reality is that we the people inhabit thoise homes, and 
should we all refuse top pony up another cent till full accounting is made for the goverment 
money stolen, we consider the matter paid in full, and change is due promptly.

December 6th, 2010 at 6:44 pm 

16.  

Hank said:

You rootin-tootin-six-gun-shootin son of… This is some fine rawhide ya got here. I’m just 
an old Tempe wrangler but I know a thing or two about the evil ole Fed. And you done 
nailed the fuckers. Tip of the cap to ya.

December 6th, 2010 at 7:58 pm 

17.  

The Bernank said:

Did everyone catch Bernake on 60 Minutes? It was crazy. Thought the man was going to 
have a nervous breakdown right there on my TV. His face was shaking, looked like the man 
was tearing up. He literally seemed like he wasn’t playing with a full deck. No wonder we 
are going down. 

Why the hell do we have a mentally unstable maniac running this economy/country. 

“The absurdity of it all” is insane!
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December 6th, 2010 at 8:29 pm 

18.  

Biggest Scam In World History Exposed: Are The Federal Reserve’s Crimes Too Big To 
Comprehend? « Socio-Economics History Blog said:

[...] grand larceny of the sheeple. Just how stupid do these Illuminist banksters think we 
are?    The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In World History Exposed – Are The 
Federal Reser…What if the greatest scam ever perpetrated was blatantly exposed, and the 
US media didn’t cover [...]

December 6th, 2010 at 8:42 pm 

19.  

Winston said:

Pay your taxes and send your children to war. Keep your bank accounts open and stay in 
your homes. Watch TV every day. Eat the processed food and take the pharma drugs you see 
advertised.

Go into debt on your home and your car and work hard because you are lucky to be a wage 
slave.

December 7th, 2010 at 12:10 am 

20.  

Nattydread said:

Ok so as far as i am aware…..all these people that are responsible for all these wrong doings 
listed here and many more are still just people …..why has this been allowed to carry on for 
so long who’s responsibility is it to go and arrest these people and bring them ALL to 
justice? Its all well and good people sitting in front of the keyboard saying this that and the 
other but at the end of the day we out number them in a massive way..they simply do not 
have enough police or troops to deal with the population if said population decided to storm 
the white house or the fed…tear it down brick by brick if needed but for fuck sake DO 
SOMETHING PEOPLE….I don’t believe chopping off their collective heads if the answer 
at the end of the day they should all face lifetime prison sentences and feel the hand of the 
prison guards beating them like so many innocent people have that have suffered at the 
hands of the elite …..BRING EM DOWN take the first step and arrest them !!!

December 7th, 2010 at 3:23 am 

21.  

ronl1 said:

The revolution is coming! It is the only way to solve all the problems, just hope the Military 
will form a coup, so it is bloodless, and throw them all in jail or hang them every frigging 
one.!

December 7th, 2010 at 3:43 am 
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22.  

serena said:

People around the world have been aware of this for quite a long time ,people of America 
seem to be the most ill informed, your media is not letting the news be published because 
they dont want you to know.
Maybe the wikileaks witch hunt is to give people something else to focus on.
your government tells you Julian Asange is dangerous and putting lives in danger,wake up 
people and realise he could be your life saver by exposing corruption in high places, Maybe 
you should backing Assange up, not letting your government lead you by the nose into 
oblivion. Start by not using the companies that dropped his website,stopped his money 
supply because the government and Joe Leiberman pressured them. Stand up and do 
something before its too late.

December 7th, 2010 at 4:05 am 

23.  

Michael said:

It’s not about money - it’s about values - about culture/mindset/morals.

War on culture - transforming traditional Christian idealistic morals into Judeo-Christian 
materialism.

Cultural moral deterioration gained momentum in the 1960s - the counter culture of the 
1960s.

The media plays a huge role in defining our morals and mindsets.

Today - the subversive socalled ‘Chosen Ones’ have accomplished their goal - carefree 
hedonism - anything goes - nobody cares - those few individuals that care are too divided, 
too confused and too poor to organize, unite under one banner and muster any real resistance 
and take over the real instruments of power… eventually their blabber just becomes noise - 
in an ocean of noise…

December 7th, 2010 at 5:20 am 

24.  

neil said:

Sorry,but when are you dumb ass AMERICENS GOING TO GET OFF YOUR LARD 
ASSES AND TAKE BACK YOUR COUNTRY.In europe we dont just talk the talk,but walk 
the walk. If you dont rise up soon with a pupose and sense of pride,then you deserve all that 
is coming your way.Wake up before its too late.
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25.  

Economy 12-07-10 | Dprogram.net said:

[...] (AmpedStatus) – The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In World History 
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Exposed – Are The Federal Reserve’s Crimes Too Big To Comprehend? – Read More Here 
[...]

December 7th, 2010 at 8:57 am 

26.  

Wall Street’s Pentagon Papers « www.petewalker.org Blog said:

[...] http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-
exposed-are-the... [...]

December 7th, 2010 at 10:15 am 

27.  

Steve N said:

Bailed out bankers and wall street scam artists, yet another violation of our rights. Add it to 
the list of gov’t violations of our right:
They violate the 1st Amendment by placing protesters in cages, banning books like 
“America Deceived II” and censoring the internet.
They violate the 2nd Amendment by confiscating guns.
They violate the 4th and 5th Amendment by molesting airline passengers.
They violate the entire Constitution by starting undeclared wars for foreign countries.
Impeach Obama and sweep out the Congress, except Ron Paul.
(Last link of Banned Book):
http://www.iuniverse.com/Bookstore/BookDetail.aspx?BookId=SKU-000190526

December 7th, 2010 at 11:53 am 

28.  

jose1 said:

All that money they’ve gotten will be moving off shore, probably Hong Kong, and most of 
Wall Street will be moving with them. History repeats itself. The Parasites found a new host 
as most of the old host (the U.S.) is rapidly transpiring.

December 7th, 2010 at 12:10 pm 

29.  

other possible causes : : Is Wikileaks a Planned Distraction? - wikileaks said:

[...] NY Green: Spring a Leak (December 7th, 2010) [...]

December 7th, 2010 at 12:19 pm 

30.  

Patrick Timpone said:

Scam yes, crimes No. We have done a show with Andrew Gause, currency historian and 
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expert on the financial system for 15 years. Free archived shows on 
http://www.oneradionetwork.com/
called “The Real World of Money”

The point to make here is this. The Federal Reserve Act of 1913, passed in the dead of night 
December 23rd. with few politicians in town…crafted by the PTB at Jekyl Islands gives 
these private banks the power to do essentially do all these “crimes”. Now, as many 
American’s are waking up the first thing they want to do is scream “crooks…” etc. This is 
our issue to fix…these people are businessmen and women and are creating no crimes. 
Scam, ponzi scheme, etc. ? certainly, but read the charter and you know how these things are 
written…the Congress of the day and the President of the hour signed over the power to do 
what these private banks, “The Fed” (essentially the Fed Res Bank of NY) do, and have 
done for 100 years.

All this talk of auditing the Fed…ending the Fed etc. are all black holes…fast pitches in the 
dirt. All Congress has to do is take over the Fed and give the job of creating dollars to the 
Treasury where it belongs.

of course all the politicians are paid for by these banks…so, Houston…we have a challenge.

But, let’s look at what is going on and not get all emotional because Ben and the boys have 
nothing to fear as it stands now.

December 7th, 2010 at 2:20 pm 

31.  

dmay1 said:

I wait to read the latest article.
dmay1

December 7th, 2010 at 3:53 pm 

32.  

Matt said:

Just got your latest newsletter. You guys are awesome. Incredibly aware and ahead of the 
curve. Making all the other “news” site look like an old tired joke. 

Keep on swimmin’ … for the times are indeed a-changin!

December 7th, 2010 at 4:14 pm 

33.  

J Bowman said:

”Let me sum it up for you: The American Dream is O-V-E-R. Welcome to the neo-feudal-
fascist state.” - David DeGraw”

“Far from stealing anything, WikiLeaks, in effect, returned stolen property to its rightful 
owners. To argue otherwise is to maintain a deeply statist and proto authoritarian stance: that 
the state exercises sovereignty over the people, rather than vice versa.” ~ Justin Raimondo, 
on Antiwar.com
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December 7th, 2010 at 4:20 pm 

34.  

Sean Shealy said:

This initially made me feel utterly hopeless and helpless, when you realize the depth and 
global breadth of the criminality and control of the banksters. But then I remembered that 
Sen. Bernie Sanders DID succeed in forcing this to the surface via rule of law. Apparently 
the American republic is not dead yet. Like wresting a knife from the hand of a killer, we 
have to fight to get our government back and use it to defend ourselves. It isn’t too late.

December 7th, 2010 at 4:24 pm 

35.  

Tempus Fugit said:

Those people we talk about have never produced anything, they have never improved the 
quality of anything or any service. the enormous amounts of the societys energy and money 
are , as on conveyour-belts, being deliveed to these goups. The exact definition of such a 
relation is: PARASITISM! you need to free yourself of the parasites.

December 7th, 2010 at 4:50 pm 

36.  

Tempus Fugit said:

Lasagne is ferocious anti-9/11, he cannot see the crimes of Israhell - and has financial and 
personal ties to Doro as well as to Rotschilds. WHO PAYS HIM? Flying around the world is 
expensive. He gives interviews in public but is not arrested. How do you think hte plot 
would go if he is CIA-lackey? Do you think that they might deny it and pretend to be huntng 
him?The newspaper that brought the leaks are equally offenders? Is this the time when the 
internet is becoming so dangerous that they are forced to do something serious about it. If 
not a false-op as usual, what else could they do?

December 7th, 2010 at 5:04 pm 

37.  

Joshua Gamen said:

“Our middle class is our strength. We are the world’s powerhouse, and we need to maintain 
it. No more can we let a currency manipulation from the Federal Reserve and World Banks 
hold us back. We don’t need the fed, we don’t need debt. We need REAL.” - J. Gamen

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JuhnpnL1jA

http://joshuagamen.wordpress.com/2010/12/07/simply-put-bernanke-the-fed-federal-
reserve-the-dollar-inflation-deflation/

December 8th, 2010 at 1:09 am 
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38.  

www.TheTruthHurts.co.uk » Blog Archive » The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest 
Scam In World History Exposed - Are The Federal Reserve’s Crimes Too Big To 
Comprehend? said:

[...] Click HERE for the above article… [...]

December 8th, 2010 at 1:20 am 

39.  

Anonymous said:

[...] lichtelijk histerisch, en met de nodige hapklare brokken in de vorm van verhelderende 
filmpjes. http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-stre…-to-comprehend Maarja gisteren stond op 
Rtlz nog te lezen dat de Fed nog veel meer bailout money nodig heeft.

December 8th, 2010 at 5:02 am 

40.  

De achterkant van Wikileaks en de FED « BOUblog said:

[...] medische hulp, onderwijs en zo voort. In de VS is iedereen blut, behalve de rijke 
bankiers. Lees ook dit uitgebreide artikel: The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In 
World History Exposed – Are The Federal [...]

December 8th, 2010 at 5:24 am 

41.  

bogi666 said:

Why is it only American don’t know what to do? People in less developed countries take to 
the streets, they don’t sit around lamenting about what to do. In Bolivia Bechtel was given 
the local water company, privatized, and had a law passed that it was illegal or people to 
collect or use rain water. The population took to the streets, protesting and Bechtel left 
Bolivia and the people can now use rain water. How many Americans even know of this and 
if it happened here what would people do. Perhaps Stockton Calif., offers some hope as after 
their water system was privatized, by bribing the County commissioners, they were thrown 
out of office. Bolivia had a better idea and took direct action on their own behalf, something 
that Americans won’t do, they will not protect themselves, the interests of their own families 
or themselves.

December 8th, 2010 at 6:56 am 

42.  

http://trinityatierra.wordpress.com – Los documentos secretos de Wall Street: La estafa más 
gigantesca de la historia al descubierto | Camp. Pendleton said:

[...] Fuente: [...]
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December 8th, 2010 at 7:58 am 

43.  

links for 2010-12-08 said:

[...] The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In World History Exposed – Are The 
Federal Reser… Just when I thought the banksters couldn’t possibly shock me anymore… 
they did. We were finally granted the honor and privilege of finding out the specifics, a 
limited one-time Federal Reserve view, of a secret taxpayer funded “backdoor bailout” by a 
small group of unelected bankers. This data release reveals “emergency lending programs” 
that doled out $12.3 TRILLION in taxpayer money – $3.3 trillion in liquidity, $9 trillion in 
“other financial arrangements.” Wait, what? Did you say $12.3 TRILLION tax dollars were 
thrown around in secrecy by unelected bankers… and Congress didn’t know any of the 
details? [...]

December 8th, 2010 at 8:03 am 

44.  

rick said:

Assage is a CIA/mossad operation. WIKI leaks is a scam created to bring in Internet control 
legislation.

Same playbook Rothschilds have always used.
Create the problem-public reaction–provide the solution

READ

These are the ONLY reliable sites

whatreallyhappened.com
Damon Vrabel
Eustace Mullins
G Edward Griffin

December 8th, 2010 at 9:42 am 

45.  

The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In World History Exposed – Are The 
Federal Reserve’s Crimes Too Big To Comprehend? | CTBusters said:

[...] slid that one in between ball scores and ads for Extenze. Again, unbelievable.Read all 
about it here, with videos.Article CategoriesGifting VideosJust My 
OpinionPoliticsVideosOrgone ProductsBasic [...]

December 8th, 2010 at 12:54 pm 

46.  

Woody House said:

It is all just one big poker game where the players are invited to gamble together. But only 
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the biggest of the big get invited to the party while the rest of us look on.

Bernanke is but a simple plebe in this grand scheme. Kinda like those TV commentators that 
try to explain what is going on at the table. He reacted with “shock and awe” on 60 Minutes 
last week but has absolutely no control over what is actually going to happen. Only the 
players do. After all, it is THEIR money right? Nope. But YOU try to tell them that and see 
how far you get.

The only option seems almost too simple to me. Revolt. But where to start, how to start and 
how to make it actually work for the greater good? It is even possible anymore?

Thanks to David for helping to get the real truth out. I am sharing this post as widely as 
possible. Time to fight back with what little we have left.

December 8th, 2010 at 2:21 pm 

47.  

Commander Z said:

What the OP does NOT say or broach is that the FED is owned and run by JEWS.
Jews did 911 and all world wars and depressions.
Jews are the enemy of real humankind for at least 4000 years.
Commander Z

December 8th, 2010 at 2:23 pm 

48.  

Wall Street’s Pentagon Papers: Biggest Financial Scam In World History – $12.3 TRILLION 
in taxpayers’ money « Dandelion Salad said:

[...] by David DeGraw Global Research, December 6, 2010 AmpedStatus [...]

December 8th, 2010 at 2:38 pm 

49.  

www.meneame.net said:

Los documentos secretos de Wall Street [ENG]…
Entiendo la importancia de los nuevos documentos Wikileaks, sin embargo no debemos 
dejar que nos distraiga de la información que la Reserva Federal se ha visto obligada a 
publicar. Esta información revela que los programas de préstamo de emergencia….

December 8th, 2010 at 2:52 pm 

50.  

Don said:

DEGRAW KNOWS THE SCORE! GREAT FUCKING JOB! THE ABILITY TO TAKE 
SOMETHING COMPLEX AND BOIL IT DOWN SO THE AVERAGE JOE CAN 
UNDERSTAND IS THE MOST IMPORTANT VITAL ABILITY THAT WE NEED. GO 
DAVID!!!!!!
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December 8th, 2010 at 4:39 pm 

51.  

Tradex said:

As a hedge fund manger with 35 years experience, I want to say that this is the most 
accurate, honest and hard hitting piece on the crisis I have read. Hands down. 

I’ve made my share of money, but I don’t want to see my country destroyed. Bernanke is a 
“terrorist” and many on the Street know this. Not all of us are insane, and quite frankly, as 
dimwitted as Bernanke. He’s a joke, a clueless clown and must be stopped.

December 8th, 2010 at 4:55 pm 

52.  

The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In World History Exposed – Are The 
Federal Reserve’s Crimes Too Big To Comprehend? « PMRW said:

[...] inner-workings of the Federal Reserve. This is the Wall Street equivalent of the 
Pentagon Papers. Read More Bookmark on Delicious Digg this post Recommend on 
Facebook share via Reddit Share with Stumblers [...]

December 8th, 2010 at 7:21 pm 

53.  

Irritate The State Radio » Blog Archive » The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In 
World History Exposed – Are The Federal Reserve’s Crimes Too Big To Comprehend? said:

[...] inner-workings of the Federal Reserve. This is the Wall Street equivalent of the 
Pentagon Papers. Read More Bookmark on Delicious Digg this post Recommend on 
Facebook share via Reddit Share with Stumblers [...]

December 8th, 2010 at 7:27 pm 

54.  

Anthony J. Ortner said:

The President has treshed the Constitution, and is running amuck
in the world. This is exactly what Soros wanted him to do.
Give USA economic destruction. You know what Britain got in the
1960’s, from Soros. Now we are about to face the same, just so
the Communists can take over and Soros gets richer. Only God can help us now.

December 8th, 2010 at 8:58 pm 

55.  

Gary said:

I was sent this article about 20 times from friends on the left and the right. Go figure, David 
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DeGraw is behind it. 

The uniter has dropped another (Truth Bomb)

I think you’ve unofficially become a cult figure now. 

Congrats Brother

December 8th, 2010 at 10:51 pm 

56.  

neil said:

TO THE PEOPLE OF THIS LITTLE ROCK YOU CALL EARTH AND HOME ,WAKE 
UP,.THROUGHOUT YOUR SHORT HISTORY YOU HAVE NEVER ACTUALLY BEEN 
MADE AWARE OF THE TRUE NATURE OF THE GAME YOU CALL LIFE.THOUGH I 
WONT AT THIS TIME GO INTO DETAIL I WILL TELL YOU ALL ,IT IS SHORTLY 
ABOUT TO CHANGE. LIFE WITHIN THE NEXT49 DAYS WILL SEE YOUR 
LEADERS ,GOVERMENTS AND THEIR PUPPETEERS FALL ,AND MAKE WAY FOR 
THE EARTHS TRUE POTENTIAL TO UNFOLD.THIS AS BEEN A TRUELY 
DIFFICULT AND TESTING TIME FOR HUMANITY ,BUT YOU WILL COME 
THROUGH IT AND PREVAIL.LOOK AT WHO YOU REALLY ARE AND BECOME 
AWARE OF OTHERS AND THEIR NEEDS WITHIN THE NEXT CHALLENGING 
COUPLE OF MONTHS.FOR NOW ITS TIME TO AWAKEN THE SLEEPING GIANT 
WITHIN ALL OF YOU.I WILL ADDRESS YOU VERY SOON.MY NAME…….THE 
JESTER

December 9th, 2010 at 5:59 am 

57.  

Economy in DEATH spiral - Page 1039 - Stormfront said:

[...] Let me sum it up for you: The American Dream is O-V-E-R. Welcome to the neo-feudal-
fascist state. People throughout the world who keep using the dollar are either A) Part of the 
scam; B) Oblivious to reality; C) Believe that US military power will be able to maintain the 
value of an otherwise worthless currency; D) All of the above. The Wall Street Pentagon 
Papers: Biggest Scam In World History Exposed - Are The Federal Reserve&#82… [...]

December 9th, 2010 at 9:39 am 

58.  

Los documentos secretos de Wall Street: La estafa más gigantesca de la historia al 
descubierto | Dictadura Global said:

[...] Fuente: [...]

December 9th, 2010 at 9:41 am 

59.  

IndieGal said:
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irategranny, I’m with you. What could “they” do if we all refused to pay taxes and started 
bartering for everything? Let their imposed debt on the US people rot in hell and we can go 
on living, which is all most of the American ppl want. Of course prosperity is another matter. 
But if we the people start to recognize only our own form of currency, and laughed at them 
when they tried to collect taxes (maybe forming vigilante groups to attack any would be tax 
collectors), they’d HAVE to go to a system that benefited us too. Cars, raw material for 
building would have to wait a while, but I don’t think it would be long before “they” decided 
to try and tap into our labor force. Other ideas?

December 9th, 2010 at 10:12 am 

60.  

Los Documentos Secretos de Wall Street: La Estafa Más Gigantesca de la Historia al 
Descubierto « Movimiento Anti NWO said:

[...] Fuente: [...]

December 9th, 2010 at 10:46 am 

61.  

Bhaktidev said:

Wow! David DeGraw rocks! 

I am 55 and spent 2 years in an MBA program decades ago; I have spent hundreds of hours 
studying this topic, including the reading of 3 fine books: “The Creature From Jekyll Island” 
by G. Edward Griffin, “Meltdown” by Thomas E. Woods, and “The Dollar Meltdown” by 
Charles Goyette, all of which I highly recommend.

“The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In World History Exposed - Are The 
Federal Reserve’s Crimes Too Big To Comprehend?” by David DeGraw is my favorite 
article summing up the truth of this situation; the included videos are perfect. 

I agree with Patrick Tampone’s post: this is a case of legalized plunder that we the American 
people have allowed to go on right under our noses. As Greg Palast so rightly pointed out 
years ago, we do indeed have the “best Congress money can buy”, and plainly a lot of that 
money is from the banking cartel. 

It was Gore Vidal who many years ago said “”America is a quarter of a billion people totally 
misinformed and disinformed by their government…”

Thanks to web sites like this one and David DeGraws excellent piece, perhaps an American 
awakening is afoot. If Americans are not angry over this, they are not paying attention. If we 
get enough at politicians who for the most part do not represent our interests, a simple wide 
spread tax revolt in April 2011 would stir the pot and get some attention by the puppets in 
Washington D.C. and by their puppet masters in New York.

December 9th, 2010 at 2:03 pm 

62.  

Los documentos secretos de Wall Street: La estafa m said:

[...] Fuente: Amped Status [...]

http://www.atinachile.cl/content/view/1141085/Los-documentos-secretos-de-Wall-Street-La-estafa-mas-gigantesca-de-la-historia-al-descubierto.html#content-top
http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserves-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend#comment-228606
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December 9th, 2010 at 7:30 pm 

63.  

The Truth Or The Fight » Blog Archive » The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In 
World History Exposed – Are The Federal Reserve’s Crimes Too Big To Comprehend? said:

[...] Continue Article convey_source = “English”; Bookmark It Punk! Hide Sites [...]

December 9th, 2010 at 9:58 pm 

64.  

james said:

TIMELINE;1989;;HEZBOLLAH;COLLAPSE OF SOVIET EMPIRE;NEW WORLD 
ORDER EMERGING;THE WORD GLOBAL COMES INTO COMMON USE.WE ARE 
ONE WORLD;WE ARE GLOBAL.KUWAIT ENTICES SADDAMN HUSSEIN TO 
INVADE;IRAQ DID IT EFORE IN THE PREVIOUS YEARS…..NOT THE FIRST 
TIME.BUSH GOES TO MID EAST WITH A TRILLION DOLLAR CHECK BOOK;TO 
FRIVE IRAQ WITH ITS INFERIOR WEAPONTRY OUT OF LITTLE BITTY 
KUWAIT……….A PERSONAL FREIND OF BUSH.THEN THE ARABS TELL HIM TO 
STOP;DONT HURT OUR WAYWARD BROTHER…DONT INVADE IRAQ…JUST 
STAY HERE AND SPEND MONEY ON THIS VAST HOST OF MILITARY….THEN 
FINALLY AFTER KOFI ANNAN AND HIS FAMILY AT THE UNITED NATIONS 
STEAL COUPLE BILLION IN APPROVED HUMNITARIAN AID MONEY;BUSH 
INVADES IRAQ……….MORE TRILLIONS;FOR WHAT?OH YEAH;THEN THERE IS 
YUGOSLAVIA.THEN CLINTON COMES ALONG……BIG CHINA LOANS AND 
DEALS;PLUS BOASTING OF A BALANCED BUDGET;LIE.THEN COMES 
CLINTONS FANNY MAE AND FREDDIE MAC JOB APPOINTMENTS;WITH 
EXPRESS ORDERS TO THROW MONEY AT UNQUALIFIED BUYERS FOR OVER-
VALUED HOMES;NO DOCUMENTATION OR CRDIT CHECKS REQUIRED;JUST 
CRASH THE SYSTEM…..PUPPET STRINGS AT WORK;…THEN WE GET BUSH JR. 
BUY A NOSE…..VOTER FRAUD CAUSED ELCTION OF BUSH……TIME FOR BUSH 
FAMILY TO BOMB TRADE CENTER.VIA FREINDS IN SAUDI……..COME 
ON……..ITS JUST A WORLD FAMILY OF ROYALS;;;;;;;;

December 9th, 2010 at 9:59 pm 

65.  

Virginia said:

Don’t be so shocked at the media… the Telecommunications Act was revamped in the 1990s 
as well - no more public trusts in broadcasting - it now has property rights. Thank Al Gore 
for that. What do you expect when large corporations over leverage themselves and buy out 
TV, radio and newspapers all over the country with foreign investment money… and their 
stock is controlled by whom??? Yeah, right, talk about the scandal, Ponzi scheme, the story 
to the public and watch your stock plummet. The only thing the general public will 
understand in time is that their pension funds are probably all gone…at least for gov’t 
workers.

December 10th, 2010 at 4:10 am 
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66.  

patgarza said:

The market rates may have gone down, or remained the same. For the homeowner to get 
qualified for lower rates, there are certain prerequisites but I would recommend you search 
online for “123 Mortgage Refinance” before you decide because they can find the 3% 
refinance rates.

December 10th, 2010 at 5:42 am 

67.  

The Time of Hesitation is Over… | Catholic Rural Solutions Blog said:

[...] Based on the level and volume of corruption at all strata of government, politics, 
finances, and banking and the increasing onerous laws of attempting to subjugate a free 
people into a global gulag, it has become obvious to even the most staunch ostrich that he 
can no longer afford to keep his head buried in the sand. To quote David DeGraw of Amped 
Status regarding revelations on the Federal Reserve; (http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-
pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the…): [...]

December 10th, 2010 at 6:46 am 

68.  

maniam said:

..the following is quite familiar…

On April 27, 1932, the Federal Reserve sent $750,000 belonging to American bank 
depositors, in gold, to Germany. A week later, another $300,000 in gold was shipped to 
Germany in the same way. About the middle of May, $12,000,000 in gold was shipped to 
Germany by the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks. Almost every week, 
there is a shipment of gold to Germany.

These shipments are NOT made for profit on exchange — since German marks are below 
parity against the dollar.

Mr. Chairman, I believe the National Bank depositors of the United States are entitled to 
know what the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks are doing with their 
money. There are millions of National Bank depositors in this country who do not know that 
a percentage of every dollar they deposit in a member bank of the Federal Reserve System 
goes automatically to the American agents of foreign banks; and that all of their deposits can 
be paid away to foreigners without their knowledge or consent by the crooked machinery of 
the Federal Reserve Act, and the questionable practices of the Federal Reserve Board and 
the Federal Reserve Banks. Mr. Chairman, the American people should be told the truth by 
their servants in office.

The Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks have been international bankers 
from the beginning — with the United States Government as their enforced banker, and 
supplier of currency. But it is nonetheless extraordinary to see those 12 private credit 
monopolies buying the debts of foreigners against foreigners in all parts of the world, and 
asking the Government of the United States for new issues of Federal Reserve Notes IN 

http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserves-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend#comment-228642
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EXCHANGE FOR THEM.

I see no reason why a worthless acceptance drawn by a foreign swindler as a means of 
getting gold out of this country should receive the lowest and choicest rate from the Federal 
Reserve Board — and be treated as better security than the note of an American farmer 
living on American land.

The magnitude of the acceptance racket, as it has been developed by the Federal Reserve 
Banks, their foreign correspondents, and the predatory European-born bankers who set up 
the Federal Reserve institution here and taught our own brand of pirate how to loot the 
people… the magnitude of this racket is estimated to be in the neighborhood of 
$9,000,000,000 [nine billion dollars] a year. In the past ten years, it is said to have amounted 
to $90,000,000,000 [ninety billion].

Coupled with this, you have, to the extent of billions of dollars — the gambling in United 
States securities — which takes place in the same open discount market — a gamble upon 
which the Federal Reserve Board is now spending $100,000,000 a week. [Promoting the 
facade of prosperity.]

Federal Reserve Notes are taken from the United States Government in unlimited quantities. 
Is it strange that the burden of supplying these immense sums of money to the gambling 
fraternity has at last proved too heavy for the American people to endure?

Would it not be a national calamity if the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve 
Banks should again bind this burden down on the backs of the American people and — by 
the means of the long rawhide whips of the credit masters — compel them to enter into 
another 17 years of slavery? They ARE trying to do that now.

They are asking $100,000,000 of the public credit of the United States Government every 
week — in addition to all their other seizures — and they are spending that money in the 
nefarious open discount market in New York City, in a desperate gamble to reestablish their 
graft as a going concern.

They are putting the United States Government in debt to the extent of $100,000,000 a week 
— and with this money they are buying up our government securities for themselves, and 
their foreign principals.

Our people are disgusted with the experiments of the Federal Reserve Board.

by congressman louis t mcfadden-10 june 1932

December 10th, 2010 at 9:22 am 

69.  

Los documentos secretos de Wall Street: La estafa más gigantesca de la historia al 
descubierto « Que está pasando? said:

[...] Amped Status Traducción : Trinity a Tierra ¿Qué ocurriría si la mayor estafa jamás 
perpetrada fuera [...]

December 10th, 2010 at 9:32 am 

70.  

neil said:

IF YOU PEOPLE ARE REALLY READY FOR THE TRUTH I MEAN REALLY READY, 
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VISIT DAVID ICKE WEBSITE AND STUDY LIKE MAD.TAKE WHAT MAKES SENSE 
AND USE IT,WHAT YOU DONT LIKE JUST DISCARD,BUT KNOW THIS,THE GAME 
IS ABOUT TO CANGE BIGTIME.DONT BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD…………BUY 
FOR NOW …….JESTER

December 10th, 2010 at 9:34 am 

71.  

SLHaynes said:

There sure are a lot leftist references in this post. I think I’ll discount most of this. Too much 
Soros influence.

December 10th, 2010 at 10:19 am 

72.  

Michael Smith. said:

Dear Sir,
You mention in your article a Fascist State which not only the US is but also the EU.
I have evidence to back this up in the form of a letter fom the German Ministry of Justice in 
which they admit to using Hitler’s Law on Legal Advice 13th December 1935. They lie 
about its actual definition in an unbelievable way. It also states that this law has been 
deemed COMPATIBLE with EU legislation by the European Court. This means all EU law 
must be NAZI as it cannot be compatible with Democratic legislation.
All the evidence to support these facts is available and I will gladly send it to you if you 
require it.

December 10th, 2010 at 11:04 am 

73.  

Stephen said:

I want to point out CIT Group’s bankruptcy, one that I have studied a lot. Just the facts:
- CIT files for bankruptcy on November 1 of last year.
- Within hours the first judge is replaced and a new judge is appointed.
- The new judge (Mr Gropper) issues a statement “This BK is going to be quick!”, which 
kills any hope of recovery for equity.
- No equity committee or any equity say in the outcome, yet there is $5B on the books in 
equity when it enters BK.
- CIT emerges from BK within 40 days, having the fastest Ch11 BK on record.
- TARP’s $2.3B equity stake is wiped out (along with all the shareholder’s equity).
- TARP isses a press release saying “they acted like any other investor, and we feel the pain 
with our $2.3B loss”.
- CIT is back on its feet with previous bondholders losing only 2% this year (while getting a 
great interest rate of over 10% in some cases).
- $1.6B in student loans are written off (were they guaranteed?). Obviously the current 
administration likes that a great deal.
- Other large TARP investments (like BAC which owed $7.5B in CIT’s debt and recovered 
over $2B on CIT’s emergence, and Citi which held a large portion of the debt and was very 
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active in the proceedings) made a significant gain with CIT’s BK. TARP is repaid quicker by 
BAC and Citi.
- With the change in ownership, CIT now has less NOLs to be used (and thus more taxes 
flow to the government).

The way I see it is that as a foreign investor (Canadian), I was robbed by the combination of 
the US government working with the large bondholders of CIT to come up with “the plan” 
of CIT’s reorganization. It seems delusional to me to actually think that the US government 
did not have anything to do with CIT’s bankruptcy (even though they try to claim innocence 
with their press releases). Thus it is pretty easy to see that the US government has committed 
an act of fraud, but I doubt it will ever come to light.

December 10th, 2010 at 12:39 pm 

74.  

Kunphewzd said:

We all wonder what can be done. The fact is that nothing can or will be done. There was a 
war going on and we already lost, even though we didn’t know we were under attack. Even 
armed with knowledge, we (the victims) are struggling hard every day just to make ends 
meet, and we must focus more and more every day as our attackers keep stealing from us 
with freight train momentum behind them. In the moments when we are allowed to think for 
ourselves, we choose to attack our eyeballs to some form of projected entertainment and of 
turn off our minds. The only way we could possibly affect the momentum, is for the media is 
incite the people with the truth. That is NOT going to happen, the media is controlled by it’s 
owners, there are bosses who pay for performance and workers(reporters) who need money 
to survive or even prosper. Many of the media bosses that are getting ‘rich’ are unaware of 
their critical role in the war. As powerful and influencial as media bosses could and should 
be, they are merely pawns to the mega-wealthy few that this article talks about. At every 
level a Dollar is the the goal, not an ideal. You can’t survive in this world on ideals. As long 
as money is money, people who have it are in control and people who need it controlled.

December 10th, 2010 at 1:59 pm 

75.  

» Financial News Update – 12/10/10 NoisyRoom.net: The Progressive Hunter said:

[...] The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In World History Exposed – Are The 
Federal Reser… [...]

December 10th, 2010 at 2:33 pm 

76.  

William Calder said:

Very interesting. I understand everyone’s frustration and disbelief. So what? It’s water under 
the bridge.
Michael Lindsay in his blog say’s it best. We are to blame, not the thieves who do the 
stealing.
The only individual I see proposing a solid viable solution is Michael Lindsay. He is not 
promoting prosecution or execution or detainment.

http://michaellindsayblog.com/
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The solution is so simple, it upsets me that the public doesn’t get it.

First: Abolish the creation of interest debt at the inception of the medium. 

Second: Only elect individuals that are write-in candidates that agree to abolish the creation 
of interest debt at the inception of the medium.

The public will not do this for this reason: a statement by Nelson Rockefeller, “it doesn’t 
matter, the public will do what the media tells them. All we have to do is say it over and over 
again and they will believe it”. 

Hello! They win since they own the media. 

You have to give “They” the credit for being smart enough to figure out how to lead the 
masses. 

Until the public wakes up and no longer is under the either illusion, the banking corporate 
elites will install a one world debit/credit cashless system and imprison or execute anyone 
who objects.

William Calder

December 10th, 2010 at 2:48 pm 

77.  

Jim Knox said:

I have been preaching against the FED since I joined the Libertarian Party in Alaska in the 
80’s. William Calder (above) did make a very valid point regarding the controlled media… 
BUT, Blogging is starting to take root and more people are looking for Blogs like this one 
and mine for the “rest of the story” and for the truth. 

We are the new leaders the world is looking for. We can make a difference, but only if we 
continue to Blog the truth and share it wide and often.

December 10th, 2010 at 4:43 pm 

78.  

SENA said:

Let s see if this site is real and really want some more truth on brokers bankers congress 
presidents who take away rules on our free market..So they can take from the investor.
10 years ago our family invested in one of the riches mineral claims in this world ..Our 
shareholder s look into the all the claim s and we had people investigate if the 1 million 900 
acre land,had what we were told , well it had Diamonds , gold , sliver , uranium , shale oil , 
emeralds , and platinum , and new found minerals plus pot ash..!
Now Bush knows this .. Sec is his baby ..Cox was his main man, and rules that were put in 
to protect the small invester was slowly thrown out through 3 recent presidents , the Glass 
Steagall and the Uptick Rule, was our protection because of 1920 crash ..There is a nazi type 
movement in our country or was ! The Bush family history goes back to Nazi Germany.. 
Oil ..!
Now here s a short version of our Ploit
Naked shorting was running ramped . The sec was turning a blind eye and thousands of 
small companies were taken out by sec turning a blind on the naked shorts .. The brokers 
and banks made trillions by placing fake shares on these companies and Madoff was a part 
of this as well ! Derivatives is a financial instrument and is used sometime to short but its 
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paid back into the company at a certain time frame ..Nake shorts in banks that can’t be paid 
back takes down companies !Also can take down a bank. Just little on this subject but it 
boils down to counterfeiting means Options Maker Exemption is a loophole that is often 
abused …! That how 1920’s crash took down America !
So the Department Of Justice got so many complaints that they decided to sting the sec and 
brokers bankers !
So they took our company and our shares and used us as a tool to go after them ..It was the 
big ass banks , at that time it was Hank Pawson Dod and Frank helping with the back door 
looting ! Now our Claims almost got naked shorted in the ground , but we found out what 
was up and fought , we also had to much in the ground that had worth ! Now they started 
this sting with out our consent .The mining contuied and our claims got sold to China , with 
out our consent ! The sec had too do a lot of explaining and a lot went to jail ! But Cox and 
the Bush boys high up got immunity granted to them ,This is why you people have seen so 
many investigations on hedge funds plus bankers brokers ! If you knew what was up no one 
would ever invest in America !
Well now we have several Trust that was promised to us to get paid back .. This never hit the 
news ..They had all the bankers and brokers in a big room and told them to give us back our 
money , we have 15 lawyers working for us and the famous now dead Mr Robert Mayue 
who once worked for the CIA .. Now his son JR .they are big government lawyers !
Recently we have been court to push them to hand over our trust that was set up by the 
department of justice ..We were suppose to get paid back in 2006 , did not happen because 
of off shore investigations ..! Now this was so big it will never come out and it would crash 
the markets if you all knew this was going on !
I and my family and many others have suffered behind this rotten madness …! Some have 
even died not to see their investment ! We want this to end now .. A lot of us were under a 
NDA ! No more playing we want our trust now !
We had trillion of dollars in the ground sold to china !

read ………………..!

http://www.congress.org/congressorg/bio/userletter/?letter_id=4500508671

News - TEXT OF THE CMKM/CMKX LAWSUIT AGAINST THE S.E.C.
Jan 9, 2010 … TEXT OF THE CMKM/CMKX LAWSUIT AGAINST THE S.E.C. ….. said 
Defendants were acting as individuals and in their official capacity as agents …

CMKM Diamonds Inc. case versus the SEC..outrageous fraud alleged …
Jan 14, 2010 … S S.E.C.. Lawyers acting for CMKM (CMKX) investors have prepared an 
immense class … perpetrated FROM WITHIN THE U.S. OFFICIAL STRUCTURES 
against US … 2010 to be so worried about this huge pending CMKM/CMKX lawsuit, …

December 10th, 2010 at 8:01 pm 

79.  

SENA said:

By the way our claims were here Fort aLa Corne

http://www.canadaviews.ca/2010/12/10/province-signs-first-of-its-kind-agreement-with-
james-smith-cree-nation/

Fort A La Corne Mining Property in Canada, Saskatchewan | PropertyMine
Full property reports: ownership, location, maps, exploration history, reserves, production, 
mine office and more. Search for documents on Fort A La Corne …
http://www.infomine.com/index/…/FORT_A_LA_CORNE.html - Cached - Similar
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80.  

SENA said:

http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=383_1263080303

December 10th, 2010 at 8:26 pm 

81.  

SENA said:

This the best of all we tried to tell the world !

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbmif_R6Vjk

December 10th, 2010 at 8:30 pm 

82.  

SENA said:

HE TRIED TO TELL US !

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jj6bk66SuMc

December 10th, 2010 at 8:46 pm 

83.  

Los Documentos Secretos de Wall Street: La Estafa más gigantesca de la hisoria al 
descubierto « News&Info said:

[...] Fuente: [...]

December 10th, 2010 at 9:26 pm 

84.  

La estafa más grande de la historia (“ayuda a bancos”) – Trinity « Pensamiento Simiente 
said:

[...] Fuente: [...]

December 10th, 2010 at 10:19 pm 

85.  

Jim Lundberg said:

Why is it not being discussed that Russia and China both decided to start using their own 
currencies to pay for bilateral trade on Nov 24th? This is one of the biggest steps towards the 
end of the dollar hegemony that Ron Paul has been referring to.
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December 11th, 2010 at 12:04 pm 

86.  

Limey said:

Over here in these islands we are by nature stoic, but at last we British and the Irish have 
woken up. Something went badly wrong in 2008 even if you did not pick up on that then 
you must have realised by now. It’s nothing to do with left or right it is about right and 
wrong. 

We are being taken to the cleaners by a rich elite. The young people in the islands on our 
side of the pond have at last started to stir. They are the future. My kids are the future, and it 
looks like they will have to fight for it. They go with my blessing. But we all need to fight. 
Even ‘crusties’ like me.  

Wake up America you must understand that we in these Islands only take to the streets when 
things are serious. 

Fight back before it is too late!

December 11th, 2010 at 1:30 pm 

87.  

Mimi said:

What can I do? Here is what I see we all can do NOW. Have passion stirred up? I hope so! 

One thing we have to do is become much more personally strong. 

We are the hostages here. There are many of us. We need to take off our blindfolds, get off 
the hamster wheels and do things in OUR lives that help each of US personally and the 
United STATES as well. We need to put our own oxygen mask on first. There is no one out 
there PROTECTING you! You have to do it. 

#1. Get your own back!

I am talking about back to the earth stuff.

*** Turn off the advertising buzz. They own it. I will keep you weak.
*** Listen to your body until you can truly hear your heart again!
*** Know the difference about what is good for you.
*** Eat your spinach Popeye. You need to save the day. Yeah you! (and me)

#2 Create a spark

Once you get strong, you can sustain more. You can create a spark of “truth and change” 
inside you. YOU NEED TO GET TO THE PLACE WHERE YOU BELIEVE YOURSELF. 
Since the 50’s we have been lulled by “The NEW American Values” of consumerism, 
comfort and zzzzzzz.
See http://www.thestoryofstuff.com

#3 Clone yourself. 

Get others to believe in themselves. Now what you think. We won’t be believing anyone 
else. We need to have our own internal reference sources. 

#4 Bond

http://www.thestoryofstuff.com/
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Reach to each other, bond like we have never bonded before but not out of trying to get 
something from each other. Now we can tip the tables of this giving to each other so we are 
strong. With this energized around us. We can come together in hope.

#5 Move

We will be able to move as a group when we talk and bond and stop acting like the badly 
beaten slaves that we have been.

#6 Stay informed.

I believe that with the internet, we are beyond the need for physical fighting and white house 
rallies. You are reading the news that really matters. House wives, farmers, homeowners!

We will need to continue the media bubble popping that was started by Julian Assange. See 
his talk on TED.

#7 Don’t cower to the shame.

There is a negative energy that these bad guys are using that is real. When used so 
powerfully, it gets activated and is animated. There is a danger in engaging in it. So don’t 
react to it. Stay focused, balanced and in truth.

Resist the feelings of hiding all this in shame. That traps us as a slave of the same negative 
energy that the banksters are using. We need to stay “on fire” and “in action” in ways that 
keep us awake, strong, and on track.

#8 Inspire yourself.

Hang around with inspiration not fear, panic or mistrust.
Don’t fall short of what you CAN DO. Even is you think the system is broken, give it a try. 
Write your passion to your congressmen and keep writing. 

Don’t want to do it? Easier to look away? Who is winning now? Yup. The banksters will 
keep going if we keep looking the other way. YOU WANT SOMEONE ELSE TO DO 
THIS?
LOL. There is not anyone out there protecting you boobie.
You don’t have to get upset. Just take the steps in truth and strength and keep your heart 
heard.

Can you get your truth and passion our of your mouth? Can you ask for what you want? Can 
you flex the power of your vote? This is part of “WORK WHAT WE HAVE” that is in place.

Ask for change, reform, ask, ask, ask.
Write editorials, start blogs.
Write a rap song. Make a video
Support others.

#9 We are cumulative

Each one of us adds to the cumulative. Let one sleep and you have contributed to the 
problem. We are cumulative. You are going to have to inspire yourself to BE THE 
SOLUTION. Your actions count. There is a “cloud” where it is held and shared even if 
science can’t see it yet.

#10 We learn from each other.

We learn from each other. If you are not looking, you will teach others to “not look”, and no 
one will look. What you can do is clean yourself, take care of yourself, be aware and keep 
inspiring others to clear a path inside themselves so they can perceive the truth too.

I walk the walk and talk the talk. Do it.



http://www.healthyenergetics.net/news/99.htm

December 11th, 2010 at 1:31 pm 

88.  

Chad said:

Change can’t occur until the general population is unable to have their basic needs met. 
Until then, just relax, prepare, and enjoy the illusion (a damn fine illusion at that).

December 11th, 2010 at 7:38 pm 

89.  

Are The Federal Reserve’s Crimes Too Big To Comprehend? - Wichita said:

[...] By David DeGraw at  ampedstatus.com What if the greatest scam ever perpetrated was 
blatantly exposed, and the US media didn’t cover it? Does that mean the scam could keep 
going? That’s what we are about to find out. I understand the importance of the new 
WikiLeaks documents. However, we must not let them distract us from the new information 
the Federal Reserve was forced to release. Even if WikiLeaks reveals documents from inside 
a large American bank, as huge as that could be, it will most likely pale in comparison to 
what we just found out from the one-time peek we got into the inner-workings of the Federal 
Reserve. This is the Wall Street equivalent of the Pentagon Papers. I’ve written many reports 
detailing the crimes of Wall Street during this crisis. The level of fraud, from top to bottom, 
has been staggering. The lack of accountability and the complete disregard for the rule of 
law have made me and many of my colleagues extremely cynical and jaded when it comes 
to new evidence to pile on top of the mountain that we have already gathered. But we must 
not let our cynicism cloud our vision on the details within this new information. Just when I 
thought the banksters couldn’t possibly shock me anymore… they did. We were finally 
granted the honor and privilege of finding out the specifics, a limited one-time Federal 
Reserve view, of a secret taxpayer funded “backdoor bailout” by a small group of unelected 
bankers. This data release reveals “emergency lending programs” that doled out $12.3 
TRILLION in taxpayer money – $3.3 trillion in liquidity, $9 trillion in “other financial 
arrangements.” [...]

December 11th, 2010 at 10:41 pm 

90.  

All that need be said… | DisinterMEDIA8 said:

[...] need be said… Posted on December 11, 2010 by ermstrategies| Leave a comment is said 
here.  This is the [...]

December 11th, 2010 at 11:27 pm 

91.  

Biggest Scam In World History Exposed ........... - Business, Finance, and Investing - City-
Data Forum said:

[...] [...]

http://www.city-data.com/forum/business-finance-investing/1149350-biggest-scam-world-history-exposed.html#post16978245
http://www.city-data.com/forum/business-finance-investing/1149350-biggest-scam-world-history-exposed.html#post16978245
http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserves-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend#comment-228759
http://disintermedia8.wordpress.com/2010/12/11/all-that-need-be-said/
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December 12th, 2010 at 12:47 pm 

92.  

MadeleineT said:

Its about time these people were arrested for fraud, theft embezzlement , anything we can 
charge them with iincluding Treason and all of their personal wealth redistributed to the 
American people. There would be enough to give every American 1 million dollars and have 
left overs, they won’t need it where they are going. If one of us did something like this on an 
even lower scale we would be in jail right now, why aren’t they? Now you know why we 
were forced into Globalization, to make it easier to redistribute our wealth to all the banks of 
the world. Down with Globalization, down with the Federal Reserve, down with the UN and 
down with the CFR once and for all, the federal reserve officers are all members . Time to 
clean house.

December 12th, 2010 at 1:20 pm 

93.  

Jeremy Holtom said:

Twenty years ago when the Berlin wall came down and everyone was crowing about the end 
of communism I predicted that unless major changes in Western thinking occurred within 
twenty to twenty five years the West would collapse and a bloodletting would be unleashed 
on a scale never seen before around the world.

For at least sixty years if not a hundred the wealth of the world has been based on a lie and 
as described in this blog an elaborate Ponzi scheme. Now there is nowhere else to get the 
money and we are now living in a world where worldwide bankruptcy is looming.

The last time this occurred was in the 1700’s after the south sea bubble and an 
unprecendented period of violence and instability was the result.

When the lie comes down and people finally see how they have been sold down the river a 
worldwide bloodletting with the violence of the French Revolution will occur.

There are of course ways in which this catastrophic event can be avoidedbut that would 
require people to wake up now as never before and hold every politician in the world to 
account now. It would also require us all to hang our heads in shame and look deeper in the 
mirror than ever before because we have all been willing participants in the fraud. Our 
selfishness, our apathy, our parochial denial of reality are equally responsible. In the end 
unless we all accept our own responsibility for the mess then we will simply kill each other 
in the streets whilst blaming everyone else than ourselves

December 12th, 2010 at 2:01 pm 

94.  

The Federal Reserve Loans $12.3 TRILLION With No Oversight « Ex Submarine Spy said:

[...] Source: Amped Status [...]

December 12th, 2010 at 2:01 pm 
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95.  

Dave T said:

yo! grand dream of the founding fathers! looks like your 200 years are almost up

December 12th, 2010 at 8:55 pm 

96.  

Babylonian Banking Scams Still Featured on the 21st Century Playing Field « Medi8ing 
Trends on the Playing Field said:

[...] The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In World History Exposed – Are The 
Federal Reser… Please read entire mind-boggling article.  Excerpts here: [...]

December 13th, 2010 at 3:28 am 

97.  

maniam said:

the plans & objective.

The English money lenders have co-operated with the money lenders of our country and in 
1862 an agent, quietly and under a confidential seal, distributed among the aristocrats and 
the wealthy class a circular. It was called the Hazard Circular and related to the Civil War.
It read:
“Slavery is likely to be abolished by the war power and all chattel slavery abolished. This I 
and my European friends are in favor of, for slavery is but the owning of labor and carries 
with it the care of the laborers, while the European plan, led on by England, is that capital 
shall control labor by controlling wages. The great debt that the capitalists will see to it is 
made out of the war, must be used as a means to control the volume of money. To 
accomplish this the bonds must be used as a banking basis. We are now waiting for the 
Secretary of the Treasury to make this recommendation to Congress. IT WILL NOT DO TO 
ALLOW THE GREENBACK, as it is called, TO CIRCULATE AS MONEY any length of 
time, as WE CAN NOT CONTROL THAT. But we can control the bonds and through them 
the bank issues.”

Hazard Circular of 1862

December 13th, 2010 at 8:20 am 

98.  

maniam said:

also see congressman louis mcfadden & resolution 158.but he was assassinated in ‘36 (on 
3rd attempt).
1939-ww2.

a short tale-
in ww west days,when cowboy was caught cheating in a poker game,he kick the table and 
start shootin’
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December 13th, 2010 at 9:18 am 

99.  

Palin Porn Keeps the Watergate Disproportionate « The Vigilant Lens said:

[...] the illustration to the right, one million dollars is almost not worth fighting for.  So when 
your Federal Reserve hands out trillions of dollars in free gifts to Wall Street, but not to 
you…now you know why.  A [...]

December 13th, 2010 at 3:06 pm 

100.  

Kate said:

One thing we can do is demand real campaign finance reform, with all political candidates 
funded only by public funds, and severely restricted advertising and media appearances. 
That way maybe, just maybe we will eventually have a government that isn’t bought and 
paid for by selfish wealthy interests. 

Allowing the richest, best-bribed candidates to have the biggest voice in an election is not 
“freedom of speech”.

I know this would not be a panacea, but at least it would be a step in the right direction.

December 13th, 2010 at 4:51 pm 

101.  

Los Documentos Secretos de Wall Street: La Estafa Más Gigantesca de la Historia al 
Descubierto « Libertad & Consciencia said:

[...] Fuente: [...]

December 13th, 2010 at 8:32 pm 

102.  

maniam said:

The Bankers Manifesto of 1892: History Repeated

Congressman Charles A. Lindbergh, Sr. revealed the Bankers Manifesto of 1892 to the U.S. 
Congress somewhere between 1907 and 1917.

“We (the bankers) must proceed with caution and guard every move made, for the lower 
order of people are already showing signs of restless commotion. Prudence will therefore 
show a policy of apparently yielding to the popular will until our plans are so far 
consummated that we can declare our designs without fear of any organized resistance.
Organizations in the United States should be carefully watched by our trusted men, and we 
must take immediate steps to control these organizations in our interest or disrupt them.
At the coming Omaha convention to be held July 4, 1892, our men must attend and direct its 
movement or else there will be set on foot such antagonism to our designs as may require 
force to overcome.
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This at the present time would be premature. We are not yet ready for such a crisis. Capital 
must protect itself in every possible manner through combination (conspiracy) and 
legislation.
The courts must be called to our aid, debts must be collected, bonds and mortgages 
foreclosed as rapidly as possible.
When, through the process of law, the common people have lost their homes, they will be 
more tractable and easily governed through the influence of the strong arm of the 
government applied to a central power of imperial wealth under the control of the leading 
financiers.
People without homes will not quarrel with their leaders. History repeats itself in regular 
cycles. This truth is well known among our principal men who are engaged in forming an 
imperialism of the world. While they are doing this, the people must be kept in a state of 
political antagonism.
The question of tariff reform must be urged through the organization known as the 
Democratic Party, and the question of protection with the reciprocity must be forced to view 
through the Republican Party.
By thus dividing voters, we can get them to expend their energies in fighting over questions 
of no importance to us, except as teachers to the common herd. Thus, by discrete actions, we 
can secure all that has been so generously planned and successfully accomplished.”

December 14th, 2010 at 12:28 am 

103.  

bob orlando said:

Of the 13 families involved in the PRIVATELY-OWNED Federal Reserve, 12 are the 
originals from the 1913 established Fed Board! This thievery has been going on, in secrecy, 
since the beginning in 1913. Since 1913, these families’ greed has been growing and 
growing. They have gotten away with so much over the last century that they figured they’d 
never be caught. This One-time glimpse into the Fed’s actions has exposed a 12+ trillion 
dollar tax-payer rip-off. Just imagine what a thorough audit would reveal!
Yet, our “corporate-paid-for” government continues to pass policies to force “we the people” 
to pay for the banksters’ robbery, (ie the latest tax bill)!
It is time for men, (and women), of the caliber of our Founding Fathers to rise in 
insurrection against this tyranny!!! Or, forever enslave the children!

December 14th, 2010 at 8:16 pm 

104.  

maniam said:

These interests control the Federal Reserve through about 300 stockholders:

* Rothschild Banks of London and Berlin
* Lazard Brothers Bank of Paris
* Israel Moses Seif Bank of Italy
* Warburg Bank of Hamburg and Amsterdam
* Lehman Brothers Bank of New York
* Kuhn, Loeb and Co. of New York
* Chase Manhattan Bank of New York
* Goldman, Sachs of New York
Because of the way the Reserve was organized, whoever controls the Federal Reserve Bank 
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of New York controls the system, About 90 of the 100 largest banks are in this district.
Of the reportedly 203,053 shares of the New York bank:
* Rockefeller’s National City Bank had 30,000 shares
* Morgan’s First National Bank had 15,000 shares
* Chase National Bank had 6,000 shares
* National Bank of Commerce (Morgan Guaranty Trust) had 21,000 shares.
A June 15, 1978 Senate Report called “Interlocking Directorates Among the Major U.S. 
Corporations” revealed that five New York banks had 470 interlocking directorates with 130 
major U.S. corporations:

* Citicorp (97)
* J.P. Morgan Co. (99)
* Chase Manhattan (89)
* Manufacturers Hanover (89)
* Chemical Bank (96)

According to Eustace Mullins, these banks are major stock holders in the Fed. In his book 
World Order, he said that these five banks are “controlled from London”. Mullins said:
“Besides its controlling interest in the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, the Rothschilds 
had developed important financial interests in other parts of the United States … The entire 
Rockefeller empire was financed by the Rothschilds.”
A May, 1976 report of the House Banking and Currency Committee indicated: “The 
Rothschild banks are affiliated with Manufacturers Hanover of London in which they hold 
20 percent … and Manufacturers Hanover Trust of New York”. The Report also revealed 
that Rothschild Intercontinental Bank, Ltd., which consisted of Rothschild banks in London, 
France, Belgium, New York, and Amsterdam, had three American subsidiaries: National 
City Bank of Cleveland, First City National Bank of Houston, and Seattle First National 
Bank. It is believed that the Rothschilds hold 53% of the stock of the U.S. Federal Reserve. 
Each year, billions of dollars are “earned” by Class A stockholders from U.S. tax dollars 
which go to the Fed to pay interest on bank loans.
Source-www.apfn.org/apfn/reserve2.htm

“The owners of the FED own the controlling interests in ALL major media in the US. 
Rockefeller, through Chase Manhattan bank, controls CBS and ABC and 28 other 
broadcasting firms. Each of the other owners of the FED also have controlling interest in the 
US media. This explain why the media have
been silent about the FED scam. The FED fraud is the biggest and longest cover-up in the 
US today.”-Congressman Louis T.Mcfadden

December 14th, 2010 at 10:38 pm 

105.  

maniam said:

which market is not rigged?

Stock Rally Owing to Plunge Protection Team Conspiracy? | Print |
Written by Bob Adelmann
Thursday, 07 January 2010 16:25
0
The 60 percent gain in stocks since March was largely caused by secret government 
purchases of stock-index futures, the CEO of TrimTabs claims.

The Plunge Protection Team (PPT), otherwise known as the Working Group on Financial 

http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserves-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend#comment-228876


Markets, has been the target of conspiracy theorists ever since an article in the Washington 
Post in 1997 first shed light on the operation. The Working Group was created by Executive 
Order following Black Monday’s market crash on October 19, 1987, when the stock market 
declined more than 20 percent in a single session. Its purpose was to give recommendations 
for legislative and private sector solutions for “enhancing the integrity, efficiency, 
orderliness, and competitiveness of financial markets and maintaining investor confidence.” 

The Group is made up of the Secretary of the Treasury (Timothy Geithner), the chairman of 
the Federal Reserve Board (Ben Bernanke), the chairwoman of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (Elizabeth Murphy), and the chairman of the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission (Gary Gensler). Claims are made that this committee consists of an 
“orchestrated mechanism that attempts to manipulate U.S. stock markets in the event of a 
market crash by using government funds to buy stocks, or other instruments such as stock 
index futures — acts which are forbidden by law.”

Some of the attacks are dated and histrionic while others deny the existence of PPT 
altogether.

The recent massive rise in the stock market since March has raised serious issues by some 
highly credible observers.
Charles Biderman, founder and CEO of TrimTabs, a highly respected research firm that 
tracks money flows into and out of the markets, said on Tuesday, “We do not know the 
source of money that pushed [the market capitalization] up $6 trillion since Mid-March. We 
cannot identify the source of the new money that pushed stock prices up so far so fast. The 
money did not come from the traditional players:

Corporate America has been a huge net seller [of stocks].

Retail investor funds [stock mutual funds] have received just $17 billion since the start of 
April.

[Individual] investor sentiment has been mostly neutral since the rally began. We have no 
evidence [that] retail investors were piling into individual stocks.

Foreign investors have provided some buying power … but we suspect [these] purchases 
slowed in November and December.

Hedge funds … posted an outflow of $12 billion from April through November. We doubt 
their buying power.

Pension funds have not moved [substantially] into U.S. equities since the rally began.

Where did the money come from to push up stock prices? Biderman says, “We do not know 
where all the money has come from. What we do know is that the U.S. government has 
spent hundreds of billions of dollars to support the auto industry, the housing market, and the 
banks and brokers. Why not support the stock market as well?”

Robert Heller, a former board member of the Federal Reserve, said in an op-ed article in the 
Wall Street Journal, “Instead of flooding the entire economy with liquidity, and thereby 
increasing the danger of inflation, the Fed could support the stock market directly by buying 
market averages in the futures market, thereby stabilizing the market as a whole.” 

Such support for stocks during a market crisis was confirmed by George Stephanopoulos, a 
former Clinton administration officer, in an article in the Daily Telegraph, where he referred 
to “an informal agreement among the major banks to come in and start to buy stock if there 
appears to be a problem.” 

Biderman went on to say,

One way to manipulate the stock market would be for the Fed or the Treasury to buy $20 



billion, plus or minus, of S&P 500 stock futures each month for a year. Depending on 
margin levels, $20 billion per month would translate into at least $100 billion in [new] 
buying power. Given the hugely oversold market early in March, not only would a new $100 
billion per month of buying power have stopped stock prices from plunging, but it would 
have encouraged huge amounts of sideline cash to flow into equities to absorb the $300 
billion in newly printed shares that have been sold since the start of April.

Tyler Durden at ZeroHedge.com pointed out that “virtually all of the market’s upside since 
mid-September has come from after-hours S&P 500 futures activity.”

There are strong objections to calling such potential manipulation a conspiracy. As the writer 
at MarketWatch.com put it, “The Fed has never said it is buying equities or equity futures. 
Doing so would likely violate the Federal Reserve’s investment policies, and could violate 
federal law if not disclosed properly.”

Aside from the legal issues, the PPT would have operational constraints. It’s hard to believe 
that the Fed could keep such a conspiracy a secret for 20 years or more. An operation big 
enough to manipulate markets for months on end would be big enough to develop leaks.

But he points out that “Biderman’s accusation of PPT market manipulation is another 
argument in favor of a complete public audit of the Fed’s books.” 

The lack of transparency by the Fed and the PPT has driven support of just such an audit of 
the Fed so that a bill, supported by more than 300 members of the House of Representatives, 
just passed the House as part of the massive financial services reform act. According to John 
McManus, publisher of The New American magazine and president of the John Birch 
Society:

Should the measure gain full House and Senate approval and a presidential signature (surely 
steep hills to climb!), the Fed will have to bare details about its emergency lending 
programs, bailouts of financial institutions, dealings with like institutions in foreign capitals, 
and the process it employs in setting interest rates.

Such an audit will also clear up any confusion about the activities of the Plunge Protection 
Team as well. 

-remember may market flash crash 1000 pts plunge? where are these 3 guys?
who is the mastermind in these rigged game?
will the 50 ag look into this?
mcfadden resolution 158 tried to impeach less than 10?
this time will there be more?

December 15th, 2010 at 2:11 am 

106.  

marianna said:

this article was long and heavy. one of the BEST ONES i have ever read in my life!!

December 15th, 2010 at 8:10 am 

107.  

maniam said:

when you know good deals are on the way you must be ready but you must not tell 
anyone(including the funding).

http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserves-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend#comment-228889
http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserves-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend#comment-228882


FED - ‘FESS UP ON M3
Thursday, March 23, 2006 - http://FreeMarketNews.com 

March 23rd is more than a normal day. A release from DownsizeDC serves as
a reminder that today the Federal Reserve stops publishing a statistic known
as M3 - the best information available on how much new currency is being
created and held around the world. The release points out that “The Federal
Reserve can create new dollars out of thin air. … When more dollars are
created prices rise and the value of your savings fall.”
As of today, the Fed has stopped publishing this data for public analysis, and
DownsizeDC is not alone in its suspicions about the reasons why. There have
been a spate of articles on the ‘Net recently speculating about the Fed’s fairly
dramatic move, some linking it to a possibile Iranian commodities bourse that
will offer an alternative to the so-called US petrodollar. “The Fed is planning to
do a lot of ‘legal counterfeiting,’ and wants to hide it,” the release concludes.
The release also notes that Congressman Ron Paul [R-TX] has introduced
legislation to require the Fed to resume reporting the M3 statistic, and
Downsize urges taxpaying citizens to contact their own representatives to
support the bill called The Sunshine in Monetary Policy Act. - ST
staff reports - Free-Market News Network 

free money to buy
i.shares and earn dividends(and own co.)
ii.exchange for treasuries bonds and earn interest
if there are extra,loan to others and earn interest.

December 16th, 2010 at 1:44 am 

108.  

The Festive Following-Up Follies | his vorpal sword said:

[...] Well, now we find that the Fed slushed over $12 trillion to various banks at zero percent 
interest. From the blog ampedstatus: [...]

December 16th, 2010 at 2:23 am 

109.  

maniam said:

…after loans to foreigners,some are for build america bonds.let’s see how it works….

Re- “another wall street bonus”-wsj 25/3/2010.

Build America bonds.

Briefly on article.

Bonds with 7%
-4.5% paid by issuing city(people pay)&
-2.5% paid by fed.(also people pay-through taxes/tariff/land sale/privatization-very clever 
bankers.)

Us cities,states and the feds have issuued more than 2.5t in ‘08 and 2t in 2010.

Last April,New Jersey turnpike authority sold 1.3b but needed only 250m because great 
demand.(not because require by project!)

http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserves-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend#comment-228909
http://hisvorpal.wordpress.com/2010/12/15/the-festive-following-up-follies/
http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserves-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend#comment-228907
http://FreeMarketNews.com/


(like geese stuffed to create foie gras.they did this to 3rd world countries/banana 
republics,etc.
Wall street pocketed 1b in fees in less than a year
.(also see-Geithner Blocking Legal Help For Foreclosure Victims)

Goldman has taken out advertisement urging congress to make program bigger and 
permanent!

…no one mentions the downside:Build America bonds will add hundreds of billions of 
dollars of new liabilities to the balance sheets of cities,states and uncle Sam.

Let see how bankers carried out the looting.
Looted
(i)directly 4.5% from issuing city gov.
(ii)indirectly 2.5% through feds(privately owned)-multiple earning steams.
Feds turn paper/debts to money.
loan money to treasury in exchange for bonds.
(bonds pay interest to feds/bankers.)

the REAL WINDFALL-
feds use bonds as reserve and create 10 times through fractional reserve banking.
(loan some to local gov,cities,states,
some to companies,
some to mortgages,
some to speculators-stocks/commodities/currency,
some to proprietary trading,
some to cronies to take over companies,
some to attack targeted countries’ currency/markets.)

The looting and plunder start all over again.

And when no one believe/trust them,they go to church and said they are doing god’s work.(
Goldman Sachs CEO Lloyd Blankfein: “I’m Doing God’s Work.”-huffingtonpost-11- 7-09)

December 16th, 2010 at 6:19 am 

110.  

Mr Obvious said:

Learn how to hunt, fish, build a fire and a shelter, and defend yourself. Learn how to live out 
of a backpack. That is your option. Teach your kids these skills as well. Now that the scrim 
has been torn, there will be no more perpetuating the illusion of order and exchange. It will 
regress back to survival of the fittest. 

Dollar bills will be only useful for lighting campfires. Gold nuggets will only be useful for 
slingshot ammo. The world’s high-rollers have spent all they can and now the tab is due, 
with no way to pay it. Some of us saw it coming decades ago, and we’re still not ready. We 
ate our share of the fat and now the feast is over. It was fun while it lasted. 

It’s going to be an interesting and exciting new world in the next few years. Who will make 
it? Who won’t? Somebody write it all down. I’d love to read the history books in another 
hundred years!

December 16th, 2010 at 12:04 pm 

http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserves-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend#comment-228934
http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserves-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend#comment-228922


111.  

Jackie said:

And the Fed and the Banksters will get away with it. There are no consequences anymore, 
unless you are a little guy, then it’s a police state. Nixon got pardoned, so will the Fed. It’s 
egregiously sick and wrong, yet the rich are Teflon coated evildoers above the law and 
laughing at us. I give them the double eagle. It’s all I’ve got.

December 16th, 2010 at 3:02 pm 

112.  

maniam said:

counterparty risk management policy group(crmpg).
what are they?
what are they cooking?
when combine with fed reserve+plunge protection team(ppt),how deadly are they?

December 17th, 2010 at 5:10 am 

113.  

Steynian 432nth « Free Canuckistan! said:

[...] MUST-READ– The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In World History 
Exposed – Are The [...]

December 17th, 2010 at 12:35 pm 

114.  

Central Banking 101: What the Fed Can Do as ‘Lender of Last Resort’ « Dandelion Salad 
said:

[...] was the figure recently revealed for the Fed’s “emergency lending programs” to bail out 
the [...]

December 17th, 2010 at 7:27 pm 

115.  

Deborah Mahmoudieh said:

It looks like they just nudged an ice age on us all now - BP oil-atrocity - to keep the peace 
and maintain the silence; a set of vampires, bleeding the people dry. Evil is unfortunately, 
the only appropriate word to describe them.

December 17th, 2010 at 8:02 pm 

116.  

http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserves-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend#comment-229004
http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserves-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend#comment-229002
http://dandelionsalad.wordpress.com/2010/12/17/central-banking-101-what-the-fed-can-do-as-'lender-of-last-resort'/
http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserves-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend#comment-228986
http://steynian.wordpress.com/2010/12/17/steynian-432nth/
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maniam said:

a short prayer.
oh lord,i am jobless,homless and worthless.what is death? i learn to fish but now forced to 
enlist.
to fight in places of men who are not my enemies.why should i care if paki,taliban,nth/sth 
korea want to fight?let them fight if they want to. but my fate is decided by the mic.whose 
capital made 6% in usa but 100% in conflicts.how they could they resist? 

who is going to help me in my battle? how could i win when the enemy is within?
for even with bended knees,they have no mercy.amen.

December 18th, 2010 at 12:19 am 

117.  

CENTRAL BANKING 101: WHAT THE FED CAN DO AS “LENDER OF LAST 
RESORT” « WEB OF DEBT BLOG said:

[...] was the figure recently revealed for the Fed’s “emergency lending programs” to bail out 
the banks.  [...]

December 18th, 2010 at 9:00 pm 

118.  

mike wegrzyn said:

You could have just written these 3 lines and saved us all a lot of time.

“The audacity and absurdity of it all is mind boggling…

Let me sum it up for you: The American Dream is O-V-E-R.

Welcome to the neo-feudal-fascist state.”

Thee above is not true…..after the US military signs a word peace agreement the US will be 
loved like never before. All people on the planet will be free….the drug trade will end…we 
will have extended life spans and infinite other good possibility’s like never before . The 
illusion is a changing “yes it is”

December 19th, 2010 at 3:06 am 

119.  

PEACE BY TRUTH said:

[...] was the figure recently revealed for the Fed’s “emergency lending programs” to bail out 
the [...]

December 19th, 2010 at 8:53 am 

120.  

The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In World History Exposed – Are The 
Federal Reserve’s Crimes Too Big To Comprehend? | www.thetruthhurts.co.uk said:

http://www.thetruthhurts.co.uk/wordpress/2010/12/08/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserve's-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend/
http://www.thetruthhurts.co.uk/wordpress/2010/12/08/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserve's-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend/
http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserves-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend#comment-229052
http://peacebytruth.wordpress.com/2010/12/19/1850/
http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserves-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend#comment-229044
http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserves-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend#comment-229030
http://webofdebt.wordpress.com/2010/12/18/central-banking-101-what-the-fed-can-do-as-"lender-of-last-resort"/
http://webofdebt.wordpress.com/2010/12/18/central-banking-101-what-the-fed-can-do-as-"lender-of-last-resort"/
http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-history-exposed-are-the-federal-reserves-crimes-too-big-to-comprehend#comment-229007


[...] Click HERE for the above article… [...]

December 19th, 2010 at 2:29 pm 

121.  

Los documentos secretos de Wall Street: La estafa más gigantesca de la historia al 
descubierto « Sirium said:

[...] Fuente: [...]

December 19th, 2010 at 2:44 pm 

122.  

viene de: http://trinityatierra.wordpress.com/2010/12/08/los-documentos-secretos-de-wall-
street-la-estafa-mas-gigantesca-de-la-historia-al-descubierto/ « Sirium said:

[...] Fuente: [...]

December 19th, 2010 at 2:57 pm 

123.  

Procambarus said:

Dit alles lezende moet ook ik tot de conclusie komen dat het westerse model langzaam te 
gronde gaat. De schuldenposities van zowel Europa als de VS -die zich nog steeds 
uitbreiden- beginnen onhoudbaar te worden. Bovenstaande onthullingen zouden wel eens de 
“trigger” kunnen zijn en het valt te hopen dat e.e.a. zonder militair geweld gaat gebeuren. De 
echte overlevende zal natuurlijk China zijn. Dit land kan zich straks zonder moeite de 
grootste financieel/economische macht noemen, zonder dat ze daar veel aan hebben hoeven 
te doen. De “vrije wereld” blaast zichzelf wel op! Helaas heeft de mengvorm van 
kapitalisme en communisme in China zijn nut op dat punt wel bewezen!

December 20th, 2010 at 10:26 am 

124.  

Light Worlder said:

[...] message boards, Videos, Search messages from microblogs … Published (2010-12-11 
18:36:00). http://ampedstatus.com/the-wall-street-pentagon-papers-biggest-scam-in-world-
history-exposed-are-the... …. http://www.iousathemovie.com/. Show more thread info … 
[...]

December 20th, 2010 at 11:59 am 

125.  

Biggest Scam In World History Exposed! « Indus Asia Online Journal (iaoj) said:

[...] Read more : Ampedstatus [...]

December 20th, 2010 at 8:18 pm 
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126.  

Ellen Brown: All commercial banks are insolvent. They are unable to pay their debts when 
they come due, because they have double-counted their deposits. « InvestmentWatch said:

[...] was the figure recently revealed for the Fed’s “emergency lending programs” to bail out 
the [...]

December 20th, 2010 at 11:27 pm 

127.  

I Will Not Participate In the Journalism of Appeasement | Amped Status said:

[...] The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In World History Exposed - Are The 
Federal Reserve’s… [...]

December 21st, 2010 at 3:13 pm 

128.  

Jim said:

“Each year, billions of dollars are “earned” by Class A stockholders from U.S. tax dollars 
which go to the Fed to pay interest on bank loans”

LOL! Why would US tax dollars go to pay interest on bank loans?

December 21st, 2010 at 7:23 pm 

129.  

Ethan said:

Once I heard someone summarize things with the following line:

“It’s called the American dream, because you have to be asleep to believe it…”

December 22nd, 2010 at 2:21 pm 

130.  

Central Banking 101: What the Fed Can do as “Lender of Last Resort” : said:

[...] was the figure recently revealed for the Fed’s “emergency lending programs” to bail out 
the [...]

December 22nd, 2010 at 3:15 pm 

131.  

The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In World History Exposed – Are The 
Federal Reserve’s Crimes Too Big To Comprehend? « THE INTERNET POST said:
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[...] CONTINUED HERE [...]

December 27th, 2010 at 9:19 am 

132.  

Journalism of Appeasement. Corruption, Smoke and Mirrors – David DeGraw | 
Dprogram.net said:

[...] or not, the overwhelming majority of the population knows that our nation has been 
taken over by a global banking cartel. We know that our future has gone up in flames. We 
know that both political parties have been paid [...]

December 27th, 2010 at 7:45 pm 

133.  

uncomfortablynumb said:

Damn good one Mr. Degraw….Damn…Damn…Damn

Now I need to listen to Deuter, Liquid Mind, Enya just to mentally unwind.

December 27th, 2010 at 9:49 pm 

134.  

Journalism of Appeasement. Corruption, Smoke and Mirrors by David DeGraw « Dandelion 
Salad said:

[...] or not, the overwhelming majority of the population knows that our nation has been 
taken over by a global banking cartel. We know that our future has gone up in flames. We 
know that both political parties have been paid [...]

December 28th, 2010 at 4:09 am 

135.  

DuLac said:

Major crimes are to be discarded…
They are to big! They are unacceptable.

Just like extermination camps… where to be ignored.
Imagine those continuing today. But they do!

The same spirit goes on “Discovery”:
in “The XXI Century new weapons ”

Power to kill (democraticaly), as in a video game.
The message however is clear: Resistance is futile!

It’s the new Capitalist Soviet. NAZI inherited!
Welcome to Hitler’s New Order dream!

You voted it!
(or you believe you didn’t, but did … by absence!)
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December 28th, 2010 at 12:57 pm 

136.  

uncomfortablynumb said:

Expressed in $ and cents, it all makes “Perfect Sense”……….soldier

Compliments of Roger Waters and Pink Floyd

December 29th, 2010 at 3:05 pm 

137.  

shelly said:

the middle class is the great obstacle to fascism

this is no accident but deliberate policy

January 1st, 2011 at 8:23 pm 

138.  

Ron said:

In 1773, Mayer Amschel Bauer Rothschild stated, “Give me control of a nation’s money 
supply, I care not who write her laws.” Well, Mr. Rothschild’s words could not have been 
more prophetic. According to Library of Congress records, The House of Rothschild owns 
57% percent of the stock of the Federal Reserve Bank of the United States, The House of 
Rockefeller owns 35%, with the remaining 8% percent, owned by other entities. And, of 
course, The House of Rothschild owns 100% of The Bank of England, Great Britain’s 
central bank. Could it be more obvious that The The United States Government, seated in 
Washington, DC, is the property of the “International Bankers,” headed by The House of 
Rothschild, primarily, and secondly, by the The House of Rockefellers, with the crumbs, 
going to lesser entities.
It has come to my attention that The House of Rothschild has holding valued at $491 trillion 
dollars, at this time. It is the richest entity the world has ever seen, or is likely to ever see 
again, followed somewhat distantly, by The House of Rockefeller, valued at $111 trillion 
dollars in equity holdings in innumerable corporations, formidable, and unfettered power. 
Biill Gates and Warren Buffets are beggars, with a tin cup, compared to these entities, who 
wield their power, behind the scenes. The House of Rothschild has equity in most of the 
central banks of the world, more than one hundred, in number, and influence over the 
remaining, including the central banks of India, and China, which are government owned, 
but influenced by The House of Rothschild, and to a lesser degree, The House of 
Rockefeller, which is subservient to The House of Rothschild. What is so ironic about all of 
this is, that it is done, under the rule of law, as our elected officials, presumed to be the 
protectors of the best interests of the voters, have embraced and legitimized this private 
banking cartel, to wreak havoc on the American people, and indeed, the world.
I have created a new political party, The Millenial Party, created to establish a millenium of 
peace, prosperity, and freedom, for the American people. The money supply–credit–must be 
controlled by the federal government, not a private banking cartel. We are in the midst of 
The Second Great Depression, even though the federal government never called it a 
Depression. Of course, they did not call it that. That would precipitate civil unrest. Yet, The 
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Wall Street Gang thrives. Goldman Sachs is laughing all the way to the bank. Silly me, I 
forgot, now they are both bank, and broker, of course, they are laughing all the way to the 
bank, as they are the bank, and always have been.
Make no mistake, there must be credit, but it must be reasonable. Unfettered debt, and, more 
importantly, unfettered interest rates, will be the ruination of us all. That is the mission of 
this new party, to deconstruct the Federal Reserve Banking System, by consitutional 
amendment, the source of its birth. It is somewhat equivocal, as to whether the requisite 
three-fourths of the states ratified, but that is history. What is more important is to get the 
Amendment on the ballot in the fifty states, and let three-fourths ratify the deconstruction of 
the entity. That is most significant, as we must elect a majority of Millenialists to the state 
legislatures. Otherwise, all is for naught.
I am running for President of The United States, on The Millenial Party ticket, which will 
focus on two things: (1) the deconstruction of the Federal Reserve Banking System, with all 
of the human misery, precipitated by this tragedy; and (2) a new global commission, to elicit 
the facts of the 9-11 attacks on America. Of one thing I am certain, we have been lied to, by 
our own government. This commission will have no date certain, to conclude its 
investigation, findings of fact, and conclusion, as much of the focus of investigation will be 
internal, to The United States, and its presumed allies, more so than external entities. I do 
not dismiss Osama Bin Laden and Al Qaeda, as they are reasonable suspects, but false flag 
operations, loom large, as well.
This movement will swamp The United States, because both of the political parties, 
Democrats and Republicans, are compromised, co-opted, and own by The International 
Banking Cartel. Obama, as well as any Republican candidates, have no answers, because all 
of them serve, at the pleasure of the International Bankers. The American voters, have the 
power to end all of this, if they do not succumb to the influence of the International Bankers, 
who own the media, electronic and print. Therein, lies the danger, because, for more than a 
century, the American people have been sheepish, following the herd, and the Judas goat, 
right over the cliff.
If you wish to really reverse all of this tragic history, please contact me at: 
ronaldleewht1953@gmail.com. Let’s really make history, and free our country.

Ronald L. White,JD

January 2nd, 2011 at 9:38 am 
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The Criminal Banking Cartel: “$12.3 Trillion for Us. You Pay the Bill.” « XlibertyX said:

[...] David DeGraw of AmpedStatus gives the details. [...]

January 3rd, 2011 at 8:19 am 
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The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In World History Exposed – Are The 
Federal Reserve’s Crimes Too Big To Comprehend? | Amped Status | MOREYAKNOW.com 
said:

[...] The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In World History Exposed – Are The 
Federal Reser…. Share/Bookmark [...]

January 3rd, 2011 at 9:39 am 
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Mihail said:

We have exterminated the property owners in Russia. We are going to do the same thing in 
Europe and America.”
(The Jew, December 1925, Zinobit).

The world revolution which we will experience will be exclusively our affair and will rest in 
our hands. This revolution will tighten the Jewish domination over all other people.”

Le Peuple Juif, February 8, 1919.
Read this book to understand what they will do to you.
Who Is Esau-Edom.
 http://www.scribd.com/doc/19745589/Who-is-EsauEdom

January 4th, 2011 at 8:25 am 
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           DurangoKid said:

           It’s pretty simple, really. Return the power to issue to the treasury where it will be under

           sovereign control and to some degree democratic. Eliminate fractional reserve lending.

           Eliminate phony baloney accounting like “hedonics” and other trickery. Under the current

           system, there is no democratic control and we all must pay rent on our common currency.

          Bank credit is not the way to run a monetary system. Now we see why.

January 9th, 2011 at 1:06 pm 
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Elizabeth Warren and Cenk Uygur address the "Wall Street Cry Babies" said:

[...] DeGraw (@AmpedStatus):  Are The Federal Reserve’s Crimes Too Big To [...]

January 9th, 2011 at 2:18 pm 
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AmpedStatus.com Hit By Mass DoS Attacks
As you may have noticed, for most of the day yesterday AmpedStatus.com was down. Shortly after 
posting our new report we were hit with a heavy barrage of DoS attacks... 

Obama Renews Commitment to Complete Destruction of the Middle Class - Meet the New 
Economic Death Squad

Obama has just doubled down on the side of the financial terrorists. Meet Bill Daley and Gene 
Sperling - another JP Morgan-Goldman Sachs attack. Let's dig deep into their past and reveal 
everything that you need to know.

I Will Not Participate In the Journalism of Appeasement

Don’t you get it? This is a war! This is a mass slaughter carried out by economic policy. This is the 
elimination of the existence of a middle class. These are financial terrorists committing crimes 
against humanity. Our country is under attack!

The Wall Street Pentagon Papers: Biggest Scam In World History Exposed - Are The Federal 
Reserve’s Crimes Too Big To Comprehend?

The Global Banking Cartel has now been so blatantly exposed, you cannot possibly get away with 
pretending that we live in a nation of law based on the Constitution. The jig is up. 
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EXCLUSIVE WORLD PREMIERE ~ Ben Bernanke: Public Enemy #1 – Mr. Big Shot 
(((Music Video)))

In this new music video, for the song "Mr. Big Shot" by Pilot Rai, we feature leading members of 
the Global Banking Cartel: Ben Bernanke, Tim Geithner and Jamie Dimon. We also feature the 
cartel’s puppet president, Barack Obama.

Revolution Roundup #2: As Mass Rebellion Spreads Throughout Europe, Americans Dance 
With The Stars

The Global Insurrection Against Banker Occupation (GIABO) rages on... Over the past few days 
the people of Ireland, Italy, Britain, Austria and Portugal have all held massive demonstrations 
against the Global Banking Cartel.

The Two-Party Oligarchy Vs. The People

Watching Democrats complain about Republicans and Republicans complain about Democrats is 
like watching two Neanderthals throw rocks at each other while a pack of lions surround them.

Revolution Roundup #1: Silver Bullets, Bank Runs and Bomb Threats

Twice a week we will highlight the growing grassroots resistance movement to the Global Banking 
Cartel. We are focusing on news and campaigns that unite the people (99.9% of the population) 
versus the ruling class (0.1% of the population). 
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WTF! Are Progressives Seriously Defending the Federal Reserve?

Watching Progressives defend the Federal Reserve is one of the most horrifying developments I 
have seen, and we all know how horrifying things currently are. Just because some Republicans 
have come out against the Fed's QE2 policy, doesn't mean that you should think the policy is a good 
thing. 

Time to Fight Back: Crash JP Morgan, Buy Silver!

Are you sick of being screwed over by Wall Street? Now is the perfect time for us to get some 
revenge! A crack in the foundation has been exposed! If people go out and buy silver in large 
numbers, JP Morgan will lose $4 BILLION.

We Need A Rally To Restore The Rule Of Law And/Or The Constitution

The Federal Reserve represents global banking interests who have overstepped their legal authority. 
Their Quantitative Easing program is an explicit violation of the Constitution. In clear terms, the 
Federal Reserve’s actions represent a declaration of war against the people of the United States.
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Dear America, Your Taxes Are Going Up 20%, Food and Gas Prices Will Skyrocket, The 
Federal Reserve Just Dropped An Economic Nuclear Bomb On Us, TIME TO RISE! - David 
DeGraw On Quantitative Easing, The Hidden Tax

We are now creating short videos to break issues down in an easily understood manner. The goal is 
to have a video that family and friends can watch which explains our crisis and hopefully inspires 
passive people into action. In this first video, David DeGraw discusses the Federal Reserve's latest 
Quantitative Easing scheme.

Midterm Election Further Demonstrates Need for Revolution

Yes, I sound extreme, but these are extreme times. Most Americans have only a vague 
understanding of the collapse that we have been set up for. I’m not going to sit quietly as our future 
is ripped out from under us. I see the path we are on and I intend to change it!

‘Road Through 2012′ Book Release Moved to December 8th - Letter from David DeGraw
I've had two very powerful interests threaten to sue me over the release of my new book. To make 
matters even worse, a third interest is going to lengths to make my life as difficult as possible ... 

The Road to Revolution: 99% Uprising (Video) - UPDATED 10/29

Republicans and Democrats have failed us. Both parties have been bought off by a well-organized 
Economic Elite who are tactically destroying our way of life. The harsh truth is that 99% of the US 
population no longer has political representation. The US economy, government and tax system are 
now blatantly rigged against us. It's time for revolution!
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The Covert Origins of the Af-Pak War - The Road to World War III

The bottom line is that we have entered a period of major wars over declining resources. The Af-
Pak operations are only initial moves in an attempt to control the earth's remaining oil supply. -- 
Here's the latest excerpt from David DeGraw's new book, "The Road Through 2012: Revolution or 
World War III." 

Inside the Global Banking Intelligence Complex, BCCI Operations

Here is Part II of David DeGraw’s new book, “The Road Through 2012: Revolution or World War 
III.” The BCCI scandal gave citizens of the world a rare glimpse into the inner workings of the 
covert global banking intelligence power structure, revealing power politics in its purest form. 
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Notes on Fascism The Road to World War III – The Global Banking Cartel Has One Card Left to 
Play → 

The Global Banking Cartel

September 23rd, 2010 · · Uncategorized 
When I mention the global banking cartel I am primarily referring to the World Bank, International 
Monetary Fund, World Trade Organization and the Federal Reserve System. 

Damon Vrabel recently listed the current primary dealers of the Federal Reserve System:

US
Bank of America Securities LLC
Cantor Fitzgerald & Co.
Citigroup Global Markets Inc.
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Jefferies & Company, Inc.
J. P. Morgan Securities Inc.
Morgan Stanley & Co. Inc.

Britain
Barclays Capital Inc.
HSBC Securities (USA) Inc.

Switzerland
Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC
UBS Securities LLC.

Japan
Daiwa Capital Markets America Inc.
Mizuho Securities USA Inc.
Nomura Securities International, Inc.

Germany
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.

France
BNP Paribas Securities Corp.

Canada
RBC Capital Markets Corp.

Scotland
RBS Securities Inc.
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“These institutions are the current primary dealers of the Federal Reserve System. They 
have power over the entire economy, everything in “the market,” very much a non-free 
market. They sit at the top of the world’s monetary system, currently the Fed’s debt-
dollar pyramid, with a governmental license to what has been the most secure capital in 
the world–US Treasury debt–for a monopoly price that nobody else can get…” [Read 
More]:

(Related posts: The Road to World War III – The Global Banking Cartel Has One Card Left to Play 
Cross-posted from AmpedStatus.com Editor’s Note: The following is Part I ...)

 
The Economic Elite Vs. The People of the United States of America - Full Report 

Take Action! How We Can Save OUR Economy 

The Financial Oligarchy Reigns: Democracy's Death Spiral From Greece to the United States 

High Frequency Terrorism: How the Big Banks and Federal Reserve Maintained Their Death Grip Over the 
United States 

How the SEC and Congress Can Bring Down Goldman Sachs and Expose the Financial Coup 

Speech: As the Middle Class Collapses and the American Poverty Rate Soars, the Economic Elite Have Never 
Had It Better [Audio & Transcript] 

Is It Time for Law Abiding American Citizens to Stop Paying Their Taxes and Start a New Government? 

Af-Pak War Racket: The Obama Illusion Comes Crashing Down 

The Critical Unraveling of U.S. Society 

Declare Yourself, It's Time to Confront the Financial Coup 

The New Wall Street Psychological Operation: "Crackdowns, Clawbacks, Regulatory Rules, Reining In Pay" 

The Wall Street Economic Death Squad 

News Reports from Inside the Financial Coup 

 

 David DeGraw Interviews

  Ben Bernanke: Public Enemy #1 -- Mr. Big Shot (Music Video) 05 Dec 10
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  The Road to Revolution: 99% Uprising  15 Nov 10

  Keiser & DeGraw: Global Banking Cartel  15 Oct 10

  Economic Elite vs The American People- Interview With Max Keiser and David Degraw 02 Jul 10

  U.S. War Addiction, David DeGraw & Mike Papantonio 13 Aug 10

  US Economy is a Criminal Operation 04 Jul 10

Dale NethertonDec 19, 2010
Typical anti-capialist distraction. There has never been a private organization ( particularly a bank ) 
that raised an army and imposed a dictatorship. That is reserved for governments who deal strictly 
in force. 
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Mark OgierDec 13, 2010
Where is the B.I.S. in this sketch?
 

Bren TierneyNov 29, 2010
Ironically, neither Barclays nor HSBC were involved in the US-driven sub-prime fiasco. And just 
because the US's financial regulatory system is a pitiful farce doesn't automatically mean that the 
same applies to banks in other countries.
 

 

Henk RuyssenaarsNov 4, 2010
David Degraw:

THE MOST POWERFUL BANK YOU'VE NEVER HEARD OF!

Url.: http://forpressfound.livejournal.com/38790.html

And look at all the related links!

What more does one need to know?

HR
 

 

James KiraOct 13, 2010
I have the shovel ready and waiting. Let's bury these MFs alive.
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• Home   CSPER on Youtube CSPER Website 
← On War, Armies, and the Brilliance of James     Madison  
Global Empire and the International Banking Cartel (part     2) →  

Monopoly Money and the International 
Banking Cartel
Posted on August 12, 2010 by dvrabel 

The Federal Reserve has been at the top of the news for a long time and it’s getting a lot of attention 
now as it appears the next down cycle in the depression may be upon us. So what’s the real reason 
the world listens so intently to an Ivy League bureaucrat like Bernanke? Of course, it has nothing to 
do with him. It’s who he is accountable to–the international banking cartel: 

US
Bank of America Securities LLC
Cantor Fitzgerald & Co.
Citigroup Global Markets Inc.
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Jefferies & Company, Inc.
J. P. Morgan Securities Inc.
Morgan Stanley & Co. Inc.

Britain
Barclays Capital Inc.
HSBC Securities (USA) Inc.

Switzerland
Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC
UBS Securities LLC.

Japan
Daiwa Capital Markets America Inc.
Mizuho Securities USA Inc.
Nomura Securities International, Inc.

Germany
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.

France
BNP Paribas Securities Corp.

Canada
RBC Capital Markets Corp.
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Scotland
RBS Securities Inc.

These institutions are the current primary dealers of the Federal Reserve System. They have power 
over the entire economy, everything in “the market,” very much a non-free market. They sit at the 
top of the world’s monetary system, currently the Fed’s debt-dollar pyramid, with a governmental 
license to what has been the most secure capital in the world–US Treasury debt–for a monopoly 
price that nobody else can get. And when it comes to global finance, the difference between the 
strongest banks vs. dying banks is just a few basis points in price (cost of capital). 

These banks get first dibs on buying the servitude of the US population through the Fed/Treasury 
auction process. They distribute some of it to subordinate capital for a guaranteed premium, and 
they park a large amount of it on their own balance sheets as assets upon which they can speculate, 
trade, and fractionalize to create the rest of the money in the economy and put other countries, 
companies, and people in even more debt. So these institutions hold a monopoly position that even 
leviathan Standard Oil never dreamed of: a government-enforced usury license that generates 
trillions for their premium capital holders and senior employees and allows them to act as imperial 
armies sucking in more territory around the world as neoliberalism breaks down sovereignty. 

This is why the country list above doesn’t mean what some may think. The institutions aren’t 
national. The list only indicates that the banking establishment has a permanent parasitic stake in 
those countries to churn their populations under the Fed’s debt system. All of the listed institutions 
are global in nature. Together with hedge funds and their other buy-side buddies, they have power 
over nations. Like any corporate institution, banks drive earnings per share (EPS) by expanding and 
leveraging their balance sheets, which for banks means putting everything else in more debt. So 
these cartel banks work to expand their territorial control beyond their national borders to put other 
populations in debt. This is a mathematical requirement of exponential growth enforced by the 
private capital system. The eventual end state of this dynamic is one integrated, global banking 
empire. It’s only a matter of time before their collective balance sheets (plus the large Chinese 
banks now that the cartel is colluding with them) control the rest of the world if people don’t 
awaken and choose to put a stop to it. 

Will they succeed? The Fed system is in transition. The crash of 2008 was the first phase of global 
capital holders shifting their private capital out of the system so the Fed was forced to add public 
capital, i.e. your debt, into the system. More of this is likely coming. But does this mean the 
international banks behind the Fed are dying? No. They’ve simply transferred their bad assets to the 
public through the Fed and prepared to ramp up operations in Asia, which will be a primary churn 
center for the 21st century global banking system. Capital assets have been transferred, production 
assets have been transferred, and the capital holders can transfer much more capital in a short period 
of time if they so choose. 

All the specifics of this coming transition may not be clear, but it is coming unless the global 
population says no. The banks have set up the ultimate voluntary test. If we continue to say yes by 
playing along with the banks and the multinational corporations they control, then they will have 
proven that a global empire ruled by an integrated banking system is preferred and possibly superior 
to independent countries. But they appear to be failing their own test. Ivy League neoliberalism has 
been exposed for what it is. The people are now indeed saying no.
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At a Senate Budget Committee hearing in 2009, I asked Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke to tell the 
American people the names of the financial institutions that received an unprecedented backdoor 
bailout from the Federal Reserve, how much they received, and the exact terms of this assistance. 
He refused. A year and a half later, as a result of an amendment that I was able to include in the 
Wall Street reform bill, we have begun to lift the veil of secrecy at the Fed, and the American 
people now have this information. 

It is unfortunate that it took this long, and it is a shame that the biggest banks in America and Mr. 
Bernanke fought to keep this secret from the American public every step of the way. But, the details 
on this bailout are now on the Federal Reserve's website, and this is a major victory for the 
American taxpayer and for transparency in government. 

Importantly, my amendment also required the Government Accountability Office to conduct a top-
to-bottom audit of all of the emergency lending the Fed provided during the financial crisis to be 
completed on July 21, 2011, which will take a hard look at all of the potential conflicts of interest 
that took place with respect to this bailout. So, in many respects, details that the Fed was forced to 
divulge on Wednesday about the $3.3 trillion in emergency loans that until now were totally kept 
from public scrutiny, marked the beginning, not the end, of lifting the veil of secrecy at the Fed.

After years of stonewalling by the Fed, the American people are finally learning the incredible and 
jaw-dropping details of the Fed's multi-trillion-dollar bailout of Wall Street and corporate America. 
As a result of this disclosure, other members of Congress and I will be taking a very extensive look 
at all aspects of how the Federal Reserve functions and how we can make our financial institutions 
more responsive to the needs of ordinary Americans and small businesses. 

What have we learned so far from the disclosure of more than 21,000 transactions? We have learned 
that the $700 billion Wall Street bailout signed into law by President George W. Bush turned out to 
be pocket change compared to the trillions and trillions of dollars in near-zero interest loans and 
other financial arrangements the Federal Reserve doled out to every major financial institution in 
this country. Among those are Goldman Sachs, which received nearly $600 billion; Morgan Stanley, 
which received nearly $2 trillion; Citigroup, which received $1.8 trillion; Bear Stearns, which 
received nearly $1 trillion, and Merrill Lynch, which received some $1.5 trillion in short term loans 
from the Fed.

We also learned that the Fed's multi-trillion bailout was not limited to Wall Street and big banks, but 
that some of the largest corporations in this country also received a very substantial bailout. Among 
those are General Electric, McDonald's, Caterpillar, Harley Davidson, Toyota and Verizon.

Perhaps most surprising is the huge sum that went to bail out foreign private banks and corporations 
including two European megabanks -- Deutsche Bank and Credit Suisse -- which were the largest 
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beneficiaries of the Fed's purchase of mortgage-backed securities.

Deutsche Bank, a German lender, sold the Fed more than $290 billion worth of mortgage securities. 
Credit Suisse, a Swiss bank, sold the Fed more than $287 billion in mortgage bonds. 

Has the Federal Reserve of the United States become the central bank of the world?

The Fed said that this bailout was necessary to prevent the world economy from going over a cliff. 
But three years after the start of the recession, millions of Americans remain unemployed and have 
lost their homes, life savings and ability to send their kids to college. Meanwhile, big banks and 
corporations have returned to making huge profits and paying their executives record-breaking 
compensation packages as if the financial crisis they started never happened. 

What this disclosure tells us, among many other things, is that despite this huge taxpayer bailout, 
the Fed did not make the appropriate demands on these institutions necessary to rebuild our 
economy and protect the needs of ordinary Americans.

For example, at a time when big banks have nearly a trillion dollars in excess reserves parked at the 
Fed, the Fed did not require these institutions to increase lending to small- and medium-sized 
businesses as a condition of the bailout.

At a time when large corporations are more profitable than ever, the Fed did not demand that 
corporations that received this backdoor bailout create jobs and expand the economy once they 
returned to profitability.

I intend to investigate whether these secret Fed loans, in some cases, turned out to be direct 
corporate welfare to big banks that used these loans not to reinvest in the economy but rather to lend 
back to the federal government at a higher rate of interest by purchasing Treasury Securities. Instead 
of using this money to reinvest in the productive economy, I suspect a large portion of these near-
zero interest loans were used to buy Treasury Securities at a higher interest rate providing free 
money to some of the largest financial institutions in this country. That is something that we have 
got to closely examine.

At a time when Wall Street executives are now making more money than before the financial crisis, 
how many big banks that paid back TARP funds in 2009 to avoid limits on executive compensation 
received no-strings-attached loans from the Federal Reserve?

At a time when millions of Americans are paying outrageously high credit card interest rates, why 
didn't the Fed require credit card issuers to lower interest rates as a condition of the bailout?

The four largest banks in this country (Bank of America, JP Morgan Chase, Wells Fargo, and 
Citigroup) issue half of all mortgages in this country. We now know that these banks received 
hundreds of billions from the Fed. How many Americans could have remained in their homes, if the 
Fed required these bailed-out banks to reduce mortgage payments as a condition of receiving these 
secret loans?

We have begun to lift the veil of secrecy at one of most important agencies in our government. 
What we are seeing is the incredible power of a small number of people who have incredible 
conflicts of interest getting incredible help from the taxpayers of this country while ignoring the 
needs of the people.

Follow Sen. Bernie Sanders on Facebook.
 

Follow Sen. Bernie Sanders on Twitter: www.twitter.com/senatorsanders 
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Bank of America Promises to Meet Bailout Requirement, But Challenges Remain

Bank of America, mired in scandal and facing potential losses over its alleged mishandling of 
mortgages, now says it will be able to fully leave ... 

 
Ben Bernanke: Income Inequality Is 'Creating 2 Societies' 
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke believes the growing income gap is "creating two 
societies" in America. The central bank chief weighed in on income inequality ... 

 
Morgan Stanley May Cut Bonus Payouts 
BANGALORE (By Sakthi Prasad) - Morgan Stanley (MS.N: Quote, Profile, Research, Stock Buzz) 
Chief Executive James Gorman plans to take on the firm's top-paid ... 

 

Wall Street Banks In Talks To Settle SEC Lawsuit Over CDOs 
As the government hunts for conflicts of interest at Wall Street banks that peddled investments 
which contributed to the worst financial collapse since the Great ... 
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The data from the Federal Reserve audit is full of frightening revelations about U.S. economic 
policy and those who implement it. When Wall Street went off the rails in the fall of 2008, 
policymakers told the public we had a certain kind of problem, knowing all along that the actual 
nature of the problem was very different—and far more severe. This was a terribly destructive lie. 
Had policymakers fully explained the scope of Wall Street’s 2008 troubles, today’s problems with 
foreclosure fraud would simply not exist.

Here’s the basic issue. As Lehman Brothers, AIG and other major financial firms teetered on the 
verge of collapse, the Fed and the Treasury Department insisted that the trouble on Wall Street was 
one of “liquidity.” That’s a finance term meaning, “the banks are fine, but everybody is confused.” 
Banks have lots of money in long-term assets, but can’t convert those long-term assets into short-
term cash.

In retrospect, that view was clearly an error. The bank held hundreds of billions of dollars worth of 
subprime mortgage assets, which were not merely worthless in the panic-stricken view of the 
financial mob, but worthless, full stop. At the time many people argued that the financial system 
faced not a liquidity crisis, but a liquidity crisis and a solvency crisis. That is to say, even if the 
government had helped the banks deal with day-to-day problems, the banks were still 
fundamentally unable to pay their debts. They were not merely illiquid, but insolvent.

I stole this perspective on the financial crisis from Mike Konczal, and the same basic framework 
was portrayed very forcefully by Nobel Prize-winning economist Paul Krugman in 2008 and 2009. 
Krugman’s major concern was that the U.S. would end up with a handful of dominant “zombie 
banks”—firms which were kept alive by government aid, but which were fundamentally insolvent, 
and unable to support the economy with productive lending.

The truth has been far worse than Krugman predicted. Not only are today’s major banks unable to 
support the economy, they are actively sabotaging the middle class with fraudulent foreclosures. 
This is a direct result of policymakers’ failure to address the fundamental solvency problem in 2008 
and 2009. And what’s worse, it appears that the Federal Reserve was aware of the solvency 
problem, even as its top officials publicly insisted that the bailed out banks were fine.

To fix a liquidity crisis, the Fed has had a longstanding policy of offering short-term, low interest 
loans. In exchange for these loans, the Fed demands high-quality collateral. That’s as it should be: if 
a bank is truly experiencing a liquidity crisis, there is a public interest in keeping it afloat so it can 
meet its financial obligations.

And so in 2007 and 2008, the Fed created several facilities to ease liquidity based on this principle. 
The trouble is, starting on Sept. 15, 2008—right when Lehman Brothers was going under—the Fed 
started accepting total garbage as collateral for its loans. Not just a little bit of garbage, either. 
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According to data released by the Fed yesterday, the central bank accepted $1.32 trillion in 
collateral rated “junk bond” status or lower, starting Sept. 15, through it Primary Dealer Credit 
Facility alone. That compares to $8.95 trillion in total loans extended through the Primary Dealer 
outlet from March 2008 through May 2009. From Sept. 15 onward, the Fed lend out $7.60 trillion 
through this window alone, meaning that a full 17 percent of its lending from this point was backed 
by junk bonds, or worse.

These total figures are somewhat exaggerated—the facility in question offered overnight loans, and 
many banks chose to roll-over their loans from one day to the next. Nevertheless, the collateral 
comparison is apt. However you measure it, nearly one-fifth of the Fed’s lending through this 
facility was backed by junk bonds.

What does all this mean? The Fed knew it was facing a solvency crisis, even as it publicly insisted 
that Wall Street was merely dealing with a liquidity issue. If the Fed had truly believed Wall Street 
only faced liquidity troubles, it would not have allowed major banks to pledge junk bonds as 
collateral for loans. And indeed, for months, the Fed did not allow banks to put up junk bonds as 
loans. But things changed when Lehman Brothers went under.

The Fed and the Treasury had to do something in the fall of 2008. But to fix liquidity without fixing 
solvency was a grave error. By denying the solvency crisis, major bank executives who had run 
their companies into the ground were allowed to keep their jobs, and shareholders who had placed 
bad bets on their firms were allowed to collect government largesse, as bloated bonuses began 
paying out soon after.

But the banks themselves still faced a capital shortage, and were only kept above those critical 
capital thresholds because federal regulators were willing to look the other way, letting banks 
account for obvious losses as if they were profitable assets.

So based on the Fed audit data, it’s hard to conclude that Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke was telling 
the truth when he told Congress on March 3, 2009, that there were no zombie banks in the United 
States.

“I don’t think that any major U.S. bank is currently a zombie institution,” Bernanke said.

As Bernanke spoke those words banks had been pledging junk bonds as collateral under Fed 
facilities for several months. From March 4, 2009 through May 12, 2009, when the Fed data stops, 
only two institutions borrowed money from the Fed’s Primary Dealer window: Bank of American 
and Citigroup. They borrowed almost every day, pledging junk bonds as collateral. Bernanke either 
knew this, or should have known it as a major public official.

This is the heart of today’s foreclosure fraud crisis. Banks are foreclosing on untold numbers of 
families who have never missed a payment, because rushing to foreclosure generates lucrative fees 
for the banks, whatever the costs to families and investors. This is, in fact, far worse than what Paul 
Krugman predicted. Not only are zombie banks failing to support the economy, they are actively 
sabotaging it with fraud in order to make up for their capital shortages. Meanwhile, regulators are 
aggressively looking the other way.

The Fed had to fix liquidity in 2008. That was its job. But as major banks went insolvent, the Fed 
and Treasury had a responsibility to fix that solvency issue—even though that meant requiring 
shareholders and executives to live up to losses. Instead, as the Fed audit tells us, policymakers 
knowingly ignored the real problem, pushing losses onto the American middle class in the process.

Zach Carter is AlterNet's economics editor. He is a fellow at Campaign for America's Future, which 
he represents on the steering committee of Americans for Financial Reform. He writes a blog on 
campaign finance for The Media Consortium, and is a frequent contributor to The Nation 
magazine. 
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Opinion

Sunlight shows cracks in crisis rescue story
By Frank Partnoy 

Published: December 3 2010 00:38 | Last updated: December 3 2010 00:38

It took two years, a hard-fought lawsuit, and an act of Congress, but finally on Wednesday, the 
Federal Reserve disclosed the details of its financial crisis lending programmes. The initial reactions 
were shock at the breadth of lending, particularly to foreign firms. But the details paint a bleaker, 
earlier, and even more disturbing picture. They also highlight new tensions over high-tech 
transparency, echoing the controversy of the WikiLeaks cables, unveiled just days earlier.

The Fed uploaded to its website several giant spreadsheets giving details on about 21.000 of its 
recent transactions. This data dump wasn’t willing: it was a response to litigation by Bloomberg, 
and a provision in the Dodd-Frank financial reform law requiring disclosure.
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Fed Withholds Collateral Data for $885 Billion 
in Financial-Crisis Loans
By Caroline Salas and Matthew Leising - Dec 2, 2010 6:00 AM GMT+0100 

The Federal Reserve withheld details on individual securities pledged as collateral by recipients of 
$885 billion in central bank loans, denying taxpayers a measure of the risks they faced from its 
emergency aid. 

The central bank yesterday released data on 21,000 transactions from $3.3 trillion in emergency 
lending to stem the financial crisis. July’s Dodd-Frank law required the Fed to disclose the names of 
borrowers, the size and interest rates of loans, and “information identifying the types and amounts 
of collateral pledged or assets transferred.” 

For three of the Fed’s six emergency facilities, the central bank released information on groups of 
collateral it accepted by asset type and rating, without specifying individual securities. Among them 
was the Primary Dealer Credit Facility, created in March 2008 to provide loans to brokers as Bear 
Stearns Cos. collapsed. 

“This is a half-step,” said former Atlanta Fed research director Robert Eisenbeis, chief monetary 
economist at Cumberland Advisors Inc. in Sarasota, Florida. “If you were going to audit the 
facilities, then would this enable you to do an audit? The answer is ‘No,’ you would have to go in 
and look at the individual amounts of collateral and how it was broken down to do that. And that is 
the spirit of what the requirements were in Dodd-Frank.” 

Fed spokeswoman Susan Stawick in Washington declined to comment. 

Public Disclosure 
The public disclosure of the lending data should have been prevented because it could spur runs on 
the banks listed, said Darrell Duffie, a finance professor at Stanford University. 

“That’s a very destructive process,” he said. Still, with the data released, “if you’re justified in 
getting the information, then you’re justified to get enough information to judge the risk the Fed 
took,” he said. 

Under its definition of the “ratings unavailable” category for collateral posted under the PDCF, the 
Fed said that “in some limited cases, ineligible collateral was pledged, but it was reviewed with the 
clearing banks for exclusion from future pledges.” The central bank didn’t elaborate. 

The secrecy surrounding Fed bailouts led lawmakers to demand disclosure after the central bank 
approved aid dwarfing the federal government’s $700 billion Troubled Asset Relief Program. 

Collateral Pledged 
The loans extended to primary dealers under the PDCF by the New York Fed were recourse loans, 
meaning the potential liability of borrowers who defaulted was greater than the value of the 
collateral pledged, according to the Fed. Primary dealers are the firms authorized to deal in 
government securities directly with the Fed. At its peak, borrowing under the facility came to about 
$156 billion. 
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It is “specifically impossible” to know how much risk taxpayers were taking by looking at pools of 
collateral grouped by asset class and rating, said Sylvain Raynes, a principal at R&R Consulting in 
New York and co-author of “Elements of Structured Finance,” published in May by Oxford 
University Press. 

“I need to know the individual composition because a $2 billion pool can be one asset of $2 billion, 
which would be very risky, or 2,000 assets of $1 million each, and that’s not risky at all,” Raynes 
said. “The spirit of Dodd-Frank was not respected, and they used the vagueness in the wording of 
the law to weasel out of fulfilling their duty to the American people.” 

Corporate Debt 
Over the life of the PDCF, $1.5 trillion of collateral with “ratings unavailable” was pledged, 
according to the Fed data. That’s larger than the $1.39 trillion of municipal debt pledged. Corporate 
debt posted totaled $2.35 trillion. 

A total of $8.95 trillion was lent over the life of the PDCF, backed by $9.67 trillion in collateral. 

The Fed released details identifying thousands of transactions including bonds bought under its 
mortgage purchase program and asset-backed commercial paper pledged under its Asset-Backed 
Commercial Paper Money-Market Mutual Fund Liquidity Facility. 

The central bank also omitted details on individual securities pledged as collateral under its Term 
Auction Facility and its Term Securities Lending Facility, which was announced on March 11, 
2008, as the first program under which the Fed planned to lend to non-bank dealers. 

The Fed authorized its New York branch to establish the PDCF on March 16, 2008, the same day it 
made commitments to convince JPMorgan Chase & Co. to buy troubled dealer Bear Stearns. A run 
on New York-based Bear Stearns was seen as threatening the stability of global markets, and the 
PDCF for the first time allowed dealers to borrow on a collateralized basis from the New York Fed. 

Lehman Collapse 
In September that year, as Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. was on the brink of filing for bankruptcy, 
the PDCF was expanded to accept all types of collateral pledged in tri-party repo deals, including 
high-yield, high-risk securities and equities. The previous program only accepted investment-grade 
debt securities. 

The first peak of PDCF lending occurred in April 2008 at nearly $40 billion, according to the New 
York Fed. As financial markets improved, banks reduced their balance-sheet risk and the PDCF 
pricing became less attractive, usage of the facility fell off and stopped in mid-July that year. 

Borrowing then leapt to over $140 billion in mid-September 2008 from no activity the previous 
week, according to the New York Fed. The program ended Feb. 1 this year. 

Under the TSLF, dealers could swap investment-grade securities, including mortgage bonds, for 
U.S. Treasuries for 28 days. Usage peaked at $235.5 billion in October 2008, and the program was 
also closed in February. 

To contact the reporters on this story: Caroline Salas in New York at csalas1@bloomberg.net; 
Matthew Leising in New York at mleising@bloomberg.net. 

To contact the editor responsible for this story: Christopher Wellisz at cwellisz@bloomberg.net 
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The Fed today released details identifying thousands of transactions including bonds bought under 
its mortgage purchase program and asset-backed commercial paper pledged under its Asset-Backed 
Commercial Paper Money-Market Mutual Fund Liquidity Facility. Photographer: Joshua 
Roberts/Bloomberg 

 Play Video
Dec. 2 (Bloomberg) -- Robert Eisenbeis, chief monetary economist at Cumberland Advisors, 
discusses the Federal Reserve's report on users of its $3.3 trillion in emergency programs. Eisenbeis 
speaks with Erik Schatzker on Bloomberg Television's "InsideTrack." (Source: Bloomberg) 

 Play Video
Dec. 1 (Bloomberg) -- U.S. Representative Ron Paul, a Republican from Texas, talks about the 
Federal Reserve's response to the financial crisis and the bank's that borrowed from the Fed's Term 
Auction Facility. Paul speaks with Pimm Fox on Bloomberg Television's "Taking Stock." (Source: 
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No Federal Preemption by a Trustee of a Mortgage Backed Security Trust from Senior 
Counsel of the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 

Posted by: 4closureFraud 
Post date: 01/10/2011 - 15:25 
In short, the Banks’ authority to act as trustees under federal law does not insulate the assets 
the Banks hold in trust for the benefit of investors from state law requirements otherwise 
applicable to those assets.

Less Than 24 Hours After My Warning Of Extensive Legal Risk In The Banking Industry, 
The Massachusetts Supreme Court Drops THE BOMB! 

Posted by: Reggie Middleton 
Post date: 01/10/2011 - 13:01 
Those who think this will not, better yet... has not metastasized into a very significant 
problem has overdosed on the Sell Side Kool Aid once too often. The banking industry is 
soon to be the new tobacco industry.

Bernanke/Senate to States: Buzz Off! - Or Not? 
Posted by: Bruce Krasting 
Post date: 01/10/2011 - 11:47 
Blowing smoke. Again.

Here’s A Look At What The Goldman FaceBook Fund Will Look Like As It Ignores 
The SEC & Peddles Private Shares To The Public Without Full Disclosure 

Posted by: Reggie Middleton 
Post date: 01/04/2011 - 08:46 
This is not hate for Goldman, but elucidation & clarification regarding exactly what business 
Goldman, et. al. are actually in & how they generate the profits that they do off of their 
Client's Backs! Many think that Goldman is the best and brightest on the Street. Those guys 
went to the same schools, studied under the same teachers, graduated and employed using 
the same strategies trading the same products as everybody else. Get over the mysticism 
marketing bullshit.

Just Another Panic Monday for Shorts, Will Tomorrow be Their Funday? 
Posted by: MoneyMcbags 
Post date: 01/04/2011 - 00:58 
The market ran today like Ben Bernanke was giving out free money (which um, he kind of 
is, as long as ...

Fed Data Dump Reveals More Contradictions 
About its $1.25 Trillion MBS Purchase 
Program

Submitted by EB on 12/03/2010 11:35 -0500
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Ben Bernanke Blackrock Counterparties Federal Reserve Monetary Policy New MBS PIMCO Ron Paul 
Reprinted from EconomicPolicyJournal.com

 
Following up on the new Fed document dump, our latest find is an aparent 
deception by the Fed about its MBS purchases. To wit, the Fed's new MBS 
page states as follows (brackets ours):

"Outright [MBS] purchases were conducted via competitive bidding to 
ensure that trades were executed at market rates."

Here's what a paper says entitled "Large-Scale Asset Purchases by the Federal Reserve / 
Did They Work?", written in part by NY Fed SOMA Manager, Brian Sack (emphasis ours):

Because the MBS purchases were arranged with primary dealer 
counterparties directly, there was no auction mechanism to 
provide a measure of market supply. Instead, the pace of purchases of 
each class of MBS was adjusted in response to measures of whether 
that class appeared relatively cheap or expensive. To avoid buying at 
excessively high prices and to support market functioning, purchases were 
increased when market liquidity was good and were reduced when 
liquidity was poor.

Now we recognize the Fed has the tiniest bit of weasel room here because the terminology 
is slightly different and, in fact, the Fed is in the business of weasel phrasing, but it seems 
at the very least disingenuous to now claim that MBS securities were purchased via 
"competitive bidding" when no "auction mechanism" was used and they were arranged 
"directly" with the primary dealers. 

According to the Brian Sack paper, it was market liquidity itself based on class-wide 
evaluation that was used to avoid paying excessively high prices (i.e., attempting to execute 
at market rates), and not any sort of competitive bid procedure (even if it were not an 
outright auction). Also, note that "high prices" devoid of the "excessively" qualifier might 
be deemed a-okay by the NY Fed.
 
So just what was the nature of this "competitive bidding" process that the NY Fed now says 
was followed? Perhaps there was merely a fuzzy price discovery process followed by a 
conference call and subjective award of the transaction at a mutually agreed upon price. 
Hardly sounds competitive, though.
 
Here's another thought: the new Fed statement is in the context of outright Fed purchases, 
so that those "bidding" would actually be the various investment managers acting on 
behalf of the NY Fed (e.g., Pimco, BlackRock, Wellington & Goldman). The primary dealers 
(also including Goldman) would be "offering". Thus, it may be that the Fed is imputing it 
paid market prices based on its own hired managers competing for the MBS assets of the 
PDs (did we point out that Goldman was on both sides?). That this would result in market 
prices being paid is facially absurd. 

Either way, there are some questions to be answered next time Bernanke gets in front of 
Ron Paul.  It would behoove incoming House Speaker John Boehner not to attempt to 
block Paul's     ascendancy to the Domestic Monetary Policy Chair  . 
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No Federal Preemption by a Trustee of a Mortgage Backed 
Security Trust from Senior Counsel of the Office of the 
Comptroller of the Currency

Submitted by 4closureFraud on 01/10/2011 15:25 -0500

Andrew Cuomo Comptroller of the Currency Office of the Comptroller of the Currency Real estate 
recovery Wells Fargo

In light of the Fraudclosure actions in New Jersey, I though I would dig up and dust off this post 
from back in July of last year, reposted in full below...

No Federal Preemption by a Trustee of a Mortgage Backed Security Trust from 
Senior Counsel of the Office of the Comptroller of the     Currency  
Posted by Foreclosure Fraud on July 22, 2010 ·

From the letter… Discussion Pursuant to 12 U.S.C. § 371, national banks may “make, arrange, 
purchase or sell loans or extensions of credit secured by liens on interests in real estate, subject to * 
* * such restrictions and requirements as the Comptroller of the Currency may prescribe by 
regulation or order.” The OCC’s real … Read     more  

From the letter...

Discussion
Pursuant to 12 U.S.C. § 371, national banks may “make, arrange, purchase or sell loans or 
extensions of credit secured by liens on interests in real estate, subject to * * * such restrictions and 
requirements as the Comptroller of the Currency may prescribe by regulation or order.” The OCC’s 
real estate lending regulations provide that, “[e]xcept where made applicable by Federal law, state 
laws that obstruct, impair, or condition a national bank’s ability to fully exercise its Federally 
authorized real estate lending powers do not apply to national banks.” 12 C.F.R. § 34.4(a).

http://4closurefraud.org/2010/07/22/no-federal-preemption-by-a-trustee-of-a-mortgage-backed-security-trust-from-senior-counsel-of-the-office-of-the-comptroller-of-the-currency/
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Section 34.4(a)(10) states that national banks “may make real estate loans under 12 U.S.C. § 371 
without regard to state law limitations concerning * * * [p]rocessing, origination, servicing, sale or 
purchase of, or investment or participation in, mortgages.” 12 C.F.R.§ 34.4(a)(10) (emphasis 
added). However, in no sense, under the facts presented, can the Banks be viewed as making a real 
estate loan under 12 U.S.C. § 371 and 12 C.F.R. § 34.4. The Banks did not originate the loans. 
They did not fund the loans at inception. Nor did they “purchase” the loans as part of any real 
estate lending program comprehended by the regulation. Here, the Banks act as trustees for the 
benefit of investors in the trusts. The substance of the transaction is that the investors, not the 
Banks, are purchasing the loans that have been made by Delta. The investors own the beneficial 
interest in the loans held by the Banks as trustees. And the effect of any liability for violation of the 
CFA ultimately falls on the investors. Nowhere do the Banks allege that they themselves, as 
opposed to the trusts they represent, are exposed to liability for any violation of the CFA. For all 
these reasons, 12 U.S.C. § 371 and 12 C.F.R. § 34.4(a) simply do not apply to the transactions by 
which the Banks acquired legal title to the loans in the circumstances at issue here.

With respect to the activities of Wells Fargo and Bank One as trustees, the banks derive their power 
to act as trustees from 12 U.S.C. § 92a. When state law conflicts with national banks exercising 
powers granted to them by federal law, the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution 
requires that the state law yield to the paramount authority of federal law, with the result that 
application of the state law to national banks is preempted. The Supreme Court has explained this 
principle stating that it interprets “grants of both enumerated and incidental ‘powers’ to national 
banks as grants of authority not normally limited by, but rather ordinarily pre-empting, contrary 
state law.” Barnett Bank of Marion County v. Nelson, 517 U.S. 25, 32 (1996).

As the Supreme Court demonstrated in its review of preemption cases in the Barnett case, 
Supremacy Clause principles animating conflict preemption have been expressed in a wide variety 
of phrases that do not yield materially different meanings, including “stand as an obstacle to,” 
“impair the efficiency of,” “significantly interfere,” “interfere,” “infringe,” and “hamper.” See 
Barnett, 517 U.S. at 33. Thus, if application of the CFA to the loans held by the Banks as trustee 
were to obstruct, impair, condition, or otherwise interfere with the Banks’ exercise of fiduciary 
powers granted to them under federal law, the state statute would be preempted.

Based on the facts presented, we do not believe that to be the case. The Banks have not claimed that 
application of the CFA would impair their ability to act as trustee in these circumstances or that the 
state law otherwise interferes with the performance of their legal obligations as trustee. Nor could 
they claim that having to respond to state law defenses to recovery on assets held in trust obstructs 
or impairs their power to act as trustee absent some indication that the state law infringes their 
authority, conditions their actions, or imposes a burden in a way prohibited by federal law. In short, 
the Banks’ authority to act as trustees under federal law does not insulate the assets the Banks 
hold in trust for the benefit of investors from state law requirements otherwise applicable to 
those assets.
Matt Weidner had a good take on this document as well...

CAPACITY IS A FORECLOSURE CASE KILLER!- OCC LETTER: TRUSTS 
NOT EXEMPT FROM STATE LAWS
There is a growing body of evidence that stands for the proposition that the banks and shadowy 
trust companies sweeping across our nation to take homes are not in fact exempt from state banking 
and business regulation.  I have posted the Cuomo and Watters Supreme Court cases, but below 
is a very interesting letter from the Office of Comptroller and Currency which makes an even more 
compelling presentation of the facts.

Quite simply, we must continue to challenge the shadowy, unidentified anonymous entities that are 
filing suits and taking homes from Americans…..this letter should become a regular part of your 

http://mattweidnerlaw.com/blog/2010/07/capacity-is-a-foreclosure-case-killer-occ-letter-trusts-not-exempt-from-state-laws/
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research and pleading.

For more of Matt's post go here...

And didn't the banks in Mass just admit      exactly what the letter states?  

In a statement, Steve Dale, a U.S. Bancorp spokesman, said: “Our role in this case is solely as 
trustee concerning a mortgage owned by a securitization trust. This judgment has no financial 
impact on U.S. Bancorp. The issues addressed by the court revolved around the process of the 
servicing of the loan on behalf of the securitization trust, which was preformed in this case by the 
servicer, American Home Mortgage Servicing.”

Vickee J. Adams, a Wells Fargo spokeswoman, said: “The loans at issue in the court’s ruling were 
not originated, owned, serviced or foreclosed upon by Wells Fargo. As trustee of a securitized pool 
of loans, Wells Fargo expects the entities who service these loans to abide by all applicable state 
laws, including those laws that govern foreclosure sales.”

Oh yea, they did...

Be sure to check out the full letter below...

4closureFraud.org
No Federal Preemption by a Trustee of a Mortgage Backed Security Trust from Senior 

Counsel of the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency

Less Than 24 Hours After My Warning Of Extensive Legal 
Risk In The Banking Industry, The Massachusetts Supreme 
Court Drops THE BOMB!

Submitted by Reggie Middleton on 01/10/2011 13:01 -0500
BAC CRE Free Money Goldman Sachs Institutional Investors Insurance Companies John Paulson Merrill Lynch 
Morgan Stanley Mortgage Backed Securities Mortgage Loans Real estate Reggie Middleton Securities Fraud TARP 

The day after I posted “As JP Morgan & Other Banks Legal Costs Spike, Many Should Ask If It 
Was Not Obvious Years Ago That This Industry May Become The “New” Tobacco Companies” 
wherein I made clear my opinion that the legal and litigation risks that the banking industry faces is 
woefully underestimated, the Massachusetts Land Court Decision that invalidates foreclosures 
based on post sale assignments was up held by the Massachusetts Supreme Court. This is 
permanent, and precedent setting, absolutely justifies and vindicates my post from the day before, 
which also contained links to other posts which any declared sensational just a few days before, ex., 
The Robo-Signing Mess Is Just the Tip of the Iceberg, Mortgage Putbacks Will Be the Harbinger of 
the Collapse of Big Banks that Will Dwarf 2008! and As Earnings Season is Here, I Reiterate My 
Warning That Big Banks Will Pay for Optimism Driven Reduction of Reserves. This is a very big 
deal since it actually unravels many thousands of foreclosures and sets precedent to be examined 
across the country (all 50 state’s attorney generals are looking into fraudclosure issues) that will 
really cause material damage to the banks that are pursuing (have pursued) said foreclosures. As 
reported in the Massachusetts Law Blog:

Breaking News (1.7.11): Mass. Supreme Court Upholds Ibanez Ruling, Thousands of Foreclosures 
Affected

Update (2/25/10)–Mass. High Court May Take   Ibanez   Case  
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Breaking News (10/14/09)–Land Court Reaffirms Ruling Invalidating Thousands of 
Foreclosures. Click here for the updated post.
None of this is the fault of the [debtor], yet the [debtor] suffers due to fewer (or no) bids in 
competition with the foreclosing institution. Only the foreclosing party is advantaged by the 
clouded title at the time of auction. It can bid a lower price, hold the property in inventory, and 
put together the proper documents any time it chooses. And who can say that problems won’t be 
encountered during this process?… Massachusetts Land Court Judge Keith C. Long

“[W]hat is surprising about these cases is … the utter carelessness with which the plaintiff banks 
documented the titles to their assets.” –Justice Robert Cordy, Massachusetts Supreme Judicial  
Court
Today, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court (SJC) ruled against foreclosing lenders and those 
who purchased foreclosed properties in Massachusetts in the controversial U.S. Bank v. Ibanez 
case… 
… For those new to the case, the problem the Court dealt with in this case is the validity of  
foreclosures when the mortgages are part of securitized mortgage lending pools. When mortgages 
were bundled and packaged to Wall Street investors, the ownership of mortgage loans were divided 
and freely transferred numerous times on the lenders’ books. But the mortgage loan documentation 
actually on file at the Registry of Deeds often lagged far behind.

In the Ibanez case, the mortgage assignment, which was executed in blank, was not recorded until  
over a year after the foreclosure process had started. This was a fairly common practice in 
Massachusetts, and I suspect across the U.S. Mr. Ibanez, the distressed homeowner, challenged the 
validity of the foreclosure, arguing that U.S. Bank had no standing to foreclose because it lacked 
any evidence of ownership of the mortgage and the loan at the time it started the foreclosure.
Mr. Ibanez won his case in the lower court in 2009, and due to the importance of the issue, the 
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court took the case on direct appeal.
The SJC Ruling: Lenders Must Prove Ownership When They Foreclose
The SJC’s ruling can be summed up by Justice Cordy’s concurring opinion:

“The type of sophisticated transactions leading up to the accumulation of the notes  
and mortgages in question in these cases and their securitization, and, ultimately the 
sale of mortgaged-backed securities, are not barred nor even burdened by the 
requirements of Massachusetts law. The plaintiff banks, who brought these cases to 
clear the titles that they acquired at their own foreclosure sales, have simply failed to 
prove that the underlying assignments of the mortgages that they allege (and would 
have) entitled them to foreclose ever existed in any legally cognizable form before 
they exercised the power of sale that accompanies those assignments. The court’s 
opinion clearly states that such assignments do not need to be in recordable form or 
recorded before the foreclosure, but they do have to have been effectuated.”

The Court’s ruling appears rather elementary: you need to own the mortgage before you can 
foreclose. But it’s become much more complicated with the proliferation of mortgage backed 
securities (MBS’s) –which constitute 60% or more of the entire U.S. mortgage market. The Court  
has held unequivocally that the common industry practice of assigning a mortgage “in blank” — 
meaning without specifying to whom the mortgage would be assigned until after the fact — does not 
constitute a proper assignment, at least in Massachusetts.
This is a very interesting development, and I would like to make note that the buck stops here since 
this is Supreme Court. I normally do not excerpt or quote this much of another blog or news source, 
but since the content is legal in matter and this particular blog (Massachusetts attorney) appears to 
have put a strong legal analysis on the topic,  I will continue. I urge others to visit the Massachusetts 
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Law Blog for more info. Back to his write-up…

• Despite pleas from innocent buyers of foreclosed properties and my own predictions, the 
decision was applied retroactively, so this will hurt Massachusetts homeowners who bought 
defective foreclosure properties.

• If you own a foreclosed home with an “Ibanez” title issue, I’m afraid to say that you do not  
own your home anymore. The previous owner who was foreclosed upon owns it again. This  
is a mess.

• The opinion is a scathing indictment of the securitized mortgage lending system and its non-
compliance with Massachusetts foreclosure law. Justice Cordy, a former big firm corporate 
lawyer, chastised lenders and their Wall Street lawyers for “the utter carelessness with 
which the plaintiff banks documented the titles to their assets.”

• If you purchased a foreclosure property with an “Ibanez” title defect, and you do not have 
title insurance, you are in trouble. You may not be able to sell or refinance your home for 
quite a long time, if ever. Recourse would be against the foreclosing banks, the foreclosing 
attorneys. Or you could attempt to get a deed from the previous owner. Re-doing the 
original foreclosure is also an option but with complications.

• If you purchased a foreclosure property and you have an owner’s title insurance policy, you 
have a potential claim against the title policy. Contact our office for legal assistance.

Here he puts in some self promotion, but hey… I’m one to talk. I actually appreciate the legal 
analysis and am glad to have him offer services in the arena.

• The decision carved out some room so that mortgages with compliant securitization 
documents may be able to survive the ruling. This will shake out in the months to come. A 
major problem with this case was that the lenders weren’t able to produce the schedules of 
the securitization documents showing that the two mortgages in question were part of the 
securitization pool. Why, I have no idea.

• The decision, however, may not prove to be anywhere near the Apocalypse it’s been hyped to 
be. The Court said that “[w]here a pool of mortgages is assigned to a securitized trust, the 
executed agreement that assigns the pool of mortgages, with a schedule of the pooled 
mortgage loans that clearly and specifically identifies the mortgage at issue as among those 
assigned, may suffice to establish the trustee as the mortgage holder. However, there must be 
proof that the assignment was made by a party that itself held the mortgage.” This opens the 
door for foreclosing lenders to prove ownership with proper documents. Furthermore, since 
the Land Court’s decision in 2009, many lenders have already re-done foreclosures and title  
insurance companies have taken other steps to cure the title defects.

I am not a lawyer and this is not my purview, but things may not be quite that simple. The 
securititized trust documents themselves have timing issues that may come into play. See the email 
chain conversation below for more on this topic.

• The ruling may be limited only to Massachusetts and states operating under a non-judicial  
foreclosure and “title theory” laws. The Court was careful to point out that Massachusetts  
requires very strict compliance with its foreclosure laws. The reason for that is  
Massachusetts is a non-judicial foreclosure state–meaning lenders don’t need a court order 
to foreclose–and that the state operates under the “title theory” which is a fancy way of  
saying that the bank is really the legal owner of your house.

• Watch for class actions against foreclosing lenders, the attorneys who drafted the 
securitization loan documents and foreclosing attorneys. Investors of mortgage backed 
securities (MBS) will also be exploring their legal options against the trusts and servicers of  
the mortgage pools.

It appears as if he contradicted his statement above. I can practically guaranteed that this 
significantly increases the risk. volume and velocity of litigation. Think about it. If you were a 
REMIC investors, would you be sitting pat, or calling your attorney.
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• The banking sector has already dropped some 5% today (1.7.11), showing that this ruling 
has sufficiently spooked investors. (But Merrill Lynch just went on a buying spree on the 
banking sector–showing that the real experts are betting that this decision and others which 
will follow will not substantially affect banks’ profitability).

I have absolutely no idea what he means by Merrill Lynch going on a buying spree – actually using 
their (BofA’s) balance sheet? I seriously doubt so. I also take umbrage to the assertion that Merrill 
Lynch constitutes a “real expert”(s) in terms of mortgage and real estate valuation and risk 
assessment, since they “experted” themselves into a near collapse over these very same assets.

Interested parties may download the actual ruling here: Ibanez-Case-JAN-2011. I actually engaged 
in an interesting email exhange with a BoomBustBlogger over this fraudclosure issue, and would 
like to share the email chain with the blog.

10/21/10

Reggie,
You see that the various large shoes we were discussing have begun dropping.  Multi-billion dollar 
demands by non-agency bondholders for putbacks, and now the government is being forced to take 
action.  I read elsewhere that a group of hedge funds is organizing for a similar demand.  I view 
with interest the tiny levels at which the banks are reserving against these events in comparison 
with the present (and probable future) size of the put-back demands.  Again, this is only ONE 
tentacle of the monster.
So far, the putback demands appear to be merely rep and warranty driven, i.e, the failing loans do 
not meet the underwriting requirements as represented in the prospectus.  This does not implicate  
the REMICs’ tax-exempt status.  However, as claims for wrongful foreclosure based on the failure of  
loans to be properly deposited into trust are proved true — or as the same facts are brought to light  
by 50 state attorneys general — it will be implicated.  This may produce a larger wave of claims by 
bondholders, both because of the loss of tax structure as represented and warranted, and because 
the knowing failure to properly deposit the loans (which will be inferred from the systematic extent  
of the failure) may support securities fraud claims.  I will be very interested to see how you quantify  
the size of the problem for the banks.
1/1/10

Reggie:
… I assume you saw stories on the Mass. Court ruling in Ibanez.  The obvious question was, “Why 
didn’t they just back up and start over after getting the assignments done correctly?”  The answer:  
They had no choice but to either litigate the homeowners into submission or pay the homeowners to 
go away.  They chose the former strategy and it failed.  Why did they have those choices?  As you 
and I discussed awhile back:  the REMIC.  If the loans were not originally assigned to the trust by 
the deadline, the REMIC lost its special tax status, and the banks were forced into the argument 
that an after-the-fact assignment had the effect of an original timely assignment (so that, getting a 
state court to bite on this, they could then go argue the same point to the IRS, i.e., “no harm no 
foul”).  The Mass. Court, to its credit, saw through the bullshit and upheld the rule of law.
The implications of this for the REMICs (actually, the banks that created and sold them) and 
homeowners going forward are huge.  Homeowners can now see the light, and if there’s any 
question about the ownership of the loan, stick a hot poker in that issue (demand proof of  
ownership, either directly before litigation or in discovery when litigation has started) until the 
banks cry uncle, meaning pay through the nose to buy off the homeowners and save the 
REMIC’s tax status.  The banks face the prospect of enormously increased costs, for any of: (a)  
litigation expenses as this issue becomes harder fought by the homeowners; (b) increased 
settlement costs as homeowners realize their advantage and demand more pounds of bank flesh to 
go away; or (c) payments to REMIC investors for losses caused by the banks’ failure to properly 
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assign the loans in the first place. Who’s going to suffer the worst?
Again, JPM et. al. have been much too optimistic in reserving for these occurrences, as clearly 
detailed in my post As Earnings Season is Here, I Reiterate My Warning That Big Banks Will Pay 
for Optimism Driven Reduction of Reserves. The legal costs looked bad before this decision, as 
stated in As JP Morgan & Other Banks Legal Costs Spike, Many Should Ask If It Was Not Obvious 
Years Ago That This Industry May Become The “New” Tobacco Companies and it simply looks 
much worse now. To think, so called experts wonder why I am bearish on JP Morgan and the big 
banks…

Please upgrade your browser 
… There is no chance for appeal in the Mass case; the decision came from the state’s highest court.  
This quote from the court illustrates that this was not rocket science; the banks’ lawyers never 
should have taken the risk of the appeal rather than settling and leaving the record with an 
unreported trial court decision of much less import:
“The legal principles and requirements we set forth are well established in our case law and our 
statutes. All that has changed in the plaintiffs’ apparent failure to abide by those principles and 
requirements in the rush to sell mortgage-backed securities.”
… I agree with everything in your post [“As JP Morgan & Other Banks Legal Costs Spike, Many 
Should Ask If It Was Not Obvious Years Ago That This Industry May Become The “New” Tobacco 
Companies”].  I noted someone’s comment about BAC’s settlement with Fannie and Freddie 
(paying about 2 cents on the dollar to eliminate hundreds of billions of putback claims, a bailout in  
disguise for which somebody should go to jail).  Otherwise, I think the banks differ from the 
tobacco companies in a couple major respects: (a) they don’t sell an addictive product which may 
be somewhat economically insensitive; and (b) they don’t have access to overseas growth like the 
tobaccos do.  By failing to adequately reserve and kicking the can, they’re making the end only that  
much bloodier (or betting on TARP II, III and IV, which may not be a bad bet).
Actually, the banks did have an overseas growth model, the sales of securitized products. One 
would have thought that that model had come to an end due to the crash and burn effect, alas it has 
not and the reason is because the banks due sell what appears to be an addictive product.

1. The reach for unrealistically high yields in the case of yield hungry institutional investors 
such as pension funds. As stated Reggie Middleton vs Goldman Sachs, part 1, For Those 
Who Chose Not To Heed My Warning About Buying Products From Name Brand Wall 
Street Banks, and “Blog vs. Broker, whom do you trust!”, Goldman’s peddling of products 
often spells doom for the consumer (client) and bonus for the producer (Goldman). Goldman 
is now underwriting CMBS under a broad fund our $19 billion bonus pool “buy” 
recommendation in the CRE REIT space  reference Reggie Middleton Personally 
Contragulates Goldman, but Questions How Much More Can Be Pulled Off .Now, after all 
of the evidence that I have presented against the CRE space, who do you think would be 
better for clients net worth, Reggie’s BoomBustBlog or Goldman? There is also the most 
recent evidence from just last week: Morgan Stanley Jingle Mail: Loses Properties To John 
Paulson Investment Consortium & Itself. 

2. The satisfaction of the get rich quick(er) urges to be had in their retail, HNW and UHNW 
clients. A perfect example is the Facebook offering, of which I am preparing an extra special 
analysis for my blog’s subscribers to be released in a day or two wherein I will show how 
those Goldman clients are throwing their money into the Goldman bonus pool/Facebook 
working capital fund abyss – that is if I haven’t demonstrated such already: 

• Facebook Becomes One Of The Most Highly Valued Media Companies In   
The World Thanks To Goldman, & Its Still Private! 

• Here’s A Look At What The Goldman FaceBook Fund Will Look Like As It   
Ignores The SEC & Peddles Private Shares To The Public Without Full 
Disclosure
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• The Anatomy Of The Record Bonus Pool As The Foregone Conclusion: We   
Plug The Numbers From Goldman’s Facebook Fund Marketing Brochure Into 
Our Models

Now, back to the email exchange…

The limiting factors on the homeowner side are: (a) an imbalance of knowledge of their options as  
compared to the banks; and (b) an imbalance of resources ($) to pay lawyers to fight the banks.  
Although I think the internet and its democratic access to information changes the equation for the 
first issue, it’s still like retailers selling gift cards – they make money because they know a large 
percentage of people will stick the card in the drawer and forget about it, and in doing so will have 
given the retailers free money.  Many homeowners who are in position to challenge a foreclosure, 
and thereby squeeze a bunch of money out of the banks, never will.  The $64 question is, how many 
will?
I have a very strong feeling that many distressed homeowners that read BoomBustBlog can be 
considered to be amongst that educated elite.

Now there’s a state appellate court decision for every other state appellate court to look to for 
guidance.  Stupid.  This is like a case I had in federal court several years ago against the U.S.  
gov’t.  We obtained a ruling imposing estoppel against the gov’t – which is nearly impossible to get.  
The gov’t did NOT appeal that decision, only the decision granting us fees (which it lost).  It  
avoided an appeal for the same reason – it did not want a Xth circuit decision upholding estoppel  
against it sitting out there for the rest of the world to model from.
The only logic that I see in the bank’s decision to litigate was that if you pay off one homeowner, 
you create a pattern where you will end up having to pay off others until it get’s to the point where 
you will have to litigate the issue to its ultimate conclusion anyway. Hard to say which route would 
have been more efficient and cheaper, but I do know that this is far from a desirable outcome for the 
banking industry.

Bernanke/Senate to States: Buzz Off! - Or Not?

Submitted by Bruce Krasting on 01/10/2011 11:47 -0500

Bankruptcy Code Ben Bernanke Federal Reserve John Cornyn Kent Conrad Meredith Whitney 
Muni Bonds Reality

Our boy Ben B met with senate leaders last week to discuss the sorry state of the States. It looks 
like all talk and no action, so far. I wanted to write about the non-event to have a record. When Ben 
reverses course later this year I will be able to point to this weekend’s comments and say, “I told  
you so”.

The setting was a hearing of the powerful Senate Budget Committee. The Chairman is Kent Conrad 
(D-ND). Last I heard ND has no muni problems, but it was pretty clear that this group of Senators 
were well informed on the issues that cities, towns, counties and states are facing. Senator Conrad: 
(Link to Bond Buyer story)

We’re talking about a significant problem here. We need to be 
prepared with a plan in case we are approached by one or more 
states.”
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A “plan? What plan? From Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV)

“20 to 30 states could be in serious problems”

Jeepers! 30 States Joe? Senator Manchin sounds like he is more bearish than Meredith Whitney. 
John Cornyn (R-Tex) added to the sense of concern. From a spokesman:

“Senator Cornyn is exploring ways to address the state financial 
crisis, including amendments to the bankruptcy laws”

BK? A State? What is that about? Is this the "plan"? A state bankruptcy has not happened in more 
than 100 years. Chairman Conrad summed it up:

His panel needs to come up with a plan to help states that approach 
Congress seeking assistance because of serious financial troubles.

We all know that munis across the country are in the crapper. That said, I was surprised at some of 
the hard language. Normally these folks don’t talk like this. I am thinking, “What do these guys  
know that I don’t?” “Why is there a need to revise the bankruptcy code to facilitate Municipal  
default?” The answer to those questions can be found in the words from the committee and 
comments from Bernanke. D.C. Inc is not throwing any life-lines to the sick states. Senator Conrad:

“I don’t think the House or the Senate are going to be very interested 
in bailouts to states.”

“Not interested in a bailout?” The understatement of the new year (so far). But the real interesting 
stuff came from Bernanke. He says he is not going to be there if the States need some of that fast 
cash he is providing to the federal government with QE.

“We have no expectation of intention to get involved in state and local 
finance”

That’s nice to hear. But my concern is that Bernanke seems to be in denial as to the extent of the 
problems with munis. In his world if the S%P is higher then all must be well in the economy. When 
asked if there could be a problem in muni land he responded:

“We don’t at this point see anything of that magnitude happening.” 

 

“State and local governments have the tools to deal with their fiscal 
problems and debt” 

 

“The municipal bond market currently seems to be functioning 
reasonably well” 

Huh? Not a big deal? States can handle it, no problem? Muni market doing just fine? (what the hell 
was December?) Ben is not concerned about this as he is flooding the markets with liquidity. He 



thinks liquidity is the solution to solvency:

“The bottom line is that there is a lot of liquidity in the muni bond 
market and it seems to be doing okay.”

Bernanke went on to confirm that EVEN IF NECESSARY the Fed could not intervene. Apparently it 
is against the rules:

“I don’t think the Federal Reserve has the authority and I don’t think 
it would be appropriate for us to do that”

The message I get is that (a) Ben is in denial and his hands are tied and (b) Congress is not going to 
lift a finger to help out the states. An interesting state of affairs. 

Wait a minute. That is not how things are done in the USA. When there is a need, we bail! Right? 
We have already spent a few Trill doing that. I mean, do "they" think that saving Citi a few years 
ago is more important than saving California or NY in 2011? Let’s put it this way, if Cali goes down 
it will bring a dozen states with it. This would be a situation far worse than anything that we saw in 
08. 

When push comes to shove (it will) Cali/NY are going to prove once again that they send more tax 
dollars to D.C. than they get back. That fact is going to be impossible for Washington overcome.  
The bailouts that the Fed doesn’t see as necessary and congress doesn’t want to touch will happen. 
It has to. The reality is that Ben does see the problem and congress knows that it will HAVE to 
get involved. They admitted as much with this exchange:

Senator Conrad
“Maybe there are ways to help with creative financing.” 

Chairman Bernanke
“We do have the authority to buy very short-term municipal debt”

Tell me again why I should be rushing out to buy some long-term muni bonds?
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Here’s A Look At What The Goldman FaceBook Fund Will 
Look Like As It Ignores The SEC & Peddles Private Shares To 
The Public Without Full Disclosure

Submitted by Reggie Middleton on 01/04/2011 08:46 -0500

• Goldman Sachs   Great Depression Private Equity Reggie Middleton Twitter 
Yesterday, I attempted to pull the wool from some of the more complacent eyes of news media 
consumers by outlining the potential goals for Goldman’s half billion “investment” in Facebook 
while at the same time pondering the market for a different type of media concern. A media concern 
that is heavy on the analysis and investigation, yet light on the political correctness and conflicts of 
interest (see Facebook Becomes One Of The Most Highly Valued Media Companies In The World 
Thanks To Goldman, & Its Still Private!). I definitely don’t want to be condescending, but there is 
obviously (at least to me) a need for such an entity amongst the mainstream rags for as I read 
through the comment sections of the articles written on the topic, I see such naivete as, “Wow!!! If  
Goldman is putting their money in this, it must be serious!” I say do myself, “It’s a damn shame if 
that is actually a real person’s viewpoint and not a Goldman equity underwriting employee”.

You see, this is not about Goldman’s attempt to create capital gains through investment, its about 
their attempt to create income through commissions, fees and spreads. 
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… 
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I would like you, dear reader, to let me know why or why not such a media concern as the one I 
intimated above should not make as much or more money than Goldman, et. al. and the financial 
engineering bunch, for the media concern actually imparts useful knowledge that actually adds to 
society, know? Am I being to idealistic in my search for the utopian world or is there truly a market 
for real knowledge and insider info. I’m all ears. Now, back to the topic at hand…

I am also relieved to see comments from more thoughtful readers such as (this is from Dennis 
Howlett’s article over at ZDNet):

“Serious question here: neither article indicates what exactly gives Facebook it’s value. In my post  
to the other article, I assumed it is advertising, but I can’t even justify $50M on that business model.  
What exactly is being valued at $50B? Someone please explain this to me. Or is it indeed a pump 
and dump?” 
The answer to this reader’s question is that the monies being paid are justified in part by Facebook’s 
popularity and control over X00 million eyeballs and stickiness, and in part by bubblicious 
marketing techniques that are dressed in the guise of Goldman’s investment. I will attempt to 
explain both parts of this in this article.

Mr. Howlett popped over to BoomBustBlog with a link to his article making a case for the 
possibility of a Facebook IPO being the reason behind the Goldman engineering. I will excerpt a 
few lines to get us all up to the same page (before we move forward, if you haven’t read Facebook 
Becomes One Of The Most Highly Valued Media Companies In The World Thanks To Goldman, & 
Its Still Private!, I strongly suggest that you do. It was alternatively titled “Goldman Creates a 
Facebook Hedge Fund for HNW Clients Historically Ripped Off By Such Vehicles, Spits In Face Of 
SEC…“).

In my earlier piece I hinted that Goldman Sachs has a vested interest in building a case for a $50 
billion valuation for Facebook that has nothing to do with the open market valuation. Larry Dignan 
thinks this is the pre-cursor to an IPO. Mark Zuckerberg has been quoted as saying that an IPO is  
not on the cards anytime soon. Peter Thiel, who originally staked $500,000 in Facebook said in 
September that Facebook would not IPO before 2012.
…  According to Bloomberg, Goldman took the lion’s share of the 2009 $923 million IPO fees:

Banks increased fees for initial share sales by 62 percent to 5.63 percent from the 
lowest level on record, even as the amount that U.S. companies raised from IPOs 
decreased by almost half to $16.4 billion this year, according to Bloomberg data. While 
the biggest surge in stocks since the Great Depression revived the IPO market and 
helped enrich bankers, almost 40 percent of offerings sold by underwriters in the 
second half of 2009 have left buyers with losses, the data show.

… Crunch the numbers: at a $50 billion valuation, with Goldman in the box seat as lead banker to 
an IPO and at the rates quoted in 2009, then it could pocket $2.8 billion gross in fees. And that’s on 
top of whatever it creams off the $1.5 billion fund it is creating as part of the deal that sees it  
currently investing $450 million. Assuming an IPO in the next 12 months then by my reckoning,  
Goldman’s ‘investment’ nets a 6x return.
If Goldman is successful (and remember that the Special Purpose Vehicle covering the $1.5 billion 
has to get past the SEC first but honestly – do they care?) then what happens to the Twitter’s of this  
world? Does its investors start clamoring for an exit? You bet. 
That can only spell one thing: bubble times are here again.
Ya Damn skippy, sailor. Howlett hit it right on the head. What type of revenues, profits and growth 
justify a $50 billion valuation for a very young, private company with sparse net cash flows? The 
type that are marketed by those who are doing God’s work! now, let’s build on Mr. Howlett’s and 
Dignan’s ideas the BoomBustBlog way. We shall begin with the $1.5 billion dollar fund that Mr. 
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Howlett alleges GS is creating around the Facebook cash injection. Yesterday’s BoomBustBlog 
rticle, Facebook Becomes One Of The Most Highly Valued Media Companies In The World Thanks 
To Goldman, & Its Still Private! clearly detailed why and how many of these private equity and 
client funds routinely gut investors (we’re talking up to 92% in losses!) while Goldman (and other 
GPs) still walk away with profits (see Even With Clawbacks, the House Always Wins in Private 
Equity Funds). I have posted the model that illustrates this bank wins, investor loses phenomenon 
as a live spreadsheet online for all paying BoomBustBlog subscribers to use at will. It’s quite the 
comprehensive model and allows for the user to run a myriad of their own assumptions using any 
inputs they please. As subscribers will see, it is nearly impossible for Goldman to lose money on 
their Facebook private fund, no matter how badly Facebook shares perform. Please beware that is 
unlocked and fairly complex, so please do not make any formulae changes to it for it corrupts the 
experience for other users. Here is an excerpt for those who do subscribe to our research and 
services, YET!

Even with the fund taking 45%+ losses and the LP (limited partners, ex. Goldman’s clients) losing 
every last single dime, Goldman easily pulls a 33% return. God forbid Facebook share actually do 
well, Goldman’s numbers look… Well… Damn near illegal! Almost as if they can pump up a price 
without any fundamental justification or public disclosure of financials and still sell it retail to the 
public. Of course, such a thing could and would never occur – not with the every vigilant SEC to 
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take our backs. Excuse me while a cough a up a lung from laughter…

You see, this is the dirty little secret of private equity funds. They are not in the business of 
investing money for client’s maximum risk adjusted return. They are in the business of collecting 
fees. Those poor innocent (or not so, particularly when they are investing their clients monies, 
hence are in the same business) souls that actually believe as the commenter above quoted “Wow!!!  
If Goldman is putting their money in this, it must be serious!”simply the lamb being led to the 
private equity/IPO slaughterhouse. You see, there is no loss to GS – no matter how high they bid up 
the valuation nor how hard it comes crashing down. This gives them the incentive to shoot for the 
sky with the private equity deal, because when the IPO breaks, its bonuses bigger than nearly any 
have ever seen. Facebook makes and excellent marketing story as well. Boy Wunderkind CEO, a 
product nearly everyone uses and loves, and a mysterious dearth  of business model to give it a 
mystical effect. Don’t forget the involvement of the “cream of the crop” of Wall Street banks, 
whose bankers, traders and analysts are all so much smarter than us guys from Brooklyn. Add this 
up, and you get “Wow!!! If Goldman is putting their money in this, it must be serious!”.
I will continue this in a few hours via my next article that illustrates an actual Facebook offering, 
complete with valuations – which should be a doozy, Wait until we get to add up all of those 
Goldman fees – Facebook investors win or lose. Just to be clear, this is not hate for Goldman, but 
elucidation and clarification regarding exactly what business Goldman, et. al. are actually in and 
how they are able to generate the profits that they do. Many think that Goldman is the best and 
brightest on the Street. Those guys went to the same schools, studied under the same teachers, 
graduated and employed using the same strategies trading the same products as everybody else. Get 
over the mysticism marketing bullshit and you just have a politically connect, very well marketed 
investment bank that was just bailed out by the government. The same as every major IB in this 
country. I have no hate (nor love, for that matter) for Goldman but I am about setting the record 
straight. If you really think Goldman is really that good at anything outside of raking profits off the 
back of their clients, I suggest you take a long, strong look at their track record versus mine -   Did   
Reggie Middleton, a Blogger at BoomBustBlog, Best Wall Streets Best of the Best?
Click here to subscribe to BoomBustBlog.
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Click here to contact Reggie Middleton for strategic partnerships.

Click here to find out more about Reggie Middleton and BoomBustBlog.
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Just Another Panic Monday for Shorts, Will Tomorrow be 
Their Funday?

Submitted by MoneyMcbags on 01/04/2011 00:58 -0500

Alan Greenspan BAC Bank of America Ben Bernanke Free Money Goldman Sachs Gross Domestic 
Product Meltdown Monetary Policy Same Store Sales Stimulus Spending Tom Cruise Turkey 
Unemployment Warren Buffett Wen Jiabao 

The market ran today like Ben Bernanke was giving out free money (which um, he kind of is, as 
long as you have already proven that you are untrustworthy and have bad judgment), or giving out 
free shares of Facebook (which at this rate will be valued higher than an original copy of Birds of  
America, a dozen Faberge eggs, or Jessica Hall's vulva, when they go public) as investors rejoice in 
the new year as if the new year were 1997.  So we've now gone from "rally" to "FUCKING 
RALLY" because what goes up, doesn't come down (except for some birds in Arkansas, an erection 
after seeing Kathy Griffin in a bikini, and well, everything fucking else in the world).

 

But who cares because with a spree of relatively positive macro data, investors are willing to ignore 
that the unemployment rate is 10% (~18% including the discouraged, the beaten down, and the 
people who green lighted the Tron sequel), that the average stock ownership lasts just 22 seconds 
(or twice the time Money McBags would last with Kelly Brook), and that the dollar doesn't buy 
what it used to anymore (except for dong, because one can currently buy a fuckload of dong for a 
dollar, which explains why Tom Cruise doesn't work as much).  Investors are willing to throw 
money in to the market because their memories are shorter than the line for handshakes will be at 
Thomas Hoenig's upcoming retirement party.  But great, really, with common sense now about as 
useful as Zsa Zsa Gabor's leg (or her uterus), let the capitulation begin, just remember that 
capitulation isn't just an anagram for "Anal pic I tout."  If the market can get back to 1500 with 10% 
unemployment, then Money McBags says we need to lay a fuckload more people off because 
clearly there is some strange inverse correlation here.

 

In macro news today, the ISM's manufacturing index for December rose to 57, which was slightly 
better than the 56.9 guessed by witch doctors and was the 17th consecutive month the index rose.  
Wow.  Money McBags hasn't seen something rise that consistently since the market for MBS CDOs 
right before the meltdown or Jessica Alba's popularity before she got married.   Leading the way 
were faster rates of new orders, though unfortunately those new orders weren't for jobs as factory 
sector employment dropped to a nine month low.

 

In other US macro news, construction spending rose .4%, up from a .7% gain in October, and better 
than the .2% gain guessed at by analysts, as stimulus spending seeks to make sure every state has at 
least one bridge to nowhere.  Federal spending rose 8.2% with the government investing in such 
things as schools, office buildings, and even water supply plants (and with $35B to spend, the 
government no doubt went all out and installed gold-plated pipes in to these facilities to make sure 
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all showers will be golden).  Absent government spend, which is a bit like reading Dickens (or 
Money McBags) absent run-on sentences, judging Alan Greenspan absent his interest rate policy, or 
giving a critical assessment of the work of Janine Lindemulder absent Where the Boys Aren't 10, 
private construction was up only .3% and local government spend was down .1%.  So as long as 
Uncle Barack and Aunt Timmy keep getting their spending on, everything should be ok (except for 
the dollar and the long-term economy, but those are just minor fucking details).

 

Internationally, China's manufacturing slipped a bit as the country has already produced an 
oversupply of pee-pee flavored Coke (and yes Money McBags is aware that he goes to that line way 
to often, but if you got anything better, let him know).  The index fell from 55.2 to 53.9 as Premier 
Wen Jiabao seeks to tighten monetary policy to curb inflation and to not be such a dick.

 

The big news of the day was the market though as stocks shot the fuck up like they were Heath 
Ledger on a bender.  If you owned anything, you made money today so congratulations for playing, 
but unfortunately with success like that, none of you win the booby prize.  Financials led the way 
today as all of a sudden investors believe whatever banks say they put on their balance sheet (and 
Money McBags trusts bank balance sheets about as much as Maria Menounos trusts bikinis).  Bank 
of America  pushed financials higher after they agreed to pay a $3B settlement to FNM and FRE for 
selling them some bad mortgages (or what is known at Goldman Sachs as "Tuesday").  That said, 
there are still likely to be $8B to $35B of claims against BAC from insurers and private investors 
who bought tainted loans from the bank after being misled by BAC's shitacular credit approvals on 
mortgages, so buyer beware.

 

The other big news was that Goldman invested ~$500MM in the Facebook, giving the Facebook a 
~$50B valuation which is roughly equivalent to the GDP of Belarus, the personal fortune of Warren 
Buffett, or a week of trades by Brian Sack.  The Facebook now promises to be the most overvalued 
thing on the internet since AOL or that fucking dancing baby shit.  More importantly, with the 
Facebook's cockposterous valuation, Money McBags is once again bringing to your attention that 
he has put the award winning When Genius Prevailed up for sale with a starting price of only 
$10MM.  While a $10MM valuation may seem high, Money McBags can assure you it is actually 
quite low as it is only .02% of the value of the Facebook and if you all don't get .02% of the 
enjoyment from the award winning When Genius Prevailed that you get out of the Facebook, then 
Money McBags is not this author's real name.  The point is, for $10MM you can have one of the 
hottest internet properties (though not as hot as this very very NSFW property) and not only that, 
but Money McBags will promise to keep running the place for the next 5ish years and will devote 
100% of his time to it (and right now, Money McBags does this with only 50% of his time, so 
imagine how titriffic it would be with 2x the McBags).  If you want to talk turkey, Money McBags 
is reachable at moneymcbags@gmail.com, serious offers only.

 

Elsewhere in the market, ODP and SPLS rose strongly on upgrades from Janney which shows the 
preposterousness of the market since it marks the first time any stock has moved because of a 
Janney analyst's recommendation.  Also, BKS jumped 10% after reporting same store sales were up 
~10% in the holiday season thanks to their e-reader (the awfully named Nook) and strong sales of 
Economics for Dummies in their South Side of Chicago book store.

 

As always, Money McBags has plenty more material on the award winning When Genius 
Prevailed.  So if you're bored (and certainly you must be if you made it this far), feel free to check it 
out.
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Fed Loans Hatched in Bathroom Halted 
Money-Market Run
By Bob Ivry, Christine Richard and Christopher Condon - Dec 3, 2010 4:53 PM GMT+0100 

 
A recreational vehicle owned by Deborah A. Cunningham, chief investment officer of Federated Investors Inc., 
stands at Beaver Stadium in State College, Pennsylvania. Source: Deborah A. Cunningham via Bloomberg 

Deborah A. Cunningham, the manager of $261 billion at Federated Investors Inc., was squeezed 
into the bathroom of her family’s recreational vehicle, trying to help save the $3.6 trillion money 
market industry. 

Cunningham was on the phone with Federal Reserve officials in Boston, New York and 
Washington. Outside, in the Pennsylvania State University stadium parking lot in State College, 
football fans were preparing for a game against Temple University. 

“It was the only place I could hear,” Cunningham said. “People were drinking beer. They kept 
knocking on the door, saying, ‘I have to go.’” 

The solution Cunningham helped craft on Sept. 20, 2008, was a bailout for money market funds, 
which were created as safe investments that could be easily cashed out. The Fed put the facility into 
effect two days later. At its peak in October 2008, it provided $152 billion to stem a customer run 
sparked by the Sept. 15 bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. 

This week’s disclosures of data from the Fed’s rescue efforts during the 2007-2008 financial crisis 
show how the central bank employed companies to help design or run programs they could use to 
their benefit. Federated tapped the money- market rescue for $8.89 billion, according to Fed data. 
Pacific Investment Management Co. and BlackRock Inc. weren’t only advisers to the Fed, they 
were also trading securities they helped value, the Fed data show. 

No Choice 
“That’s the way the system works,” said David Castillo, senior managing director at Further Lane 
Securities in San Francisco. “It’s problematic that they’re customers, but that shouldn’t limit their 
ability to participate in this process. Quite frankly, we don’t have a choice. They have the 
expertise.” 

In compliance with the Dodd-Frank financial overhaul law, the Fed on Dec. 1 identified the 
institutions that used $3.3 trillion of improvised rescue programs. The 21,000 transactions in 11 
initiatives included the money-market plan Cunningham helped devise, known as the AMLF, short 
for its 10-word formal name, the Asset-Backed Commercial Paper Money Market Mutual Fund 
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Liquidity Facility. 

In its scramble to keep the economy from collapsing, the Fed also created the Commercial Paper 
Funding Facility, or CPFF, which tried to ensure that banks and industrial companies had the short-
term loans they needed to fund everyday operations. General Electric Co., then the biggest issuer of 
commercial paper, met with Treasury and Fed officials in the days before they created the CPFF. 

‘Unintended Consequences’ 
Later, the Fed set up the Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility, or TALF, to keep consumer 
credit flowing. It hired Pimco, manager of the world’s largest bond fund, and BlackRock, the 
world’s biggest money manager, to provide analytical help, according to a November 2010 report 
by the Fed’s Office of Inspector General. 

“Any situation where the potential exists for a conflict of interest is concerning,” said Kurt Bardella, 
spokesman for Representative Darrell Issa, the California Republican who will become chairman of 
the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee next month. “This really brings into 
focus one of the unintended consequences of institutionalizing the federal government picking 
winners and losers while those entities are partaking directly and indirectly in what should be 
exclusive government functions.” 

Breaking the Buck 
Cunningham was making calls from her camper’s restroom after the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy 
filing panicked investors, who pulled $230 billion from money-market accounts. The $62.5 billion 
Reserve Primary Fund, which held $785 million of loans to Lehman Brothers, became the biggest 
money-market fund and the first in 14 years to “break the buck,” meaning the value of a share fell 
below $1 and investors faced losses. 

Money funds were the main buyers of commercial paper. During the panic, they had to sell off 
assets to pay investors who demanded their money back. That meant they couldn’t buy the 
commercial paper that corporations needed to pay for things such as payroll and utility bills. In less 
than a day, the credit crunch had spread to industrial companies. 

By Wednesday, Sept. 17, officials at the Fed and the Treasury Department were focused on finding 
a solution for money funds, says Phill Swagel, who was assistant Treasury secretary for economic 
policy. 

Swagel testified to Congress that morning on the deteriorating housing market and returned to the 
Treasury building around midday, he said. After eating a tuna sandwich, he was on conference calls 
with Fed officials the rest of the afternoon and late into the night. 

‘Not Normal Policy’ 
Two days later, on Sept. 19, the Treasury announced that for a fee it would insure money market 
funds against investor losses. 

“It’s not normal policy to say this asset class is now guaranteed,” said Swagel, a professor at 
Georgetown University’s McDonough School of Business in Washington, in an interview. “When 
there’s a run on money market mutual funds, there’s no time to do anything else but say they’re all 
guaranteed, we’re done.” 

While the Treasury measure slowed the pace of withdrawals, it didn’t help money-market funds 
turn assets into cash fast enough to pay investors who wanted out. Putnam Investments LLC closed 
its $12.3 billion Putnam Prime Money Market Fund on Sept. 17 after investors asked for about a 
third of the fund’s money. Managers of the Boston-based firm faced the prospect of selling assets in 
a distressed market, which would cause the fund to break the buck. 

Federated’s Fund Takeover 

Cunningham’s Federated, based in Pittsburgh, was prepared to take over the assets of the Putnam 
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fund, issuing investors shares in its $22.1 billion Prime Obligations Fund, she said. To make the 
takeover work, Federated needed to pay off all the Putnam investors who’d demanded their money, 
she said. For that, she turned to the Fed. 

“We had been working with them trying to figure out what might work to add liquidity to the 
marketplace,” Cunningham said in an interview. 

The AMLF, the bailout that Cunningham helped design, provided cash for banks to buy asset-
backed commercial paper from money market funds. This made it possible for the funds to avoid 
selling at a discount, and the Fed agreed to take the risk of defaults, guaranteeing a profit for the 
banks when the loans were repaid. 

‘Single Most Successful’ 
Without the program, it would have been “very difficult” for Federated to absorb the $12.3 billion 
in assets of the Putnam fund on Sept. 24, 2008, according to spokeswoman Meghan McAndrew. 
About half the investors redeemed their shares within a week, she said. That meant the deal brought 
Federated, the third-biggest U.S. money market company, about $6 billion in assets at no cost. 

Federated’s Prime Obligations Fund now holds $47 billion of assets, more than double the amount 
before the transaction. In a deal announced July 16, Federated will pay as much as $38.8 million 
over five years to acquire $17 billion in money fund assets from SunTrust Banks Inc. 

“Even if the entire Putnam fund redeemed, we were still confident with this facility behind us that 
there was liquidity in the marketplace and the ability to withstand that,” Cunningham said. “Putnam 
investors were immensely aided by this program. It didn’t really help Federated except for some 
positive press.” 

All AMLF loans have been repaid, and the facility generated $543 million in interest, according to a 
Fed report. 

Commercial Paper 
“The AMLF was the single most successful government intervention during the financial crisis,” 
said Peter Crane, president of Crane Data LLC, a money-fund research firm in Westborough, 
Massachusetts, in an interview. “In a crisis when you have esoteric corners of the market involved, 
you have no choice but to go to the experts, and the experts will be self- interested players.” 

While the AMLF helped stabilize money funds, they didn’t start buying commercial paper again. 
That left issuers without their biggest group of customers and unable to roll over short- term debt as 
it matured. At 5:45 p.m. on Monday, Sept. 15, GE Chief Executive Officer Jeffrey R. Immelt met 
for half an hour with Treasury Secretary Henry M. Paulson Jr. in the secretary’s office, according to 
Paulson’s schedule. 

An hour and 15 minutes later, Federal Reserve Bank of New York President Timothy F. Geithner 
convened a staff meeting to focus on “GE issues,” according to his schedule. He and Paulson 
conferred by phone afterward. 

On Oct. 1, Geithner’s schedule noted a tentative conference call with Immelt, who was a board 
member of the New York Fed, a position he still has today. GE spokesman Gary Sheffer said the 
company doesn’t see a conflict with Immelt’s membership on the New York Fed’s board. He 
declined to comment on the content of Immelt’s conversations. 

Reviving Securitization 
Less than a month later, the Fed created a bailout of the commercial paper market. A special entity 
called CPFF LLC, funded by the Fed, bought commercial paper from companies. They included 
GE, which tapped the facility 12 times for $16.1 billion, the Fed disclosed this week. 

Assistance to companies, which also included Toyota Motor Corp. ($4.6 billion), Harley-Davidson 
Inc. ($2.3 billion) and Verizon Communications Inc. ($1.5 billion), topped out at $348.2 billion on 
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Jan. 21, 2009, according to the Fed. The program had no defaults and gained $6.1 billion in interest 
and fees, the central bank’s Inspector General said in its report. 

Creation of TALF 
In November 2008, the Fed set out to revive the market for bonds backed by consumer and small 
business loans. That market froze as an unprecedented number of defaults made assets backed by 
mortgages impossible to value. Wall Street had fueled lending by bundling mortgages into bonds 
using an innovation known as securitization. 

“We were pretty confident that banks didn’t have the capacity to essentially replace the capacity that 
was lost in the securitization market,” said William C. Dudley, who headed the New York Fed’s 
Markets Group at the time and is now the bank’s president, in an interview. “We thought the best 
way forward would be to try and restart the securitization market, rather than just sit back and rely 
on the banking sector.” 

On Nov. 25, 2008, the Fed created the Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility, or TALF, which 
allowed investors to borrow from the Fed as much as 95 cents of every dollar invested in Fed-
approved asset-backed securities. Investors also retained the option of turning the securities over to 
the Fed if they fell in value. 

Pimco, BlackRock 
The New York Fed hired Pimco, based in Newport Beach, California, to value collateral, monitor 
the credit risk of TALF participants and assess the securities market, according to the Inspector 
General’s report. BlackRock Solutions, a unit of New York-based BlackRock, said it was brought 
on to supply analytical help on the securities. 

Without singling out any contractors, the Inspector General’s office said that farming out certain 
tasks creates the potential for conflicts of interest. 

“If you knew the inner workings of the third-party reviewer, you’re mitigating an incredible risk,” 
said James Harrington, who oversaw TALF investing at his former employer, Ryan Labs Asset 
Management in New York. Investors were required to buy securities without knowing whether the 
Fed would accept them for the program. The value of bonds rejected by the Fed would often fall. “If 
you knew that what you were submitting had a better chance of getting accepted, you’d know where 
the boundaries of the playground were,” Harrington said. 

Ford Deal 
Pimco and BlackRock also participated in TALF as borrowers on behalf of clients, along with other 
financial companies. Pimco tapped TALF 96 times between April 2009 and March 2010 for a total 
of $7.26 billion, according to Fed data. Ten funds connected to BlackRock Financial Management 
Inc., another unit of BlackRock, borrowed a total of $2.8 billion for clients, the Fed disclosed. 

On the first day of the program, Pimco put up $22 million and borrowed $292 million from the Fed 
to buy $314 million of bonds backed by Ford Motor Co. auto loans. The fund borrowed from the 
Fed at the London interbank offered rate plus 100 basis points, or 1 percentage point, and purchased 
securities yielding Libor plus 250 basis points, or 2.5 percentage points. The return was about 23 
percent a year for investing in securities with the highest credit ratings and a Federal Reserve 
backstop. 

The Pimco advisory team serving as a TALF collateral monitor for the New York Fed is subject to 
“strict physical, ethical and technological walls” and has no involvement in any investment 
strategies or decisions, said Mark Porterfield, a Pimco spokesman. 

‘We Have Concerns’ 
BlackRock also participated in the initial Ford deal, purchasing $275 million of the same securities 
as Pimco, using $256 million borrowed through TALF, according to the Fed. Since February, when 
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BlackRock Solutions was hired, BlackRock Financial Management borrowed $248 million to invest 
in a total of 13 commercial mortgage-backed securities deals. 

There was no impropriety in BlackRock’s actions, said Bobbie Collins, a BlackRock spokeswoman. 
BlackRock Solutions was a collateral monitor providing analytical services for TALF, while 
BlackRock Financial Management tapped the program on behalf of clients, she said. The two units 
are separate businesses with strict information barriers in place, she said. 

Firms helping to price hard-to-sell assets could overvalue them to raise the value of their own assets 
or those of their clients, said Michael Smallberg, an investigator with the Project on Government 
Oversight, an independent Washington watchdog group. 

“We never found anyone maliciously trying to take advantage of taxpayers,” Smallberg said. “But 
we have concerns about how well those firewalls work.” 

Conflict Review 
The New York Fed “has carefully managed potential conflicts of interest” in TALF, including 
separating workers, approving staff, restricting personal investments and conducting on-site audits 
of the controls, said Deborah Kilroe, a bank spokeswoman. 

The Inspector General’s report, five months after TALF closed to new investment, said “a third-
party vendor” under contract with the New York Fed’s legal group was “performing a conflict-of-
interest review and testing compliance with contract provisions.” 

Neither Pimco nor BlackRock has been accused of wrongdoing. The firms didn’t establish policies 
or approve or reject collateral, according to the Fed. 

“It seems clear that the biggest beneficiaries were the insiders,” said Dean Baker, co-director of the 
Center for Economic and Policy Research in Washington. “We have a huge pinata here. The 
question is whether we had insiders deciding who would get the candy or was everyone in the same 
boat? Think of the people who get upset about the government giving a homeowner some help. 
Now multiply the sums by about 100 million. We should care.” 

To contact the reporters on this story: Bob Ivry in New York at bivry@bloomberg.net; Christine 
Richard in New York at crichard5@bloomberg.net; Christopher Condon in Boston at 
ccondon4@bloomberg.net. 

To contact the editors responsible for this story: Gary Putka at gputka@bloomberg.net; Alan 
Goldstein at agoldstein5@bloomberg.net. 
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Tuesday's Economic Temperature - Too Hot or Just Right? 
Posted by: ilene 
Post date: 01/04/2011 - 15:42 
The Rich (who control this country) do not want a strong dollar - only people who get 
paychecks in dollars want them to be strong but the people handing them out in exchange 
for labor are perfectly happy if Treasury Notes are as worthless as toilet paper. 

Florida Attorney General Fraudclosure Report 
Posted by: 4closureFraud 
Post date: 01/04/2011 - 15:39 
UNFAIR, DECEPTIVE AND UNCONSCIONABLE ACTS IN FORECLOSURE CASES

The next 5% 
Posted by: Bruce Krasting 
Post date: 01/04/2011 - 14:37 
Just trying to make a buck...
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Meet The 35 Foreign Banks That Got Bailed 
Out By The Fed (And This Is Just The CPFF 
Banks)

Submitted by Tyler Durden on 12/01/2010 17:11 -0500

• Central Banks   Commercial Paper Foreign Central Banks GETCO 

One may be forgiven to believe that via its FX liquidity swap lines the Fed only bailed out foreign 
Central Banks, which in turn took the money and funded their own banks. It turns out that is only 
half the story: we now know the Fed also acted in a secondary bail out capacity, providing over 
$350 billion in short term funding exclusively to 35 foreign banks, of which the biggest 
beneficiaries were UBS, Dexia and BNP. Since the funding provided was in the form of ultra-short 
maturity commercial paper it was essentially equivalent to cash funding. In other words, between 
October 27, 2008 and August 6, 2009, the Fed spent $350 billion in taxpayer funds to save 35 
foreign banks. And here people are wondering if the Fed will ever allow stocks to drop: it is now 
more than obvious that with all banks leveraging the equity exposure to the point where a market 
decline would likely start a Lehman-type domino, there is no way that the Brian Sack-led team of 
traders will allow stocks to drop ever... Until such time nature reasserts itself, the market collapses 
without GETCO or the PPT being able to catch it, and the Fed is finally wiped out in one way or 
another. 
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The 35 companies in question:
UBS
Dexia SA
BNP Paribas
Barclays PLC
Royal Bank of Scotland Group
Commerzbank AG
Danske Bank A/S
ING Groep NV
WestLB
Handelsbanken
Deutsche Post AG
Erste Group Bank AG
NordLB
Free State of Bavaria
KBC
HSH Nordbank AG
Unicredit
HSBC Holdings PLC
DZ Bank AG
Republic of Korea
Rabobank
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation
Banco Espirito Santo SA
Bank of Nova Scotia
Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd.
Syngenta AG
Mitsui & Co Ltd
Bank of Montreal
Caixa Geral de Depósitos
Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group
Shinhan Financial Group Co Ltd
Mitsubishi Corp
Aegon NV
Royal Bank of Canada
Sumitomo Corp

http://www.zerohedge.com/sites/default/files/images/user5/imageroot/gono/CPFF Foreign Banks_1.jpg
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An Untested Type of Fluoride Is Used in the Overwhelming 
Majority of U.S. Water Supplies

Submitted by George Washington on 01/10/2011 19:09 -0500

• Risk Management   
• Sulfuric Acid   

→ Washington’s Blog
Dartmouth University wrote in 2001:

In a recent article in the journal NeuroToxicology, a research team led by Roger D. 
Masters, Dartmouth College Research Professor and Nelson A. Rockefeller Professor of 
Government Emeritus, reports evidence that public drinking water treated with sodium 
silicofluoride or fluosilicic acid, known as silicofluorides (SiFs), is linked to higher 
uptake of lead in children.

 

Sodium fluoride, first added to public drinking water in 1945, is now used in less than 
10% of fluoridation systems nationwide, according to the Center for Disease 
Control's (CDC) 1992 Fluoridation Census. Instead, SiF's are now used to treat 
drinking water delivered to 140 million people. While sodium fluoride was tested 
on animals and approved for human consumption, the same cannot be said for 
SiFs.

 

Masters and his collaborator Myron J. Coplan, a consulting chemical engineer, formerly 
Vice President of Albany International Corporation, led the team that has now studied 
the blood lead levels in over 400,000 children in three different samples. In each case, 
they found a significant link between SiF-treated water and elevated blood lead levels.

 

"We should stop using silicofluorides in our public water supply until we know what 
they do," said Masters. Officials at the Environmental Protection Agency have told 
Masters and Coplan that the EPA has no information on health effects of chronic 
ingestion of SiF-treated water.

 

***

 

Also requiring further examination is German research that shows SiFs inhibit 
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cholinesterase, an enzyme that plays an important role in regulating neurotransmitters.

 

"If SiFs are cholinesterase inhibitors, this means that SiFs have effects like the chemical 
agents linked to Gulf War Syndrome, chronic fatigue syndrome and other puzzling 
conditions that plague millions of Americans," said Masters. "We need a better 
understanding of how SiFs behave chemically and physiologically."

Here is Masters' scientific paper on SiFs (also called "fluosilicic acid" and "fluorosilicic acid").

Where does this compound come from?

As ABC News' medical and scientific journalist, Nicholas Regush, writes

Fluoride is a by-product of aluminum and fertilizer manufacturing and contains heavy 
metals such as lead, arsenic and chromium. Fluoride is not a high-purity 
pharmaceutical, to put it conservatively. 

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, National Toxicology Program, reported in 
2001:

Sodium hexafluorosilicate is produced by treating fluorosilicic acid with sodium 
hydroxide, sodium carbonate, or sodium chloride; alkalinity is adjusted to avoid the 
release of the fluoride. Fluorosilicic acid is mainly produced as a byproduct of the 
manufacture of phosphate fertilizers where phosphate rock is treated with sulfuric  
acid. 

***

The major use of sodium hexafluorosilicate and fluorosilicic acid is as fluoridation 
agents for drinking water.

According to the U.S. Geological Survey:

An estimated 40,000 tons of fluorosilicic acid (equivalent to about 70,000 tons of 92% 
fluorspar) was recovered from phosphoric acid plants processing phosphate rock. 
Fluorosilicic acid was used primarily in water fluoridation, either directly or after 
processing into sodium silicofluoride.

The USGS also noted in a 2000 report:

Fluorosilicic acid is a byproduct of the phosphate fertilizer industry and is not 
manufactured for itself alone ...

In other words, even though neither the EPA or any other government agency has studied the effects 
of long-term ingestion of fluorosilicic acid, it is being used instead of sodium fluoride because it is 
cheaper.

As Edward Urbansky from the EPA's Office of Research and Development, National Risk 
management Research Laboratory, Water Supply and Water Resources Division wrote in 2002:

The most common fluoridating agents used by American waterworks are sodium 
fluoride (NaF), hexafluorosilicic acid (H2SiF6), and sodium hexafluorosilicate
(Na2SiF6) as shown in Figure 1.14 Although 25% of the utilities reported using NaF, 
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this corresponds to only 9.2% of the U.S. population drinking fluoride-supplemented 
tap water. ... The cost savings in using fluorosilicates result in large systems using those 
additives instead.

***

In the United States, the primary sources of fluoridating agents are rocky mineral 
deposits containing mixtures of fluorite and apatite; the fluoridating agent itself is 
produced as a byproduct of phosphate fertilizer manufacture.

***

The EPA is aware of papers positing links between fluoridation agents and lead in the 
bloodstream or challenging the accepted chemistry. To truly investigate such 
hypotheses, better chemical knowledge of the speciation is required.
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01-10 16:26: RANsquawk 'Market Wrap Up': Video uploaded to www.youtube.com: 
01-10 16:19: Alcoa (AA) CEO says expects Chinese demand to slow from double digits to single 
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01-10 16:13: Intel (INTC) to pay Nvidia (NVDA) technology licensing fees of USD 1.5bln over the 
next 5 years, for new patent cross license agreement with Nvidia 
01-10 16:05: Bank of Portugal says could use external financial support 

01-04 16:03: US EQUITY WRAP 
01-04 15:44: IMFs Lipsky says risks of further turbulence in soverign debt markets which could 
spill over 
01-04 15:41: Royal Dutch Shell (RDSA) suffers new setbacks in Alaska offshore drilling 
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01-04 15:40: IMF's Lipsky says 2011 economic outlook promising but pivotal year. 
01-04 15:36: Verizon (VZ) CEO says fundamentals are significantly better than the last 2 or 3 years 
01-04 15:17: Broadcom (BRCM) shares spike lower to USD 42.75 following news that Qualcomm 
to buy Atheros Comms 
01-04 15:11: DAILY FX REVIEW 
01-04 15:08: Atheros Comms (ATHR) shares trades over 19% higher following news that 
Qualcomm (QCOM) set to buy Co. at USD 45 

Latest News From The Fly On The Wall
01-10 18:37: Simmons First National reiterates Q4 guidance 
01-10 18:32: Hawkins Inc. to acquire assets of Vertex Chemical 
01-10 18:09: Alcoa: There are no immediate plans to restart more plants in 2011 
01-10 18:01: Alcoa maintains strong balance sheet, improved liquidity into 2011 
01-10 17:57: Alcoa sees Q1 demand strengthening in most regions 
01-10 17:53: Goldcorp announces 2010 gold production plus production guidance 
01-10 17:51: NuVasive sees FY11 revenue $525M-$535M vs. consensus $528.34M 
01-10 17:51: NuVasive sees FY10 EPS to exceed previously issued guidance of $1.42-$1.45 

01-04 16:15: On The Fly: U.S. Market Wrap-Up 
01-04 16:14: Mattson Technology sees Q4 net loss significantly greater than previous guidance 
01-04 16:13: Mattson Technology lowers Q4 revenue outlook to $41M from $46M-$50M 
01-04 16:12: URS Corporation initiated with a Perform at Oppenheimer 
01-04 16:12: Fluor initiated with an Outperform at Oppenheimer 
01-04 16:12: Danaher initiated with an Outperform at Oppenheimer 
01-04 16:12: Team raises FY11 EPS guidance 
01-04 16:11: Mattson Technology trading halted, pending news 
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Ben Bernanke's Secret Global Bank 
Read More: Audit The Fed, Ben Bernanke Federal Reserve, Bernie Sanders, Fed Audit, Federal 
Reserve, Ron Paul, Business News 

Thanks to tremendous public pressure and the recently passed Wall Street reform bill, the U.S. 
Federal Reserve was forced to reveal the details of its emergency bailout of the financial sector for 
the first time yesterday. From a quick review of the data now available on the Federal Reserve 
website, we can see that the Fed took an expansive internationalist view of its role, prompting U.S. 
Senator Bernie Sanders to ask: "Has the Federal Reserve become the Central Bank of the world?" 

When AIG was bailed out out in Sept. 2008 and immediately passed on huge sums to overseas 
counterparties including Société Générale (France) and Deutsche Bank (Germany), there was a 
public uproar. The Fed data out today confirms what many suspected. This back-door bailout of 
foreign banks was just the tip of the iceberg. The Fed data covers 13 programs amounting to some 
$3.3 trillion in loans. We could only look at a few, but in every program examined foreign banks 
were huge beneficiaries of a taxpayer-funded lifeline. 

Central Bank Liquidity Swap Lines Aided Foreign Central Banks
Central banks around the world, the governmental entities that serve as a nation's primary monetary 
authority, drew heavily on the Fed's currency swap lines beginning in December of 2007. The Fed 
says "to address severe strains in global short-term dollar funding markets, the Federal Reserve 
established temporary central bank liquidity swap lines (also referred to as reciprocal currency 
arrangements) with a number of foreign central banks." In other words, the Federal Reserve loaned 
a boatload of cash to central banks around the globe including billions to the European Central 
Bank and at least 10 others - Australia, Britain, Denmark, Japan, Mexico, Norway, South Korea, 
Sweden, Switzerland and England. 
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Mortgage-Backed Securities Purchase Program Aided Foreign Private Banks 
Private foreign banks also received billions from the Fed in exchange for mortgage backed 
securities (MBS). The Fed created its MBS program in November 2008 and eventually paid out 
$1.25 trillion. These facts were known. What we did not know was that approximately half of these 
purchases were from overseas financial firm including billions from Barclays Capital (U.K.), Credit 
Suisse (Switzerland), Deutsche Bank (Germany), Royal Bank of Scotland (England), UBS 
(Switzerland) and Nomura Securities (Japan). The numbers are huge. Deutsche Bank sold some 
$290 billion worth of MBS to the Fed. 

Term Securities Lending Facility Loaned Free Money
The Huffington Post reported that like U.S. banks, major European firms benefited from massive 
subsidies doled out by the Term Securities Lending Facility. Under this program the banks were 
loaned securities for four-week intervals while paying fees that amounted to a whopping 0.0078 
percent -- an interest rate I would love on my credit card. According to Shahien Naspiripour, five 
European firms took advantage of this free money:

Credit Suisse (Switzerland), Deutsche Bank (Germany), Royal Bank of Scotland (U.K.), 
Barclays (U.K.), and BNP Paribas (France) -- borrowed $5.2-6.2 billion in Treasuries 20 
different times. The one-time fees they paid on each transaction ranged from 
$403,277.78 to $481,110. Deutsche led the way with seven such deals.

Commercial Paper Funding Facility Aided Firms Around the Globe
In the fall of 2008, the Fed created the Commercial Paper Funding Facility to help companies that 
had trouble getting short-term loans called commercial paper. While most Americans can 
understand loans to General Electric, Ford Motor, and Harley-Davidson, they are going to be having 
a harder time understanding billions of dollars worth of loans to overseas banks. UBS (Switzerland) 
was the big winner with $74.6 billion in paper bought according to the New York Times. The list of 
banks is eclectic from uber-performing Royal Bank of Canada to underperforming Allied Bank of 
Ireland. Also included Robobank (Netherlands) and Banco Espirito Santo (Portugal.) 

AIG Redux?
When AIG sent $24 billion to Société Générale and Deutsche Bank, Congress launched an 
investigation. Though the total aid to foreign banks has yet to be tallied, the AIG pass through 
amounts now look relatively small. 

Why lend to foreign banks who could petition for help from their central banks overseas? How did 
these loans benefit the American taxpayer? How much has been paid back? From our accounting at 
the Center for Media and Democracy, approximately $2 trillion in Fed bailout loans are still 
outstanding (the Fed audit accounted for 13 programs, we account for 21).

When asked why Canadian banks were getting aided by the U.S. Federal Reserve, Canadian trade 
analyst Ellen Gould pointed out, "the United States is a signatory to the World Trade Organization's 
Agreement on Financial Services. Under that pact, the Fed cannot favor a U.S. bank with 20,000 
employees over a foreign bank with 20 employees. It is required to treat all banks with a subsidiary 
in the United States the same." 

While our treaty obligations are clear and well-known to the administration -- Tim Geithner was a 
key negotiator of the WTO financial service agreement back in the late 1990's -- I favor Gould's 
second theory. With a little more digging, we might find out that all these foreign banks are in fact 
Goldman Sachs counterparties.
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Ben Bernanke: Income Inequality Is 'Creating 2 Societies' 
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke believes the growing income gap is "creating two 
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Bernie Sanders Unearths the Fed’s Sordid 
Details
By Matthew Rothschild, December 3, 2010 

So now we know, thanks to Sen. Bernie Sanders, some of the sordid details of the Federal Reserve 
Board’s “come and get it” policy. The Fed opened its vaults—our vaults—to the tune of $3.3 trillion 
in liquidity and $9 trillion in short-term low-interest loans to some of the world’s biggest banks. 
These included giant foreign banks, as well as Citigroup and Bank of America and other large 
domestic financial institutions.

Morgan Stanley got nearly $2 trillion. Citigroup got $1.8 trillion. Goldman Sachs got $600 billion.

Not only that, the Fed threw money at some of the biggest corporations in the land, including 
Caterpillar, General Electric, McDonald’s and Verizon.

These were loans with no interest, or almost no interest, at a time when American consumers and 
small businesses couldn’t find loans to save their lives. 

Sen. Sanders wrote the law that required the Fed, against its wishes, to disclose who got all this 
money.

Sanders said the revelations are “astounding,” and he’s right.

He said, “The Fed failed to require loan recipients to invest in rebuilding our economy and protect 
the needs of ordinary Americans,” and he’s right again.

Even though the U.S. banks that got the easy loans held most of the country’s mortgages and credit 
cards, the Fed never insisted that they reduce the principal on their mortgages or the interest rates on 
the credit cards.

“How many Americans could have remained in their homes,” asked Sanders, “if the Fed required 
these bailed-out banks to reduce mortgage payments as a condition of receiving these secret loans?”

Sanders smells a rate. “I suspect a large portion of these near-zero interest loans were used [by the 
banks] to buy Treasury securities at a higher interest rate,” he said, thus “providing free money to 
some of the largest financial institutions in this country on the backs of American taxpayers.”

The financial bailout was a giant boondoggle, undemocratic and kleptocratic to its core.

Leave it to Bernie Sanders, the independent socialist in the Senate, to call it like it is. Most of the 
other Senators are in the pocket of the banks.

If you liked this story by Matthew Rothschild, the editor of The Progressive magazine, 
check out his story "Keeping Perspective on North Korea." 
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Saving the Seas
David Helvarg | This salty blue marble planet of ours is too wild, fun, and 
sacred to lose.

An Interview with Jerome Ringo
David Kupfer | "We are all conservationists or we all should be, whether 
we are black, white, brown, yellow or red."

Redemption Is for the Young
Dave Zirin | Dave Zirin ponders Brett Favre’s legacy. 
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Foreclosure Fraud – Fighting Foreclosure 
Fraud by Sharing the Knowledge
Florida Attorney General Fraudclosure Report | UNFAIR, 
DECEPTIVE AND UNCONSCIONABLE ACTS IN 
FORECLOSURE     CASES  

Florida Attorney General Fraudclosure Report | UNFAIR, DECEPTIVE AND 
UNCONSCIONABLE ACTS IN FORECLOSURE     CASES  
Presentation Says It all ~ 4closureFraud.org

Filed under bankruptcy, cdo, cds, Corruption, Fannie Mae, foreclosure, Foreclosure Fraud, 
Foreclosuregate, freddie mac, Front Page, MERS, mortgage electronic registration system, 
Mortgage Fraud, securities fraud 

KABOOM | A Lawsuit That Dirty Debt Collectors Should Be Worried     About  
Monique Sykes et al., Plaintiffs v. Mel Harris and Associates, LLC, et al., Defendants, 09 Civ. 8486 
(DC) ~ A Lawsuit That Dirty Debt Collectors Should Be Worried About By ABIGAIL FIELD 
Federal Circuit Court Judge Denny Chin just issued an opinion in a consumer class action case that 
should send chills down the spines … Read     more  
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The Fall of Florida’s ‘Foreclosure King’ Will Create Huge     Waves  
The Fall of Florida’s ‘Foreclosure King’ Will Create Huge Waves David J. Stern of the eponymous 
Florida law firm has seen better days. Once known as the “foreclosure king,” Stern was high-flying 
enough to buy his employees houses and cars, while snapping up several multimillion dollar homes 
for himself. Now his company’s stock (DJSP) trades … Read     more  

Filed under bankruptcy, cdo, cds, Corruption, Fannie Mae, foreclosure, Foreclosure Fraud, 
Foreclosuregate, freddie mac, MERS, mortgage electronic registration system, Mortgage Fraud, 
securities fraud 

Foreclosure Fraud Fail | There Are No More Criminal Laws for     Banks  
Looks like the people are on their own now… There Are No More Criminal Laws You think I’m 
kidding, right? The 50 state attorneys general probing U.S. foreclosure practices will first settle with 
the five largest loan servicers, including Bank of America Corp. and JPMorgan Chase & Co., Iowa 
Attorney General Tom Miller said. Oh, … Read     more  

Filed under bankruptcy, cdo, cds, Corruption, Fannie Mae, foreclosure, Foreclosure Fraud, 
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FAIL | BofA Resolves Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac Loan-Putback     Dispute  
BofA Resolves Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac Loan-Putback Dispute ‘Clearly a Gift’ The settlement is 
“clearly a gift” to Bank of America, said Chris Whalen, a former Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York analyst and co-founder of Institutional Risk Analytics in Torrance, California. Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac are “taking a very passive posture so the … Read     more  

Filed under bankruptcy, cdo, cds, Corruption, Fannie Mae, foreclosure, Foreclosure Fraud, 
Foreclosuregate, freddie mac, MERS, mortgage electronic registration system, Mortgage Fraud, 
securities fraud 

William K Black | How Did a Relatively Small Number of Subprime Loans Cause a 
Record     Crisis?  
“At law, fraud’s defining element is deceit. The fraudster gets the victim to trust him and then 
betrays that trust. This is why control fraud by our elite financial institutions is such a powerful acid 
to erode trust. Trust is vital to an effective economy. Markets shut down in the crisis because 
bankers no longer … Read     more  
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FRIDAY in West Palm Beach, FL! Jan 7, 2011 First Fridays Lunch & Learn for Foreclosure 
Defense     Attorneys  
ATTENTION PLEASE:  ALL weary, embattled foreclosure defense attorneys.  It’s time for another 
First Fridays Lunch & Learn!  This month’s topic is “Depositions & Discovery Tactics“. Please join 
us on Friday, January 7th at 12pm as Melva & Richard host their monthly Lunch and Learn.  Please 
pass on this invitation & post on your attorney listserves.  … Read     more  

Filed under bankruptcy, cdo, cds, Corruption, Fannie Mae, foreclosure, Foreclosure Fraud, 
Foreclosuregate, freddie mac, MERS, mortgage electronic registration system, Mortgage Fraud, 
securities fraud 

FORECLOSURES: Three FL Judges will have to get up to speed on a fast-moving     field  
“The more advanced foreclosure defenses now delve into the sometimes labyrinth world of 
financial markets, trusts and securities.” ~ Judges studying home suits FORECLOSURES: Three 
will have to get up to speed on a fast-moving field Foreclosure cases used to be a small and simple 
part of serving as a civil judge. Not anymore. The … Read     more  
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Matt Tiabbi on MERS | An Extremely Long Metaphor to Explain Mortgage     Chaos  
An Extremely Long Metaphor to Explain Mortgage Chaos Happy New Year, America… Have 
multiple relatives en route to my home this morning, but wanted to post a few thoughts on an 
interesting story that came out this week before I disappear into a weekend of overeating and 
meaningless NFL games. The piece, which came out … Read     more  

Filed under bankruptcy, cdo, cds, Corruption, Fannie Mae, foreclosure, Foreclosure Fraud, 
Foreclosuregate, freddie mac, MERS, mortgage electronic registration system, Mortgage Fraud, 
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Why Mortgage-Backed Securities Aren’t (Backed by Securities): How MERS Toasted 
the     Banks  
Why Mortgage-Backed Securities Aren’t (Backed by Securities): How MERS Toasted the Banks L. 
Randall Wray In a series of pieces I have argued that MERS, a creation of the mortgage banking 
industry, has effectively destroyed the institution of private property in America. Ironically, MERS 
was created to facilitate quick and easy and cheap securitization of … Read     more  
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Cordray’s Follow Up Letter to Judges RE Fraudulent Foreclosure     Affidavits  
“As I stated in my October 29 letter, “it is improper for the plaintiff to ask the court to ratify a 
foreclosure judgment based on a false affidavit after the fact by simply substituting or 
supplementing what plaintiff now claims is a proper affidavit.” Rather, I believe vacating the 
judgment is the proper way to … Read     more  
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Robo-signing | The Dead Sign Affidavits     Nationwide  
The Market Ticker – The Dead Sign Affidavits – Nationwide by Karl Denninger in Foreclosuregate 
When are we going to see law enforcement actually enforce laws? She died in 1995. Yet her 
signature later appeared on thousands of affidavits submitted by one of the nation’s largest debt 
collectors, Portfolio Recovery Associates Inc., in lawsuits filed … Read     more  
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Why Robo-Signatures Are Illegal in California and Other Non-Judicial Foreclosure     States  
Why Robo-Signatures Are Illegal in California and Other Non-Judicial Foreclosure States By 
Michael Patrick Rooney, Esq. With all of the press robo-signing has gotten, it is a bit surprising that 
everyone is having such a hard time concluding whether these practices effect California 
foreclosures. My assistant even said to me today, “but the banks say … Read     more  
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Utah Class Action Against ReconTrust/Bank of America: Two Federal Judges 
Recuse     Themselves  
Class Action ReconTrust/Bank of America Case Lands in Federal Judge Dale Kimball’s Court (Salt 
Lake City, UT) – US District Chief Judge Tena Campbell recused [Recusal order] herself in the 
class action lawsuit against ReconTrust and Bank of America (NYSE: “BAC”), Mortgage 
Electronic Registration Systems (“MERS”), Countrywide Home Loans, HSBC Bank (NYSE: 
“HSBC”), Wells Fargo … Read     more  
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KABOOM | Residential Mortgage Foreclosure Affidavit Policy of the Cuyahoga County 
Court of Common Pleas in     Ohio  
New Ohio Affidavit Rules Blows the Fraudsters Out of the Water Below is a copy of the revised 
affidavit rules, an order from a specific case, and sample attorney affidavit forms… Check out the 
language that should be applied in every court nationwide. This is all we ever asked for, the rule of 
law, that … Read     more  
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End This Fed
Wednesday, 12/1/2010 - 10:11 am by Matt Stoller 

Our Federal Reserve doesn’t work. Progressives have to get out in the fight to change it before 
Sarah Palin claims victory.
“We probably know more about tribes in the Amazon jungle than we do about the real nature of 
power in the United States. Neither political science, nor history, nor economics do very well on 
this.” - Tom Ferguson

Something new is happening around the contours of monetary policy. It’s becoming part of our 
popular political landscape. We saw this a few weeks ago, when Sarah Palin injected into the 2012 
presidential race the idea of fundamentally reorganizing the Federal Reserve’s mandate. Republican 
Mike Pence, Senator Richard Shelby, and a host of other Republicans have jumped on this concept, 
and there will soon be legislation introduced to make this happen.

Beyond Republican politicians, the public is beginning to rethink our monetary order. A YouTube 
video on quantitative easing has over 3 million views. The video slams the Fed for missing the 
dotcom bubble, the subprime crisis, for being fundamentally undemocratic and unaccountable, and 
for being engaged in collusive dealings with Goldman Sachs. Financial blogs and CNBC discuss 
the Fed, and its associated characters, with deep insight and passion. And Bernanke drew 30 no 
votes in his confirmation hearing in 2009, the most ever for such a position, just four years after 
drawing almost none. The market nearly crashed on the possibility that Bernanke’s nomination 
would fail before the White House stepped up aggressive lobbying efforts. On the left, the last few 
years saw a remarkable grassroots coalition of economists and activists to bring transparency to the 
central bank, joining a long-sought libertarian crusade. I was a staffer for Rep. Alan Grayson, who 
was working with that coalition to require an independent audit of the Federal Reserve. Tomorrow, 
because of provisions put into Dodd-Frank by Senator Bernie Sanders and Congressmen Grayson 
and Ron Paul, the Federal Reserve will release details of its 2007-2010 emergency loans to the web.

This network of politicians, advocates, and bloggers will go to town on whatever revelations come 
out of that. (Although the Fed obnoxiously put its Maiden Lane disclosures in a non-copy or 
printable PDF format, so we’ll see how easy they make it to get this info.) The defenders of 
technocracy are out in force as well. Paul Krugman is defending the institution, if not every 
decision. The Democratic partisan class is going after right-wing Fed critics, while more liberal 
independents are pointing to the Fed in the 1940s and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation as a 
very different monetary model. Not since the populist movement of the 1890s has there been this 
much discussion of monetary structures among the public, and so much dissent about how money is 
created and circulated throughout the economy. It’s happening for a reason. The public is now 
paying attention to finance. We ran a focus group in Orlando last year, and one of the surprising 
conclusions was that nearly every independent voter knew who Ben Bernanke was. People don’t 
like the structure of our financial oligarchy, and they are talking about it. Even the deficit hysteria 
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and the Fannie/Freddie GSE fights are a function of this monetary debate.

It is good that this debate is happening. It means that we will be able to examine the real power 
structure of the American order, rather than the minor food fights allowable in our current political 
system. This will bring deep disagreements, profound ones, but also remarkable possibility. Modern 
American industrial policy is to push capital into housing, move manufacturing abroad, build a 
massive defense establishment, and maintain an oligarchic financial sector. This system isn’t a 
structural inevitability. People built it, and people are unbuilding it. People with names, motivations, 
and reputations. People like us, and like Sarah Palin.

In 1989, Bill Greider published a remarkable book called “The Secrets of the Temple: How the 
Federal Reserve Runs the Country” in which he described how Fed officials were the real decision 
makers in the American political order. Shielded by the argument of ‘political independence’, most 
politicians wouldn’t and still won’t dare interfere with the workings of our economic structure, even 
though the Constitution clearly mandates that the monetary system is the province of Congress. The 
dramatic and overt coordination of this ‘independent’ central bank with the executive branch and 
the banking sector, and its flouting of Congressional and public scrutiny, have removed its 
institutional legitimacy.

Like most American institutions, the Fed has shrouded itself in myth, with self-serving officials 
discussing the immaculate design of the central bank as untouchable, secretive, an autocratic and 
technocratic adult in the world of democratic children. But the Fed, and specifically the people who 
run it, are responsible for declining wages, for de-industrialization, for bubbles, and for the systemic 
corruption of American capital markets. Take this passage from Greider’s masterpiece, on the 
inflation battles of the early 1980s.

“When White House officials congratulated themselves on how swiftly inflation was declining, 
Volcker pulled out his card on union wages and warned them not to be too optimistic. Until labor 
got the message and surrendered on its wage demands, the underlying rate of inflation would 
continue to push prices upward — and collide with the stringent reality imposed by the Fed’s 
money policy.”

Here was the Federal Reserve Chair, a Democrat, carrying around union wage stats in his pocket so 
he would know whether he was driving worker pay down fast enough. If you want to understand 
the poverty of the financial reform debate, that Volcker was ‘the hero’ of the reform side should 
illustrate it.

On a basic level, the Federal Reserve has two jobs. One is to maintain price stability, and the other 
is to maintain maximum employment. This ‘dual mandate’ comes from debates in the 1970s about 
full employment, and was part of the Humphrey Hawkins legislation that President Carter watered 
down from its original liberal origins. While the Fed ostensibly has to care about full employment, 
Carter made sure this would be more of a guideline, and it is quite obvious to anyone who pays 
attention to FOMC minutes that most Fed officials don’t take it seriously. Nevertheless, the Fed has 
a bunch of tools to accomplish these goals. It regulates the money supply through its balance sheet 
and a variety of market interventions, it maintains the payments and clearing system, and it 
regulates banks. It also has a number of consumer protection responsibilities, and has emergency 
lending authority that was radically expanded by Wall Street super-lawyer Rodgin Cohen in 1991 
through a very subtle secretive maneuver.

Structurally, the Fed is a two-part system, with a Board of Governors in DC and Reserve Banks that 
sit in 12 separate regions of the country that represented roughly equivalent sectors of the economy 
in 1913. The Board of Governors has 7 members, each of whom can have one 14-year term, and a 
Chairman who has a four year term. These members are appointed by the President and confirmed 
by the Senate. Monetary policy is set through the Federal Open Market Committee, which has 
members from both the board and the Reserve banks. If you ever want to see how the country is 
actually run, read the transcripts of FOMC meetings, which are released on a five year lag (they 
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used to be shredded as a matter of course). It is stunning to read how Reserve bank presidents 
basically talk to WalMart and high-end headhunter firms to find out how their regional economy is 
doing, and then set monetary policy. It’s also crazy that we still do not know what the FOMC was 
saying from 2005 onward, during the height of the mortgage boom and bust. All of this is secret, 
and very much open to subpoena for some enterprising politician. (It is one of my great 
disappointments that neither the Democratic House or Senate tried to get these transcripts, given 
that we know that Alan Greenspan was muffling dissent on the housing bubble in 2004, the last 
released transcript.)

The Reserve Banks are quasi-public and quasi-private entities owned by member banks. The New 
York Fed, for instance, pays dividends to JP Morgan, and has a .org web address. The Reserve 
banks are governed by Boards of Directors that are drawn mostly from the banking sectors of their 
regions, as well as large companies and the occasional union leader or university president. The Fed 
also has a large research staff and funds most macro-economic monetary policy research. It is 
uncommon to find ‘credible’ economists in monetary policy who have no financial ties to the 
Federal Reserve banks. The Fed is actually one point of contention between the right-wing 
billionaire Koch family and the Ron Paul libertarians; the Kochs are supportive of Federal Reserve-
tied scholars, and Paul’s people are not (the Palin Tea Party had no involvement in the Audit the Fed 
fight, the Ron Paul Tea Party was the driving force on the right for that legislation).

This structure is the result of a political compromise in its inception, a holdover from the Wall 
Street-populist fights of the 1890s, the financial panic of 1907, as well as legislative shifts over 90 
years. It is a deeply corrupt and indefensible system rife with conflicts of interest. The Reserve 
banks conduct a good amount of the regulatory work in our banking system. Their boards are 
staffed with bank leaders, and the presidents of the Reserve banks are actually hired by these 
bankers. Reserve banks even pay dividends to their bank members (attention Congresscritters who 
want to find a pay-for!). This ‘I’m a dessert topping and a floor cleaner’ identity allows Reserve 
banks — particularly the NY Fed — to intimidate courts and aide its allies on Wall Street. 
Additionally, the Reserve banks aren’t subject to the same government policies regarding Federal 
wages, so they can pay higher wages and give lucrative and prestigious consulting contracts to 
economists. In one hearing in the 1960s, a Reserve Bank was busted for buying thousands of ping 
pong balls. That lack of accountability, while silly, was and is still the norm.

The ambiguous identity is the reason the Fed was able to bureaucratically box out the FDIC as a 
center of intellectual gravitas. It also leads to overt corruption. Jamie Dimon, for instance, was on 
the board of the New York Fed when JPMorgan was negotiating with the New York Fed to buy Bear 
Stearns. Pete Peterson is a former New York Fed President, and hired Tim Geithner to be the New 
York Fed, who he is now presumably pushing to cut entitlements. Steven Friedman was on the NY 
Fed board, buying Goldman stock at the same time.

The list of failures goes on and on. But fundamentally, it is not corruption that is at the heart of the 
problem for this Fed system, it is a lack of democratic accountability. The Fed failed to stop the 
S&L crisis, the dotcom boom and bust, and the mortgage boom and bust, and shoveled money to 
AIG with an overtly disdainful approach to the public. Despite the best efforts of Fed allies, the 
center cannot hold. During Dodd-Frank, Chris Dodd and Barney Frank tried their best to protect the 
Federal Reserve, lavishing praise on Bernanke, and ultimately blocking the move to make the New 
York Fed president an appointed position. They did nothing about the egregious 14-year term, the 
banks appointing their own regulators, the dividends that go directly from the Reserve banks to 
private banks, the lack of ethics restrictions and pay scale restrictions, or the corruption of the 
macro-economics profession at the heart of the Federal Reserve’s research imperatives. Frank did 
not legislate out of malice. Indeed, he often expressed respect for democratic input into the 
legislative process, insisting, for instance, that the conference committee be televised. But 
ideologically, Frank took a Reagan-era liberal view that the goal of the banking system was to 
provide housing for the poor while protecting consumers’ rights. The rest of the capital markets 
structure was, as he put it in one caucus meeting, “rich people fighting other rich people.”
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The new intellectual order dismisses this attitude as small bore. Institutionally, the environment has 
changed for the Fed and its traditional allies. Whereas at the beginning of the financial panic in 
2007-2008, the Fed was a sole provider of expertise and credibility on finance to the political class, 
by 2010, the new financial blogosphere destroyed the Fed’s mythic stature. It is common for staffers 
to get more and better information from blogs, and for hearings to be driven by the conversation 
online, than from the Congressional liaison group at the Fed. Read this remarkable Q&A between 
Ben Bernanke and Senator Bunning during Bernanke’s confirmation hearing, which was a series of 
questions inserted into the record, questions largely drawn from bloggers. The public has changed 
its appetite as well. This YouTube clip of Elizabeth Coleman, the Inspector General of the Fed, was 
my boss’s most successful hearing appearance, and possibly the most consequential hearing put on 
YouTube, ever:

[ Download ] 
Over 3 million people have now seen this official say that she wasn’t tracking where trillions of 
dollars have gone. I prepped Rep. Grayson for that hearing, and I used materials from the blogs to 
do it. Many members watched this hearing on YouTube and signed on to the bill to audit the Fed as 
a result. And so tomorrow, we are going to get a peek at the Fed’s emergency lending activities from 
2007-2010 because of this legislative activity. Even before that, though, the Fed has become far 
more open and responsive to requests for information. We’ve already seen, via Maiden Lane 
disclosures, that the Fed has been lending money to random companies, like the Red Roof Inn, and 
buying up lots of toxic crap. We’re going to see a whole lot more. The conversation is no longer in 
the hands of the bankers.

This is a tremendous step forward. Of the many castle walls the Fed used to keep the rabble out, 
secrecy and complexity were critical. The Fed couldn’t keep its dealings secret, and financial 
bloggers are constantly explaining, explaining, and explaining. Those walls have fallen. A lack of 
public debate was another. That too has fallen. A monopoly of public information dissemination, via 
personal contacts between bankers and outlets like the Washington Post (whose owner in the 1930s 
was Hoover’s Federal Reserve Chairman), has broken down as well through internet communities. 
Gradually, a new generation of politicians is gaining the confidence that the people themselves 
through their elected representatives should be making critical decisions about economic efficiency 
and banking. The Fed is adapting to these changes, building up its communication staff and doing 
town hall-style meetings. Bernanke is on TV all the time, a far cry from the days when the Federal 
Reserve head simply refused to even brief Congress. In some ways, the hardest part of the fight is 
generating public debate, but that has been accomplished. The structure of our monetary system is 
now up for grabs.

As we move forward in this debate, it is important to understand that Sarah Palin is coming from a 
tradition genuinely rooted in American economic debates, from the era of the late 19th century, 
when Wall Street came together to finance railroad mega-corporations. Her argument is one against 
the mutability of money; she rejects the idea that money is a political object, because that implies 
that it is collective decision making that determines property values and ultimately the social 
hierarchy. She believes in a natural and fixed social hierarchy, which is a very conservative idea 
deeply held by the business class. Palin is using the lack of legitimacy of the modern Fed, the failed 
technocratic screw-ups and the elitist tendencies, to push for the equivalent of a societal debtor’s 
prison. She is speaking for creditors, and many of the conservative forces within the Federal 
Reserve agree with her. It is important to understand that reflexively defending the Federal Reserve, 
which is what the Democratic establishment is doing, is a foolish and anti-populist attempt to 
pretend that the Fed is a legitimate decision making body. It isn’t. It is powerful, but not legitimate.

Liberals must move beyond our consumer-driven approach and think about reform of the credit 
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system and of the monetary order, as Elizabeth Warren has done through her remarkable tenure on 
the Congressional Oversight Panel. The basic problem is the one that poet and economist Jane 
D’Arista puts forward in her 1991 paper No More Bank Bailouts. (And yes, she wrote that in 1991, 
so it is worth listening to her.) The link between the Federal Reserve and the ‘real economy’ is 
broken. When banks were the main conduit between the financial world and economic activity, 
translating savings into investment, the Fed could manipulate the economy by manipulating the 
banking sector. But now that shadow banks dominate our credit markets, and the Fed has allowed 
hot money to take over monetary policy, the Fed’s tools just don’t work. That’s why quantitative 
easing is foolish. We must dispatch with the ridiculous notion that pushing hundreds of billions of 
dollars into a broken banking system will have useful consequences.

Instead, let’s recognize that the Fed doesn’t fulfill either part of its mandate, and work toward a 
better and more plausible system of monetary stability. That’s not a long-term process, it’s a 
constant process. D’Arista argues that the Fed must connect itself to the shadow banking system 
and force credit to flow. This necessarily implies important changes in how the Fed interacts with 
financial services firms and entities. To give some idea of what this might look like, at least 
conceptually, Timothy Canova paints the portrait of a more democratic Federal Reserve financing 
the government debt during World War II. Cooperating with a phalanx of institutions, such as the 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and government boards that directed wartime rationing, the 
Fed was able to bring unemployment down to 1% and dramatically equalize economic opportunity 
and wealth building for the middle class. Another possible conceptual framework, though one that 
wouldn’t work today for obvious reasons, is the subtreasury plan put forward in the 1890s by the 
Populists, which would tie the monetary supply to real economic activity — in that era, agricultural 
output. I’m not sure how to tie intrinsically worthwhile economic output to the growth of the money 
supply, but it should be quite obvious that growing money to help credit default swap traders is a 
deeply corrupt way to think about how we as a society should define money.

Reform also requires what Ed Kane, a scholar at Boston College, has tackled, which is regulatory 
capture and growing a new cadre of publicly-minded policy makers and regulators. One of the 
biggest problems at the Fed is that its people simply do not work in the public’s interest, and see 
their goal as preserving the existing secretive banking structure. I found this to be true in my limited 
dealings with the Fed. At one point, I was trying to understand why the Fed granted Goldman Sachs 
an exemption from regulatory scrutiny as a bank holding company. The examiners and Goldman’s 
lobbyist were both happy to help me understand that I needn’t worry. When I mentioned that my 
boss was going to send a letter on the matter (it’s here, as well as the response from the Fed), both 
Goldman and the Fed examiner’s responses were the same. They turned hostile, and whined, ‘Can’t 
we handle this privately?’ The Fed examiner told me that he would not be able to give me good 
information if he was forced to work on a public response on the matter.

Leaving aside whether the Fed made a good decision on that particular regulatory decision, this is 
no way to run a legitimate institution in a democratic society. With a loss of legitimacy comes a lack 
of public trust and a vulnerability to any form of critic. The Fed is now less respected than the IRS. 
And so Sarah Palin has her opening, as do the conservative hard money creditor interests. Liberals 
should stop their love affair with conservative technocratic myths of monetary independence, and 
cease seeing this Federal Reserve as a legitimate actor. At the very least, we need to begin noticing 
that these people do in fact run the country, and should not. We must also begin to internalize the 
new forces of openness and rethink how a monetary system can function in an internet-enabled 
society. This will require thinking about Fed 2.0 from the perspective of the social web, as well as 
building upon the increase in transparency being forced on governing elites by such groups as 
Wikileaks. The top-down backroom system just won’t work if it relies on retaining secrets between 
Bank of America and the Fed that a third party or a court can release. The Fed can’t print its way 
out of a public that has lost faith in the banking system and the dollar. If we rethink money creation 
properly, however, we will be able to remove money creation from the hands of the oligarchs, and 
strike deeply at the uncompetitive nature of the American political economy. I do not know how to 
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do this, but it is possible.

Tomorrow, we’re going to see some of what the Fed did from 2007-2010. And there will be ample 
justifications for why the Fed needed to do what it did, just as the Treasury keeps talking about how 
TARP made money. But the Fed gave $13 billion to Goldman Sachs through AIG, a direct transfer 
of $80 from every working American to the employees of Goldman Sachs. We’re soon going to find 
out who else got our money. And this disclosure, and the accompanying political debate over the 
monetary order, is the beginning of changing the way we think about money itself.

And with that, here’s the new law and the disclosures it forces:

From p. 754 of Dodd-Frank:

(c) PUBLICATION OF BOARD ACTIONS.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the 
Board of Governors shall publish on its website, not later than December 1, 2010, with respect to all 
loans and other financial assistance provided during the period beginning on December 1, 2007 and 
ending on the date of enactment of this Act under the Asset-Backed Commercial Paper Money 
Market Mutual Fund Liquidity Facility, the Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility, the 
Primary Dealer Credit Facility, the Commercial Paper Funding Facility, the Term Securities 
Lending Facility, the Term Auction Facility, Maiden Lane, Maiden Lane II, Maiden Lane III, the 
agency Mortgage-Backed Securities pro- gram, foreign currency liquidity swap lines, and any other 
program created as a result of section 13(3) of the Federal Reserve Act

(as so designated by this title)— (1) the identity of each business, individual, entity, or for-

eign central bank to which the Board of Governors or a Federal reserve bank has provided such 
assistance;

(2) the type of financial assistance provided to that busi- ness, individual, entity, or foreign central 
bank;

(3) the value or amount of that financial assistance; (4) the date on which the financial assistance 
was provided; (5) the specific terms of any repayment expected, including

the repayment time period, interest charges, collateral, limita- tions on executive compensation or 
dividends, and other mate- rial terms; and

(6) the specific rationale for each such facility or program

Matt Stoller is the former Senior Policy Advisor to Congressman Alan Grayson. Stoller  
specialized in legislation on auditing the Federal Reserve and on the problem of foreclosure 
fraud.
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Federal Reserve Loan Program Allowed Bank 
of America to Benefit Twice
Ryan Sibley
Dec. 2, 2010, 4:03 p.m. 

Bank of America was one of several banks that was able to play both sides of a Federal Reserve 
program launched during the 2008 financial crisis. While Bank of America was selling its assets to 
firms obtaining loans through the Fed program, the investment firm BlackRock—partially owned 
by Bank of America—was potentially turning a profit by using those loans to buy assets similar to 
those sold by Bank of America.

In November 2008, the Federal Reserve announced that, in addition to a series of lending programs 
intended to keep both the U.S. and world economies liquid, it would begin issuing federally backed 
loans to entities willing to purchase securities from the troubled financial industry through a 
program called the Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility or TALF.

The purpose of TALF was to help the frozen credit market become liquid again. Securitized loans 
(loans that have been bundled) from a variety of industries – credit cards, auto sales, student loans 
and even equipment financing—were purchased by organizations with money guaranteed by the 
Fed. The loans were non-recourse, meaning that if the investment failed, the borrower would not be 
held responsible for repayment. The belief at the time was that if financing agencies, such as banks, 
were able to get assets off their books in exchange for cash, then they would be able to freely lend 
to consumers once again.

Bank of America was able to take advantage of the program by not only selling its assets through 
the program, but also to profit from non-recourse loans made to BlackRock, in which BofA has a 
seven percent ownership interest. BlackRock received $2.7 billion in loans from the TALF program 
to purchase assets. At the same time, Bank of America was also able to sell assets through the 
program to various investors that received more than $2 billion in federally-backed loans in order to 
do so. In total, $4.8 billion in loans benefited BofA.
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Not only will Bank of America potentially profit from the subsidy BlackRock received from the 
Fed, but it was also able to increase its liquidity by selling its assets to other subsidized borrowers. 
According to the New York Times, "Federal auditors worried about firms like BlackRock, warning 
that such firms could use federally guaranteed loans to overpay for assets, creating a potential 
conflict of interest."

Bank of America's ownership stake comes from their September 2008 purchase of Merrill Lynch. 
Bank of America is one of only three corporate investors named by BlackRock as owners, the 
others are PNC Financial Services Group and Barclays PLC. The three organizations own 47 
percent of the investment firm, with the rest owned by individual investors, institutional investors 
and employees.

TALF's beneficiaries include large political contributors and foreign banks that were able to take 
advantage of a federally guaranteed investment strategy that posed little to no risk. In addition to 
Bank of America—one of the nation’s largest banks and most politically active financial institutions 
—other participants included Banco Itau, a Brazilian bank with a New York branch, which received 
$191 million in loans to purchase securities, and financial and political powerhouses like Prudential 
Insurance and Morgan Stanley, which received $1 billion and $5 billion in loans, respectively.

Bank of America benefited from other programs intended to address the financial crisis; it received 
$15 billion in TARP money through the Department of Treasury’s bailout efforts, which it paid back 
in full in 2009. And BlackRock is a participant in a program administered by the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Company (FDIC), which is very similar to TALF. That program is called the Public-
Private Investment Program (PPIP), and was created at the same time and in conjunction with 
TALF, but operated independently. In PPIP, BlackRock is an Asset Manager, and one of relatively 
few major investment firms with access to billions of dollars in federally backed money to be used 
to purchase assets.

Yesterday’s data release from the Fed reveals details behind this program as well as details behind 
other emergency lending programs created by the Fed. Bank of America and BlackRock are merely 
one example of the intertwined web of financial relationships complicating attempts to identify who 
or what benefited most from the huge government bailout.

(Keenan Steiner contributed to this post)
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So That’s Where the Money Went
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON

Published: December 4, 2010

HOW the truth shines through when you shed a little light on a subject. 

Such is the message from the massive document drop the Federal Reserve made last week. The 
Dodd-Frank law forced the Fed to disclose the recipients of $3.3 trillion from emergency lending 
programs put in place during the crisis days of 2008, so the taxpayers who paid for those rescue 
efforts now know whom they were helping. 

Not that we should expect to receive any thank-you notes from these institutions for rescuing them 
from themselves. 

Still, it’s good to know who got what at the bailout banquet. This helps us understand how 
expensive it is to live in a nation where big, politically interconnected financial institutions are not 
allowed to fail — even after they mess up in the most catastrophic of ways. 

The Fed data showed that the biggest recipient of taxpayer assistance was, naturally, Citigroup. It 
was followed closely by Morgan Stanley, Merrill Lynch and Bank of America. Goldman Sachs was 
also a large beneficiary during the darkest moments of 2008. 

Remember that the Wall Street firms were imperiled by their excessive use of borrowed money, 
which generated huge paydays when the cost of those funds was cheap and the values of the assets 
they were buying were rising at a steady clip. After the bubble burst and financing evaporated, the 
firms were able to tap into a lending program created by the Fed in mid-March 2008 after Bear 
Stearns collapsed. It was called the Primary Dealer Credit Facility. 

The program allowed firms to borrow at low interest rates — ranging from 3.25 percent when the 
program began to 0.5 percent when the last loan was made in May 2009. The firms had to post 
various securities as collateral when they borrowed, and some of those securities were risky indeed. 

Last week, the Fed provided spreadsheets identifying the companies that used the credit facility 
each day. Changes in these borrowings offer a window onto how quickly panic tore across Wall 
Street in September 2008. 

For example, there were zero borrowings during August and even in early September, when Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac collapsed. But on Sept. 17, the day after the government rescued the 
American International Group with an $85 billion infusion, borrowings from the facility neared $60 
billion. Lending in the facility peaked at $156 billion on Sept. 29, the day the House of 
Representatives voted down the Treasury’s bank bailout plan. 
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IT is interesting to review the borrowings of specific companies. Right after Lehman failed, for 
example, Morgan Stanley began tapping into the credit facility every day; it didn’t stop until early 
March 2009. Morgan Stanley’s borrowings peaked at $61.3 billion on Sept. 29. 

Between Sept. 15 and Nov. 26 of 2008, Goldman Sachs also tapped the facility each day. The 
company began by borrowing $2.5 billion; its peak was $24.2 billion on Oct. 15. 

By Nov. 10, Goldman’s borrowings had fallen to $7 billion; that was the day the New York Fed said 
it would make Goldman and other A.I.G. trading partners whole on credit insurance they had 
purchased from A.I.G. on troubled mortgage securities. Under that deal, Goldman received $5.6 
billion from the Fed. 

All of the emergency lending data released by the Fed are highly revealing, but why weren’t they 
made public much earlier? That’s a question that Walker F. Todd, a research fellow at the American 
Institute for Economic Research, is asking. 

Mr. Todd, a former assistant general counsel and research officer at the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Cleveland, said details about the Fed’s vast and various programs should have been available before 
the Dodd-Frank regulatory reform law was even written. 

“The Fed’s current set of powers and the shape of the Dodd-Frank bill over all might have looked 
quite different if this information had been made public during the debate on the bill,” he said. “Had 
these tables been out there, I think Congress would have either said no to emergency lending 
authority or if you get it, it’s going to be a much lower number — half a trillion dollars in the 
aggregate.” 

Better late with the data than never, of course. And the release of these figures just ahead of Friday’s 
grim employment data — the jobless rate rose to 9.8 percent in November — makes them even 
more compelling. Clearly, the federal government was much more willing to deliver mountains of 
money to big banks that made big mistakes than it was to lend a financial hand to rank-and-file 
Americans struggling through foreclosures. 

Federal officials have always argued that plowing money into errant banks and trading shops was 
the best way to rescue the economy, but to Edward J. Kane, professor of economics at Boston 
College, details of the Fed’s largess are reminiscent of a famous Winston Churchill quotation. 

“Never have so few owed so much to so many, and given them so small a return,” Mr. Kane said. 
“We see, for example, how little these institutions have given back to troubled homeowners whose 
houses are threatened with foreclosure.” 

Mr. Kane’s point is important. Certainly, the low interest rates the Fed charged to institutional 
borrowers during the disaster translate into a significant subsidy, indeed a gift, to many of the firms 
that set the financial collapse in motion. 

But the Fed is silent on how big that subsidy actually was. 

Estimating its size will be the subject of much work in the coming months and years. For now, 
here’s a quick and dirty estimate of how much the Fed subsidized borrowers in just one program — 
the Primary Dealer Credit Facility — for just two weeks in September 2008. 

From Sept. 15 through the end of that month, borrowings averaged around $100 billion a day. The 
interest rate charged on those loans was 2.25 percent. 

Given that markets were frozen at that time, and given the dubious quality of some of the collateral 
posted to the Fed to back the loans, an interest rate of 10 percent would be a reasonable benchmark 
for measuring the size of this subsidy. 

On the one hand, Citigroup, Barclays, Morgan Stanley, Goldman and the others paid roughly $75 
million in interest over that September fortnight. Had the Fed charged 10 percent, the firms would 
have paid about $325 million. For just those firms, over only that period, that’s a $250 million 
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subsidy. 

“The justification was, this was to prevent the markets from exploding and the economy from being 
ruined,” Mr. Kane said. “They always explain their actions against doing nothing: ‘If we had done 
nothing, this would have been a terrible mess.’” 

But the Fed has never identified any alternative approaches it might have taken other than the one it 
chose: simply hurling huge snowballs of cash at Wall Street. 

One could argue that the size of the subsidy provided by the Fed to financial institutions during the 
crisis was a direct result of the fact that the government simply had no plan in place for resolving 
failing institutions. 

“I see this as somewhat of a measure of the panic in which the Fed was operating,” Mr. Kane said. 
“The way I see it, they were mugged. And through them, the taxpayer was mugged.” 

A version of this article appeared in print on December 5, 2010, on page BU1 of the New York edition.
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The Fed Operates as a "global pawnshop": $9 trillion in 
short-term loans to 18 financial institutions
by mybudget360.com
 

 
Global Research, December 4, 2010
mybudget360.com 

Federal Reserve made $9 trillion in short-term loans to only 18 
financial institutions. Since 2000 the US dollar has fallen by 33 
percent. The hidden cost of the bailouts.

The Federal Reserve released a stunning report showing the details of 
bailouts that occurred during the peak of the credit crisis.  They won’t 
call it “bailouts” but giving money when others won’t is exactly that.  
What the report shows is that the Fed operated as a global pawnshop 
taking in practically anything the banks had for collateral.  What is 
even more disturbing is that the Federal Reserve did not enact any 
punitive charges to these borrowers so you had banks like Goldman 
Sachs utilizing the crisis to siphon off cheap collateral.  The Fed is 
quick to point out that “taxpayers were fully protected” but mention 
little of the destruction they have caused to the US dollar.  This is a 
hidden cost to Americans and it also didn’t help that they were the fuel 
that set off the biggest global housing bubble ever witnessed by 
humanity.  A total of $9 trillion in short-term loans were made to 18 
financial institutions.  Still think the banking bailout didn’t happen or 
cost us nothing?  Let us first look at the explosion of assets on the Fed 
balance sheet.

The Fed is still carrying longer term debt on its books that shouldn’t be there:
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The Fed typically would carry under $900 billion in high quality government 
Treasuries on its balance sheet.  But today it is carrying roughly $2.4 trillion 
in “assets” and the biggest part of this is made up of questionable mortgages:

Over $1 trillion of mortgage backed securities sit on the Fed balance sheet and 
QE2 is only starting.  
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Other tens of billions of dollars are sitting in the balance sheet as well that 
include failed commercial real estate projects and defunct shopping centers 
around the country. Of course the Fed would like to give the appearance that 
all is well but no one makes $9 trillion in short-term loans without undergoing 
serious problems.  And doesn’t it bother the public that an institution that 
represents our banking system essentially bailed out the world at the expense 
of US taxpayers (without asking by the way) and now taxpayers are having to 
deal with a toxic banking system and a jobs market that is hammered into the 
ground?
This concern was raised:

“(NY Times) But Senator Bernard Sanders, independent of Vermont, 
who wrote a provision in the law requiring the disclosures by Dec. 1, 
reached a different conclusion.

“After years of stonewalling by the Fed, the American people are 
finally learning the incredible and jaw-dropping details of the Fed’s 
multitrillion-dollar bailout of Wall Street and corporate America,” he 
said. “Perhaps most surprising is the huge sum that went to bail out 
foreign private banks and corporations.”

Senator Sanders is absolutely right.  Did you also know that billions of dollars 
went to foreign central banks as well?  We all know the issues going on with 
the European Zone today but the Fed never mentioned this during the bailout 
frenzy.  Don’t be fooled when the Fed says there is no cost associated.  26 
million  Americans  are  unemployed  or  underemployed  and  44  million 
Americans are on food assistance.  The US dollar has done the following in 
the last decade:

Yet this is the response:

“In a statement accompanying the disclosure, the Fed said it had 
fully protected taxpayers. “The Federal Reserve followed sound risk-
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management  practices  in  administering  all  of  these  programs, 
incurred no credit losses on programs that have been wound down, 
and  expects  to  incur  no  credit  losses  on  the  few  remaining 
programs,” it said.”

Sound risk-management?  The entire purpose is to destroy the currency in a 
slow methodical process and inflate away the debt.  Yet there is a cost to this 
born  by  the  many  for  the  few.  Over  the  last  decade  it  has  meant  the 
depreciation of the dollar by 33 percent.  That is a real cost.  It might not be 
a big deal if you hold money in foreign countries but most Americans only 
have a paycheck that is issued in US dollars.  The actual amount of Fed loans 
is simply jaw dropping:

“At  home,  from  March  2008  to  May  2009,  the  Fed  extended  a 
cumulative  total  of  nearly  $9  trillion  in  short-term  loans  to  18 
financial institutions under a credit program.

Previously, the Fed had only revealed that four financial firms had 
tapped  the  special  lending  program,  and  did  not  reveal  their 
identities or the loan amounts.

The  data  appeared  to  confirm  that  Citigroup,  Merrill  Lynch  and 
Morgan  Stanley  were  under  severe  strain  after  the  collapse  of 
Lehman Brothers in September 2008. All three tapped the program 
on more than 100 occasions.”

Keep in mind that unemployment insurance will cost roughly $4 billion per 
month and most of this money will go back into the economy.  Congress is 
stalling on this yet the media is completely silent on the $9 trillion in Federal 
Reserve loans?  This should be the headline story over and over until people 
realize how big the bailout was (and how this false dichotomy is being used as 
propaganda in the media as if $4 billion a month is going to bankrupt the 
system).  The banking elites just want to shift the blame to “poor” people 
while ignoring the elephant in the room which are the trillions of dollars in Fed 
loans.

Everyone got in the game:

“Big institutional investors, like Pimco, T. Rowe Price and BlackRock, 
borrowed  from  the  TALF  program.  So  did  the  California  Public 
Employees Retirement System, the nation’s largest public pension 
fund, and several insurers and university endowments.”
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Source:  New York Times

Every big player got into this and you will recall the rhetoric that it was for 
small businesses and the American consumer.  None of that happened.  Banks 
are still sitting on incredibly large excess reserves:

The Fed is operating without any checks and balances from Congress and 
another  trillion  dollar  exposure has  come out  with  the mainstream media 
channels like ABC, CBS, and NBC all remaining silent.  Can’t interrupt Wheel 
of Fortune right?
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U.S. Treasury and Fed Determined to Destroy Dollar and 
Force Savers to Spend: Investing in a Government Hoping 
for a U.S. Dollar Collapse
Posted by mybudget360 in Employment, bailout, banks, credit cards, deflation, dollar cost 
average, economy, government, savings, wall street 
Tuesday’s action by the Federal Reserve has placed us into the history books.  The Fed cut 
the federal funds rate to an unprecedented 0.25% and gave a rather firm statement that they 
are prepared to keep the rate at this low level as long as the markets deem it necessary.  
When asked why they didn’t cut rates down to 0 a Fed official replied that it would help the 
credit markets run more smoothly.  The markets don’t believe that.  In fact, the markets 
have been trading near the zero percent mark for some time now.
As the market volatility has increased causing 2008 to be one of the most volatile years on record, 
we are seeing some historical action occur.  First, let us look at 3 key economic indicators:

Let me try to walk you through a few things here.  First, the federal funds rate is now sitting at a 
historic low.  We are now seeing a zero interest rate policy regardless of what the Fed is saying.  
The fact the rate was left at 0.25 is merely symbolic.  What the move signals is the Fed is basically 
done with monetary measures.  It has no choice.  It has reached the bottom of the barrel.
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What led it to the bottom of the barrel is how quickly the red line on the chart above is shooting 
lower, consumer inflation.  Some are trying to call it “dis-inflation” but let us be honest, this is 
deflation.  This is scaring the Fed into doing unprecedented things.  So why is this deflation?  Let us 
count the ways:

(a)  Housing market is imploding taking prices down

(b)  Employment is skyrocketing keeping wages stagnant for many and wiping out income for 
others

(c)  Stock markets are tanking across the globe.  With nearly $50 trillion in global wealth lost in one 
year.

There is nothing remotely close to calling this inflation.  In fact, the CPI released fell the most on a 
monthly basis in 61 years.  In fact, this was off the charts since the BLS started keeping track of this 
data point in 1947.  It dropped 1.7 percent in November.  Compound that with the 1 percent drop in 
October and you can quickly see that we are quickly approaching a year over year percent drop on 
the CPI.  The last time the CPI dropped on a year over year basis was in the early 1950s as you can 
see from the chart above.

The other point on the chart is the reserve bank credit which is over $2.2 trillion.  Now some may 
argue that this is inflationary.  It is only inflationary if it makes its way into the hands of Joe and 
Susie public and that is not happening.  How can we tell?  Because when we look at reserve bank 
credit which includes much of the bailout funds, banks are pouring them into treasuries and sitting 
tight:

This is unprecedented.  Banks are scared witless to lend because of the grim reality of all the losses 
they will face in subsequent quarters.  In fact, most banks are simply gearing up for a long 
economic winter and bailout funds are being used as a cushion.  The blame does fall with banks but 
what did one expect with the Treasury lending banks money and at the same time expecting banks 
to lend with stricter standards?  It was a losing proposition from day one.  Why?  First, the massive 
credit boom of the last 30 years was dependent on a healthy employment base and lax credit.  Now, 
we have the exact opposite.  We have a quickly deteriorating employment picture and banks are 
expected to be more strict in lending money.

The only way credit will flow again as it once did is for someone to become the large non-prime 
lender.  Wall Street and foreign banks took up that role gladly during this decade.  Now, the only 
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entity with enough power to fill that role is the government.  The Federal Reserve in conjunction 
with the U.S. Treasury are attempting to become the biggest non-prime lender of all time.  Consider 
that 0.25 a teaser rate for a future of economic trouble.

It sometimes helps to see what is being sacrificed here.  The first major casualty is the U.S. Dollar 
which got pummeled by the Fed rate cut:

The U.S. Dollar has been in a steady decline.  That is, until early summer of this year when it 
started a ferocious rally.  What occurred near this time?  A few things.  Global decoupling was laid 
to rest and the oil bubble burst.  Massive deleveraging led investors to a common resting spot.  The 
U.S. Dollar.  Keep in mind the one thing we are not hearing anyone talk about is a strong dollar 
policy.  Why?  Because it wouldn’t sound too good to the American public if the Fed stated that 
they were systematically trying to destroy the value of the U.S. Dollar on the global exchange 
markets.  Why?  Well, unfortunately the massive amount of debt which amounts to approximately 
$49 trillion in the U.S. is simply back breaking.  The Fed is desperately going to do anything it can 
to bring back inflation even if it means an all out war on the U.S. Dollar.  You need only look at the 
chart above to see what is happening.

Anyone that has traveled abroad realizes the destruction of the U.S. Dollar.  Let us take a longer 
view of this and you will understand why:

http://www.mybudget360.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/12/us-dollar.png


In the last 7 years the U.S. dollar has fallen a stunning 33 percent.  In global terms we are steadily 
getting poorer and poorer and the Fed and U.S. Treasury are happy to oblige.  You need to 
remember that it would be very easy for the Fed to strengthen the dollar.  All they need to do is 
increase the fed funds rate to encourage saving.  Yet the only people that are saving right now are 
foreigners and many are happy to invest at 0 percent rates of return:

Is this even good for our country?  It depends if you enjoy a weak dollar that is systematically being 
attacked.  The Fed is desperately trying to engineer inflation to get us out of our massive debt.  
Remember that in deflation debt is the worst possible thing to have.  The reason for this is asset 
values are declining while the face value of the note remains the same.  Housing is a perfect 
example.  Say you bought a home for $500,000 and took out a $450,000 mortgage.  The home is 
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now worth $300,000.  A current buyer purchase a similar home for $300,000 today and takes out a 
$250,000 note.  You have a $450,000 mortgage still and the new buyer has a mortgage $200,000 
cheaper than the one you have.  Now multiply that over thousands of times.  Deflation is to be 
avoided at all cost because it renders the Fed a wizard behind the curtain (at least that is what they 
hope to avoid).

It may be worthwhile to take a look at Japan since they went down a similar path:

They followed a zero interest rate policy and injected billions into their banks after their real estate 
market bubble collapsed and their stock market burst.  If you take a look at the chart above, the 
Bank of Japan systematically started cutting rates in the early 1990s and has held them low ever 
since.  Nearly 2 decades after.  How did this help their stock market and real estate market?
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I remember when this argument was made in the initial days how quickly it was brushed off.  We 
are not Japan echoed the argument.  That is true.  We are different in many ways.  Yet we have 
similar circumstances especially in our financial markets.  Let us outline at least the similarities and 
you judge for yourself:

(a)  Massive unsustainable real estate bubble

(b)  Lax lending standards

(c)  Over building

(d)  Massive stock market bubble

(e)  Stock market and real estate bubbles burst together

(f)  Japanese government injects liquidity into banks

(g)  Bank of Japan cuts official discount rate to near zero

(h)  Start of deflation

We’re playing out the same scenario above.  Sure, Japan is different culturally and in many other 
ways but a through h above are essentially what we are living.  That is simply a fact.  We had a real 
estate bubble and stock market bubble burst together.  We had horrifically bad lending standards.  
There was massive over building in real estate.  Our government is now injecting capital into 
banks.  Our Federal Reserve is approaching the zero interest rate policy.  We are now seeing a taste 
of deflation.

The only ace in the hole is that the Fed is trying all these other creative instruments to get credit 
going again.  You know what is the only thing that will work?  The only way this will work is if the 
Fed and U.S. Treasury nationalize all banks and enforce lax lending standards and bring back the 
bubble days.  That way, they can directly oversee how the funds are being disbursed.  Otherwise, 
banks privy enough to get a cut of the bailout funds will sit comfortably looking for deals as banks 
not on the bailout list implode.  Next year we know that we will be seeing massive fiscal stimulus 
and it is hard to say how the market is going to react to an aggressive Fed while the government 
becomes the number spender.  We’ve never been down this road before.

Yet the major losers here are those who are prudent and savers.  If you look at savings rates at your 
local banks, you are looking at another zero interest rate policy.  The notion of dollar cost averaging 
into the stock market has gone out the window for probably a generation.  If we were to go back to 
historical rates of 5 to 6 percent many savers would start storing money especially given the current 
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economic shock.  Yet we are doing the opposite.  The Fed now is trying to make rates so low that 
banks will be forced to lend.  Yet here is the kicker.  A bank would rather have a 0 percent rate of 
return than a certain loss to a bad borrower.

I mourn for the U.S. Dollar primarily.  It is a very tough time to be a saver with our current Fed and 
U.S. Treasury destined to annihilate our once mighty greenback.

Book

Give me 10 Days and I’ll Give You a Better 
way to Manage your Money … Guaranteed.
Join with 1,000,000 readers and Learn how to Control Your Money with 10 Day Money Boot 
Camp.
If you have the desire to manage and control your money but keep 
putting the day of taking charge into the future – you’re not alone.

10 Day Money Boot Camp is a downloadable e-book built to 
invigorate your finances and give you 10 money areas that hamper 
most Americans from financial freedom.

Each section contains:
1.  Theory to practice methods – something you can APPLY 

each day.

2.  Teaching – each day you will be given unconventional 
perspectives on MANAGING your money.

The purpose of this approach is to stand current conventional financial wisdom on its head so you 
can come away learning stronger methods of managing your money.

“I’ve been a reader of mybudget360.com for a few years and wanted to thank for this book!  A 
book that looks out for the middle class and our financial concerns.”

Elaine B.

Who is this book for?
10 Day Money Boot Camp is for people wanting to get control of their money but who also value 
their time:

those who believe current conventional financial wisdom has missed something for most 
Americans.

those who want to grow and understand a comprehensive approach of controlling their money.

if you are the type of person that desires control over your money instead of money controlling 
you.
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By the end of the 10 Days you’ll learn:
how current wisdom on real estate has pushed many Americans into a financial black hole.

learn methods of building an emergency fund with little pain.

building and implementing a full monthly budget to control your money.

developing a strategy to find additional income through intelligent use of your time.

designing a plan to avoid most of the common banking pitfalls that most Americans encounter.

“A practical and applied way of putting everything together in a simple and easy to 
understand format.”

-Jake L.

About the Author
I started the blog My Budget 360 a few years ago because of the lack of helpful comprehensive 
financial literature out in the market.  It seemed that most books did not prepare Americans for the 
current economic challenges that we face.  It was my desire to put out information from an applied 
perspective to help those that wanted to approach finances from an unconventional perspective.  If 
you have a desire to learn from someone that has applied theory to practice then this is a book that 
will click with your goals.  I really believe that no one will care about your money as much as you 
do.

The site has reached over 1,000,000 unique and individual visitors and 
continues to grow.  If you are the type of person who wants to succeed 
with their money 10 Day Money Boot Camp will give you a 
comprehensive perspective of approaching your money.

Download Your Copy of 10 Day Money Boot Camp for an investment of 
$14.95

This book contains over 100 pages of material and is ready for your 
download right now.  You can order it here.

At $1.49 per daily financial section this is a resource that will pay for 
itself over the first month and will yield continued money saving tips for 
years to come.

Join the community of over 1,000,000 readers and grab control of your money with 10 Day Money 
Boot Camp.
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The shadow bailout of the commercial real estate industry – 
bailing out the Ritz, failed million dollar unit condo projects, 
and buying empty shopping malls. Why the Fed wants to 
destroy the US dollar and continue the failed bailouts of the 
banking sector.
Posted by mybudget360 in bailout, banks, commercial real estate, debt, economy, federal 
reserve, i-banking, mortgages 
It is amazing that so little information about commercial real estate has made it onto the 
mainstream media.  Few in the public realize that commercial real estate (CRE) has actually 
fallen harder than residential real estate yet 99.9 percent of all media coverage has been 
strictly on residential real estate.  The CRE market is enormous with over $3 trillion in CRE 
loans still outstanding and festering on the balance sheet of banks.  At one point, CRE values 
reached over $6 trillion in the US with $3 trillion in loans.  Today, CRE values are down to 
roughly $3.3 trillion yet the loan amount still hovers at $3 trillion.  This is the disastrous end 
game of being underwater in real estate.  While people fill the stores this holiday season 
consuming money they don’t have (after all nothing says thank you America like buying 
imported goods) property values are still in the dark levels of the trough.  The banking 
sector is doing a complicated shadow bailout through quantitative easing, ignoring missed 
payments, rolling over CRE loans, and ultimately trying to sucker taxpayers into paying the 
entire bill.  Ultimately this shadow bailout has been going on for years and no one seems to 
even care.
Contrary to what banks are publicly stating CRE values have collapsed:
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Source:  MIT
CRE values are down over 47 percent since their peak in 2008.  The above index combines all CRE 
projects including industrial and commercial properties.  Those strip malls that people are flying 
into during the holiday seasons are all backed by large amounts of debt.  Banks are hoping that store 
owners have a strong enough holiday season to justify stronger rents into 2011.  But how are you 
going to raise rents when retail stores can only charge a certain amount to a country that has seen 
stagnant wages for over a decade? Foot traffic is high because consumers simply have the habit of 
going out and consuming.  But are they consuming in the same quantities as they did in 2005 or 
2006?  That is highly unlikely yet many of the CREW loans are valued at peak levels.  As we have 
discussed, credit card companies have pulled back furiously in terms of credit lines offered to 
Americans.  This was the life blood of the spending bonanza of the last decade.

You know what country had a giant amount of commercial real estate?
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“(NY Times) In addition, Ireland’s European creditors reckon, if they can just hold on 
for a few years, perhaps there will be a recovery in asset values. But real estate prices 
rose dramatically in Ireland over the last decade – quadrupling by some measures. And 
fiscal contraction – either higher taxes or lower government spending or both, as 
negotiated with the I.M.F. and E.U. – is unlikely to help the residential real estate 
market (so far most of the damage has been in commercial real estate.)

It is true that Irish mortgages are “recourse” — that is, you can’t just turn in the keys 
and walk away from a property as you can in many parts of the United States. On the 
other hand, Irish residents can leave the country – moving to Britain or the United 
States is a well-established tradition for many families. And how can an Irish lender 
enforce debts when someone has emigrated?”

The math behind the CRE deals was poorly construed and didn’t bet on cash flow scenarios but 
hoped on continued appreciation.  There is no way that some of these strip malls in the US will ever 
justify current prices.  Unlike residential real estate, there is no “emotional value” in buying a CRE 
property.  It is purely financial.  You either make money or you don’t.  Banks right now are bleeding 
money in CRE deals but they keep pretending all is well and with the aid of the Federal Reserve 
they hope to destroy the US dollar enough so that in the end, the loans will inflate away.  Is this the 
end game?  Are we going to be happy to see a $10 loaf of bread and $5 gasoline just so banks can 
keep strip mall and failed condo project loans on their books?

And if you think it is only small time properties going under, try looking at this:

“(WSJ) The developers of the Ritz-Carlton Highlands hotel at Lake Tahoe apparently 
have leaned a little too far over their skis. Bank of America Corp., the lead lender in the 
hotel’s $157 million mortgage, has filed a default notice against the property.

Developer and owner East West Partners, based in Avon, Colo.,  is “talking daily” with 
its lenders to resolve the situation, East West senior partner Blake Riva said. At issue: 
$10 million of the loan has matured without being paid, and the lenders want East West 
to pitch in another $8 million of capital.

Otherwise, East West and Ritz-Carlton, a unit of Marriott International Inc., say the 
hotel is doing well. Like many mountain-resort businesses, the Ritz is temporarily 
closed and slated to reopen by mid-May, after the “mud season” passes and vacationers 
return to the area on the California-Nevada border.”

Yes, the Ritz is a “poor” property that we need to bailout.  No wonder why the Fed has conspired 
with banks to create this enormous shadow bailout of the CRE market.  If we look at the mortgage 
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backed securities of CRE debt we can see that the problems are still building up in the pipeline:

Source:  Zero Hedge
Ultimately the shadow bailout of the CRE industry is occurring because there is zero political will 
to bailout places like failed condo projects in Las Vegas where units sell for $1 million, or the Ritz 
Carlton, or buying up vacant shopping malls.  The banking sector is still largely insolvent but as 
long as they can pretend that CRE values are inflated and the Fed gets busy destroying the dollar 
(i.e., QE1, QE2, QE?), they may ultimately succeed.  Yet their idea of success is likely hurtful to 
working and middle class Americans. After all, it isn’t like the system has reformed in the last four 
years since the Great Recession hit so why should we expect anything different?
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Fed Documents Breadth of Emergency 
Measures

 
Clockwise from top left: Seth Perlman/Associated Press; Morry Gash/Associated Press; Paul Sakuma/Associated 
Press; Nati Harnik/Associated Press; Justin Sullivan/Getty Images, and Toby Talbot/Associated Press

Even bedrock corporations like Caterpillar, Harley-Davidson, General Electric, McDonald’s, Toyota and Verizon 
relied on a Fed program that supported the market for commercial paper. 

By SEWELL CHAN and JO CRAVEN McGINTY

Published: December 1, 2010

WASHINGTON — As financial markets shuddered and then nearly imploded in 2008, the Federal 
Reserve opened its vault to the world on a scope much wider and deeper than previously disclosed. 

Citigroup, struggling to stay afloat, sought help from the Fed at least 174 times during one 
remarkable 13-month period. Barclays, the British bank, at one point owed nearly $48 
billion to the Fed. Even better-off banks like Goldman Sachs took advantage of Fed loans 
offered at rock-bottom rates. 
The Fed’s efforts to stave off a financial crisis reached far beyond Wall Street, touching 
manufacturers like General Electric, the Detroit automakers and Harley-Davidson, central banks 
from Britain to Japan and insurers and pension funds in Sweden and South Korea. 

Under orders from Congress, the Fed on Wednesday released details of more than 21,000 
transactions under the array of emergency lending programs and other arrangements it conjured up 
in response to the crisis. 

The disclosures, which the Fed had resisted, offer the most detailed portrait of a panicky period in 
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which the Fed lent money to banks, brokers, businesses and investors to keep the financial system 
functioning. 

The documents show that some of the biggest names in American business were either coming to 
the Fed in need of a bailout, or trying to make money at a time when the Fed was trying to entice 
investors back into the markets. Among the latter were prominent investors and entrepreneurs like 
John A. Paulson and Michael S. Dell, and the pension funds of the Philadelphia Teamsters and 
Omaha’s teachers, who were betting they could profit if the rescue worked. 

At its peak at the end of 2008, the Fed had about $1.5 trillion in outstanding credit on its books. The 
central bank, in essence, pumped liquidity, the lifeblood of credit markets, into the circulatory 
system of an economy that was experiencing a potentially fatal heart attack. 

“I think our actions prevented an even more disastrous outcome,” said Donald L. Kohn, who was 
the Fed’s vice chairman during the crisis. Without the Fed’s help, he said, “liquidity would have 
dried up even more than it did, asset prices would have fallen even more than they did, and 
economic activity and employment would have fallen further and faster then they did.” 

But Senator Bernard Sanders, independent of Vermont, who wrote a provision in the law requiring 
the disclosures by Dec. 1, reached a different conclusion. 

“After years of stonewalling by the Fed, the American people are finally learning the incredible and 
jaw-dropping details of the Fed’s multitrillion-dollar bailout of Wall Street and corporate America,” 
he said. “Perhaps most surprising is the huge sum that went to bail out foreign private banks and 
corporations.” 

Mr. Sanders said the Fed should have forced banks to restrict executive pay and reduce the financial 
burdens on mortgage borrowers as a condition of its aid. 

The Fed, already reeling from attacks from both the right and the left over its latest effort to spur the 
economy, a plan to buy $600 billion in Treasury securities, braced itself for another moment in the 
spotlight. 

In a statement accompanying the disclosure, the Fed said it had fully protected taxpayers. “The 
Federal Reserve followed sound risk-management practices in administering all of these programs, 
incurred no credit losses on programs that have been wound down, and expects to incur no credit 
losses on the few remaining programs,” it said. 

The 21,000 transactions span the period from December 2007 to last July. 

Even as investors began poring over the disclosures, details emerged from the trove of new data. 

From December 2007 to October 2008, the Fed opened swap lines with foreign central banks, 
allowing them to temporarily trade their currencies for dollars to relieve pressures in their financial 
markets. 

The European Central Bank drew the most heavily on these currency arrangements, the records 
show, but nine other central banks also made use of them: Australia, Denmark, England, Japan, 
Mexico, Norway, South Korea, Sweden and Switzerland. 

At home, from March 2008 to May 2009, the Fed extended a cumulative total of nearly $9 trillion 
in short-term loans to 18 financial institutions under a credit program. 

Previously, the Fed had only revealed that four financial firms had tapped the special lending 
program, and did not reveal their identities or the loan amounts. 

The data appeared to confirm that Citigroup, Merrill Lynch and Morgan Stanley were under severe 
strain after the collapse of Lehman Brothers in September 2008. All three tapped the program on 
more than 100 occasions. 

The American subsidiaries of several foreign banks also benefited substantially from the program. 
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Those institutions included UBS of Switzerland; Mizuho Securities of Japan; and BNP Paribas of 
France. The impaired credit markets quickly stretched well beyond Wall Street, engulfing money-
market mutual funds and commercial paper — short-term borrowings that companies rely on for 
day-to-day operations like meeting payroll and paying vendors. 

In short order, the Fed set up programs to prop up both markets and get credit flowing again. The 
new data shows that some of the biggest names in the mutual fund industry sold assets to Fed-
financed buyers during the credit crisis, including funds sponsored by Fidelity, BlackRock, Merrill, 
T. Rowe Price and Oppenheimer. 

In the first week of the Commercial Paper Funding Facility, the Fed bought more than $225 billion 
in debt. Companies ranging from Ohio’s Fifth Third Bank to the best-known bank franchises of 
Europe and Asia, like Royal Bank of Scotland and Sumitomo, were the primary occupants of the 
new lifeboat, along with the finance arms of the nation’s hard-pressed automakers. 

But joining them were issuers of commercial paper with ties to Caterpillar, McDonald’s and 
Verizon. 

The data also show that the commercial paper market was impaired well into the latter half of 2009. 

Another Fed program, the Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility, brought the Fed into the 
unprecedented position of supporting small business, auto, student, and credit card loans. Plentiful 
helpings of low-cost debt encouraged institutions to ramp up lending and lured back private 
investors. 

Among prominent investors in that program were the businessmen H. Wayne Huizenga and Julian 
Robertson; Kendrick R. Wilson III, a former Goldman executive who had been a top aide to Henry 
M. Paulson Jr., the Treasury secretary during the crisis; and Christy K. Mack, the wife of John J. 
Mack, the former chief executive of Morgan Stanley. 

Other surprises emerged from the data. Both the American International Group, the insurer bailed 
out by the government, and Lehman owned big stakes in funds that bought TALF securities. So did 
Jonathan S. Sobel, who ran the mortgage department at Goldman Sachs. 

Big institutional investors, like Pimco, T. Rowe Price and BlackRock, borrowed from the TALF 
program. So did the California Public Employees Retirement System, the nation’s largest public 
pension fund, and several insurers and university endowments. 

Sewell Chan reported from Washington, and Jo Craven McGinty from New York. Reporting was 
contributed by Eric Dash, Diana B. Henriques, Griff Palmer, Ben Protess and Tom Torok in New 
York.
This article has been revised to reflect the following correction:
Correction: December 1, 2010
An earlier version of this article misstated the size of the Fed’s current asset-buying program. It is  
$600 billion, not $600 trillion.

A version of this article appeared in print on December 2, 2010, on page A1 of the New York edition.
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The infection of massive global debt and the era of 
permanent bailouts – Global bankers on a mission to dilute 
currencies around the world. Ireland GDP equal to Louisiana 
GDP
Posted by mybudget360 in Employment, European Union, bailout, banks, central banks, 
currency, debt, government 
The problems plaguing Ireland are common and something very familiar with Americans.  
Irish banks got drunk on housing bubble beer and loans were made without any actual 
thoughtful analysis of whether the loans would be paid back.  Now the European Union is 
stepping in with the IMF to bailout Ireland not because it has a soft heart or cares about the 
people in the Celtic country but because it is trying to protect the big interconnected web of 
banking interests of German, Spanish, English, and US banks.  That is the ultimate issue at 
hand.  After all, Ireland has a GDP of $222 billion or roughly the same amount as Louisiana 
so it doesn’t seem like such a small country could captivate financial news for weeks on end.  
But if you look at the external debt of Ireland it just blows you away in relation to the size of 
the country.  Let us take a look at these metrics:

Source:  Wikipedia, CIA World Factbook
You’ll also notice that Italy and Spain are right there ahead of Ireland and these are the next 
dominoes to fall, especially Spain.  Portugal is also facing big issues with debt.  The EU and IMF 
are trying to avert a massive global run on these countries but the problem isn’t one of liquidity.  
The issue at hand is of peak debt.  People and countries have borrowed too much based on what 
they are capable of paying back.  If Ireland’s GDP is $222 billion and their external debt is $2 
trillion you can see that this will be a major issue.  It is hard to imagine this amount of debt for the 
production of the country but remember that the global banks were all the willing to lend money out 
to Ireland for over a decade.  Yet the bailout issue and the problem with central banks is that they 
are only concerned with saving their banking colleagues.  Even when the Federal Reserve was 
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developed in the US it was premised on preventing bank runs and protecting network banks.  That 
was and continues to be their primary mission.

Yet the bigger problem is the troubling unemployment plaguing many countries with a mammoth 
amount of debt.  Let us take a look at unemployment in some select EU nations:

The spotlight is glaring on Ireland at the moment with a 14 percent unemployment rate yet the more 
stunning case of Spain shows a headline unemployment rate that is over 20 percent!  We can only 
imagine what their underemployment rate would be.  These bailouts do very little to address the 
problems and dislocation in the employment market.  We already know here in the US where the 
unemployment and underemployment rate is up to 17 percent and has remained stubbornly high 
now going on four years that more debt does little to ameliorate employment conditions.  Yet the 
US Treasury and Fed try to put on a vibrant charade that all is well.  Does it feel like all is well?

The EU problems are gigantic in scope.  Ireland only a few days ago was openly talking about their 
solvency until the summer of 2011 and that they had plenty of cash to get by for half a year.  Well a 
few days later rates roared upwards and people started yanking money out of their banks.  They saw 
the above numbers just like you are.  Think about the ratio more on a human level. The amount of 
external debt for Ireland is like someone making $20,000 a year yet having debt connections of 
$180,000.  That is absolute madness and shows how the allure of easy money and the fact that 
bankers have no restrained with printing money will put the entire global economy at risk. The 
solution of the banking system here in the US and EU is basically to bailout the bankers at the cost 
to all local taxpayers.  The bankers are so consumed by their tiny niche market issues that they fail 
to recognize that the employment markets are collapsing all around them.

Having too much debt is a recipe for financial disaster.  Greece was only chapter one 
followed by the Irish in chapter two.  Portugal and Spain will be next.  It isn’t a question 
of will they need a bailout but when.  Spain’s GDP is $1.6 trillion or $200 billion below 
that of California.  A collapse of Spain will be enormous news and will sent ripples 
across the globe especially in the EU.  Yet with a headline unemployment rate of 20 
percent how will they pay their debt back?  They can’t to answer that question.

The US has also reached a peak debt situation.  The answer from the banking sector is to dilute the 
US dollar and make the American standard of living collapse because banks gambled irresponsibly 
for decades.  The banks now have taxpayer dollars so they don’t care about the unemployment and 
underemployment rate of 17 percent.  Now, they talk as if we need to take our hard knocks and 
speak with authority.

“These are the same people that had Hank Paulson on bended knee begging the House 
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Speaker a few years ago for a $700 billion blank check.”

The central banks are merely infectious puppets of the banking system.  They aren’t accountable to 
the people or local governments.  Did we even debate quantitative easing here in the US?  The 
continuous bailouts are merely a way to protect the banking sector while the stats on employment 
speak for themselves.  How can you tell when a central banker is lying?  When they open their 
mouth.
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Top 1 Percent Control 42 Percent of Financial Wealth in the 
U.S. – How Average Americans are Lured into Debt Servitude 
by Promises of Mega Wealth.
Posted by mybudget360 in 401k, bailout, banks, bubbles, corporate power, crooks, debt, 
economy, government, i-banking, millionaire, psychology, sucker rally, wall street, wealth 
preservation 
Many Americans are not buying the recent stock market rally.  This is being reflected in 
multiple polls showing negative attitudes towards the economy and Wall Street.  Wall Street 
is so disconnected from the average American that they fail to see the 27 million unemployed 
and underemployed Americans that now have a harder time believing the gospel of financial 
engineering prosperity.  Americans have a reason to be dubious regarding the recovery 
because jobs are the main push for most Americans.  A recent study shows that over 70 
percent of Americans derive their monthly income from an actual W-2 job.  In other words, 
working is the prime mover and source of their income.  Yet the financial elite have very 
little understanding of this concept.  Why?  42 percent of financial wealth is controlled by 
the top 1 percent.  We would need to go back to the Great Depression to see such lopsided 
data.
Many Americans are still struggling at the depths of this recession.  We have 37 million Americans 
on food stamps and many wait until midnight of the last day of the month so checks can clear to 
buy food at Wal-Mart.  Do you think these people are starring at the stock market?  The overall data 
is much worse:

Source:  William Domhoff
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If we break the data down further we will find that 93 percent of all financial wealth is controlled by 
the top 10 percent of the country.  That is why these people are cheering their one cent share 
increase while layoffs keep on improving the bottom line.  But what bottom line are we talking 
about here?  The Wall Street crowd would like you to believe that all is now good that the stock 
market has rallied 60+ percent.  Of course they are happy because they control most of this wealth.  
Yet the typical American still has negative views on the economy because they actually have to 
work to earn a living:

The above daily poll asks Americans about their view on the health of the economy.  Only 13 
percent believe the economy is good or excellent.  Funny how that correlates with the top 10 
percent who control 93 percent of wealth.  Many Americans were sold the illusion of the bubble.  
They were sold on the idea that their homes were worth so much more than they really were.  And 
many used this phony wealth effect to go out and spend beyond their means.  They started spending 
as if they were part of this elite 10 percent crowd.  But once the tide rolled out, it was clear they 
were not.  And the horribly built bailouts demonstrate who is controlling our political system.  This 
was not the rule of a capitalist system but a corporate run government.

Just think about the bailouts and which companies were saved.  We ended up bailing out the worst 
performing and troubled companies thus keeping alive companies that should have completely 
failed.  Did we bail out Google?  Proctor and Gamble?  Of course not.  These companies actually 
produce something that people want.  Banks and especially the Wall Street kind merely keep that 42 
percent happy by making sure their stock values stay high so they can keep on making money while 
the average Americans is sold up the river.

Yet many were brought into the easy money fold by going into massive amounts of debt.  And who 
has most of the debt?  That is right, the average American:
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The bottom 90 percent have been saddled with 73 percent of all debt.  In other words much of their 
so-called wealth is connected to debt.  Debt is slavery for many especially with egregious credit 
card companies taking people out with absurd credit card tricks and scams.  Yet the corporate 
propaganda machine is strong and mighty.  Have you ever received an inheritance?  A large one?  
Probably not because only 1.6% of all Americans receive an inheritance larger than $100,000.  If 
this is the case, why in the world do politicians worry so much about the tax impacts of this?  
Because they want to keep the corporatocracy alive and well so their spawn can get a piece of their 
pie.  They give the illusion to average Americans that if you only work hard enough you too can 
join this elusive club of cronies.  The data shows otherwise.

But if we start looking at investment assets, the true wealth in the country, we start realizing why 
Wall Street is all giddy about the recent stock market government induced rally:

Of investment assets 90 percent of Americans own 12.2 percent.  The rest goes to the top 10 
percent.  Welcome to the new serfdom.  The bailouts that went out to the filthy rich were more 
about protecting their tiny corner of the world than actually making the economy better.  That is 
why it is interesting to see companies fire people and Wall Street cheer for the increase in earnings 
per share.  Good for the few at the expense of the many.  Yet the propaganda out of Wall Street and 
our government is what is good for Wall Street is good for you.  Just like that 1.6% inheritance 
issue, the vast majority of Americans won’t deal with that and their primary concern is simply a 
job.  A job that has provided stagnant wages for a decade while the ultra wealth get richer and richer 
in a phony form of corporate socialism.

If you break down the data you realize that most Americans don’t have time to speculate in stock 
markets:
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Only 34% of U.S. households make more than $65,000 per year.  What is that after taxes?  Let us 
use a state like California for example:

Now if we breakdown this data further you will realize that most of the money is consumed by cost 
of living necessities, not Wall Street speculation.  Just to show this example let us look at a family 
budget for someone in California making $100,000:
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Notice after running the budget we are in the hole for $1,000?  That is because of many costs that 
typical families have.  We can debate the merits of where they are spending money but the point is 
this; are these people really making beaucoup money from the stock market?  They are putting 
away $12,000 a year into their 401k.  As we have now found out, 8 percent a year is never 
guaranteed in the stock market although the corporate powers would like you to believe that so they 
can have other suckers to unload stocks onto.

“Yet the median household income in the U.S. is $50,000 and not $100,000.  They have 
even less to invest.”
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They are more concerned on working to have a paycheck to pay for necessities.  They are more 
concerned about paying their house off by the time they retire and hopefully, have a little bit of 
retirement funds coming in.  The sad fact is most Americans rely on Social Security when they 
retire.  All those ads of unlimited golf and daily trips to Tahiti are propaganda of how Wall Street 
lives and they want to sell you the sizzle, and clearly not the steak.  They live their lives paper 
pushing and sucking the life out of the productive part of our economy.  The average American 
should now realize this since this financial crisis was primarily caused by them.  They are now on a 
massive campaign to blame Americans for this.  This is hypocrisy to the next level.  Many 
Americans have paid for their mistake by losing their home through foreclosure.  We have 300,000 
foreclosure filings a month.  Many have taken a hit to their overall stock portfolio (if they have 
one).  Yet the corporate cronies have protected their horrible economy crushing debts at the 
taxpayer expense.  Unlike you, many hold bonds on the companies and not common stock like 
many Americans.  Bondholders have been protected at all costs during this crisis.  Goldman Sachs 
through AIG received 100 cents on the dollar for their horrible bets.  The banks have unlimited back 
stops thanks to taxpayers.  This is how the top 1 percent rule the new feudal state.

Welcome to the 2010 serfdom.  Time to wake up and restructure the system.  Many people are 
starting to wake up to this massive scam.
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Fed report lifts lid on Great Bank Heist of 2008-2009

4 December 2010

The US Federal Reserve Board on Wednesday released documents on emergency measures it took 
between 2007 and 2010, using taxpayer funds, to bail out major financial firms in the US and 
around the world. The sums involved are staggering.

Fed bailout loans outstanding reached a high of $3.3 trillion, but the cumulative amount of cash 
funneled by the US central bank to banks, hedge funds and major industrial corporations reached 
the tens of trillions of dollars.

Every major Wall Street bank was on the Fed dole, as were giant companies including General 
Electric and Verizon Communications. The Fed ran nearly a dozen separate bailout programs which 
together eclipsed by far the Treasury Department's $700 billion Troubled Asset Relief 
Program―the program that handed over billions in public funds to the banks in 2008 and 2009. In 
comparison to the amounts funneled by the Fed to US financial institutions, the Obama 
administration's $787 billion stimulus package was a drop in the bucket.

These vast sums were loaned out at rock-bottom interest without any strings attached. The banks 
and corporations that benefited were not even obliged to provide an account of what they did with 
the money. The entire purpose of the operation was to use public funds to cover the gambling losses 
of the American financial aristocracy, and create the conditions for the financiers and speculators to 
make even more money.

All of the 21,000 transactions cited in the Fed documents―released under a provision included, 
over the Fed's objections, in this year's financial regulatory overhaul bill―were carried out in 
secret. The unelected central bank operated without any congressional mandate or oversight.

The documents shed light on the greatest plundering of social resources in history. It was carried out 
under both the Republican Bush and Democratic Obama administrations. Those who organized the 
looting of the public treasury were long-time Wall Street insiders: men like Bush's treasury 
secretary and former Goldman Sachs CEO Henry Paulson and the then-president of the New York 
Federal Reserve, Timothy Geithner.

Obama signaled the continuation of the policy of social plunder by appointing Geithner as his 
treasury secretary. On the industrial front, he selected investment banker Steven Rattner―now 
under indictment for corrupt dealings with the New York State pension fund―to head his Auto Task 
Force and impose mass layoffs, 50 percent wage cuts on new-hires, and reductions in health care 
and other benefits on workers at General Motors and Chrysler.

The release of the Fed report, coming in the midst of preparations to extend the Bush-era tax cuts 
for the rich and impose savage austerity measures on the working class, demonstrates in the clearest 
possible manner the class interests defended by the government and both political parties.
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It exposes the fraud of Obama's endless paeans to the “free market” and “private enterprise” as the 
“engines” of economic growth. In contemporary America, profits are private, corporate losses are 
socialized. And those who must pay the bill are the working class.

The Fed documents show that the US central bank enabled banks and corporations to offload their 
bad debts onto the Fed's balance sheet. Now, in order to prevent a collapse of the dollar and a 
default by the US government, the American people are being told they must sacrifice to reduce the 
national debt and budget deficit.

But as the vast sums make clear, the “sacrifice” being demanded of working people means their 
impoverishment―wage-cutting, mass unemployment, cuts in health care, Social Security, 
Medicare, Medicaid, etc.

The very scale of the Fed bailout points to the scale of the financial crash and the criminality that 
fostered it. Every major financial institution piled up huge profits by speculating wildly with 
borrowed money. The big banks stoked a housing market bubble based on predatory sub-prime 
mortgages sold to low-income workers, knowing that the loans were likely to default.

The entire US capitalist economy rested on a huge Ponzi scheme that was bound to collapse. 
Bernard Madoff, arrested in December 2008 and jailed for life for his $20 billion scam, was a piker 
compared to the CEOs at Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan Chase, Citibank, Bank of America and 
Morgan Stanley.

Far from these predators being held accountable, the intervention of the White House, Congress, the 
Treasury and the Fed was concentrated entirely on giving them the wherewithal to continue and 
even expand their speculative operations. One of the Fed's bailout programs, the Primary Dealer 
Credit Facility, extended a cumulative total of $9 trillion in overnight, low-cost loans to the major 
Wall Street investment firms. Another program, the Term Auction Facility, provided longer-term 
low-interest loans to banks totaling nearly $4 trillion.

The banks were able to take the cheap cash from the Fed and lend it back to the government at 
double and quadruple the interest rates they were initially charged―pocketing many billions in the 
process.

Another Fed program, the Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility (TALF), became a cash cow 
through which wealthy and well-connected investors realized gargantuan profits. Hedge funds, 
including those that had made a fortune by betting on the collapse of the housing market, realized 
profits as high as 48 percent, and generally between 20 percent and 40 percent, by taking advantage 
of the Fed program.

The criminality that precipitated the financial crash and ensuing depression was not only covered 
over, it was compounded. As a result, corporate profits are higher than ever, as are executive 
bonuses, while the working class is suffering a catastrophic decline in its living standards.

The ongoing saga of the looting of the economy by the financial elite puts the lie to the endless 
claims that “there is no money” for jobs, housing, education or health care. The ruling class is 
awash in money.

Fully exposed as well is the sham of democracy under capitalism. As the Fed documents 
underscore, all major decisions are dictated by the financial elite. The government, the official 
parties, Congress, the courts are all at root instruments of its class dictatorship. The interests and 
desires of the working class find no expression within the existing political system.

The only solution is a political and revolutionary one. The working class must establish its own 
political movement to fight for socialism. This includes the expropriation of the ill-gotten wealth of 
the financial elite and the nationalization of the banks and their transformation into public utilities, 
democratically controlled by the working population.

The existing political setup, including the unelected Federal Reserve, must be abolished and 



replaced by a democratic workers' government, based on mass, popular organizations of the 
working class.

Barry Grey
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Agency Mortgage-Backed Securities (MBS) Purchase 
Program
Background 

In response to the emerging financial crisis, and in order to mitigate its implications for the U.S. 
economy and financial system, the Federal Reserve eased the stance of monetary policy 
aggressively throughout 2008 by reducing the target for the federal funds rate. By December of 
2008, the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) had reduced its target federal funds rate to a 
range of between 0 and 1/4 percent. With the target federal funds rate at the effective lower bound, 
the FOMC sought to provide additional policy stimulus by expanding the holdings of longer term 
securities in its portfolio, the System Open Market Account (SOMA), including large-scale 
purchases of fixed-rate, mortgage-backed securities (MBS) guaranteed by Fannie Mae, Freddie 
Mac, and Ginnie Mae (referred to as "agency MBS"). The purchases were intended to lower longer-
term interest rates and contribute to an overall easing of financial conditions. 

Open market operations, the purchase and sale of securities by the Federal Reserve, have 
historically been the primary means by which the Federal Reserve implements monetary policy. The 
authority to conduct open market operations is granted under Section 14 of the Federal Reserve Act. 
Open market operations are conducted by the Trading Desk at the Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York (FRBNY), in compliance with authorizations, policies, and procedures established by the 
FOMC. The FRBNY’s counterparties for open market operations are primary dealers, that is, banks 
and securities brokerages that the FRBNY has designated as counterparties for its operations. 
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The agency MBS purchase program was announced in November 2008 and the FOMC expanded 
the size of the program in early 2009. In total, $1.25 trillion in agency MBS were purchased 
between January 2009 and March 2010, when the purchase phase of the program was completed. 
Additional transactions were conducted after March to facilitate the settlement of the initial 
purchases. Outright purchases were conducted via competitive bidding to ensure that trades were 
executed at market rates. 

Transactions include purchases and sales at the trade date. Some of the purchases and sales were 
associated with dollar roll and coupon swap transactions that were conducted to help meet the 
programs' objectives and to facilitate the settlement of the initial purchases. Because most of the 
agency MBS trades are conducted based on the general characteristics of the security, the actual 
securities (CUSIPs) delivered may vary, within the trade-specified delivery standards. 

 Data 
Excel (1.6 MB) 

CSV Data (1.19 MB) | CSV Definitions and Notes (2 KB)
 | 

Visit the Excel viewer  for more information. Filter and sort features have been added to the column 
headers in the Excel spreadsheet to assist you with searching and to allow for the creation of custom datasets. Click on 
the arrow button in each column header to view and select the different filter and sort features.

 The following information on agency MBS transactions is provided:

Data Description 
Trade date Date upon which the security was bought or sold 
Contractual 
settlement date 

At the time of the purchase or sale, the date agreed upon for the delivery of securities and 
payment of funds 

Trade amount Current face value at the time of the trade of securities purchased or sold, in millions of dollars 

Agency The agency that issued or guaranteed securities purchased or sold by the Federal Reserve: 
Fannie Mae (FNMA), Freddie Mac (FHLMC), or Ginnie Mae (GNMA) 

Coupon The rate of interest associated with a mortgage-backed security, in percent 
Term Original term in years of the security purchased or sold 

CUSIP A unique security identifier developed by the Committee on Uniform Security Identification 
Procedures 

Transaction 
category Indicates whether the transaction was a purchase or a sale 

Price The price at which securities were bought or sold 

Primary dealer Name of the primary dealer that purchased securities from, or sold securities to, the Federal 
Reserve 

Investment 
manager 

The investment manager that conducted the transaction on behalf of the Federal Reserve, or the 
FRBNY in the case that the transaction was conducted internally by the Federal Reserve Bank 
of New York 
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Agency MBS  
Balance sheet 
Announcements 

Facilities and Programs
Agency Mortgage-Backed Securities (MBS) Purchase Program 
Term Auction Facility (TAF) 
Central Bank Liquidity Swap Lines 
Primary Dealer Credit Facility (PDCF) 
Term Securities Lending Facility (TSLF) and TSLF Options Program (TOP) 
Asset-Backed Commercial Paper Money Market Mutual Fund Liquidity Facility (AMLF) 
Commercial Paper Funding Facility (CPFF) 
Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility (TALF) 
Money Market Investor Funding Facility (MMIFF) 
Bear Stearns, JPMorgan Chase, and Maiden Lane LLC 
American International Group (AIG), Maiden Lane II and III 
Bank of America 
Citigroup 
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